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Abstract
Rietra,R.P.J.J.2001,Therelationbetweenthemolecular structure andion
adsorption ongoethite.DoctoralThesis,Wageningen University, Wageningen,
TheNetherlands.ISBNISBN 90-5808-503-1;130pages
A study is presented on the adsorption of inorganic ions on goethite with emphasis
ontheadsorption ofoxyanions. Experimental results for arange ofoxyanions(PO4,
As0 4 , V0 4 , W0 4 , M0O4, Cr0 4 , Se03, Se04, S0 4 , CI, N0 3 , C104) and Ca are
presented and interpreted using the CD-MUSIC model. For some of these ions the
coordination and structure of the adsorbed ions on goethite are known from
spectroscopy (SO4, SeC^, PO4, As0 4 , Se03). Ideally, surface complexes derived
from spectroscopy correspond with those resulting from the modeling of
macroscopic adsorption data. This would assure that the mechanistic description of
ion binding scales from the microscopic molecular structure to the macroscopic
adsorption behavior. In the CD-MUSIC model it is assumed that the charge of the
adsorbed ions is distributed at the interface as a function of the coordination and
structure of the adsorbed ions and that this distribution of charge can be estimated
using the bond valence concept of Pauling. In this study it is found that the
macroscopic proton-ion adsorption stoichiometry isalmost solely determined bythe
interfacial charge distribution of adsorbed complexes. It is shown that the
experimentally determined proton-ion adsorption stoichiometry canbepredicted on
thebasis ofthespectroscopically identified structures of sulfate, selenite,phosphate
and arsenate on goethite.Bydoing so a direct relationship is demonstrated between
the molecular structure of adsorbed ions and macroscopic adsorption phenomena.
By using this knowledge it is in principle possible to identify the structure and
coordination ofadsorbed complexes from themacroscopic adsorption data and vice
versa. It is found thatthe spectroscopically suggested differentiation between innerand outersphere complexes of sulfate and selenate, and the differentiation between
bidenate and monodentate phosphate can be modeled satisfactory with the CDMUSIC approach although the differentiation cannot be established solely from the
available adsorption data. It is also found that the proton adsorption on goethite
decreasesinelectrolyte solutionsofNaCl,NaN03 andNaC104(belowthePZC)inthe
order C1>N03>C104 while sulfate and phosphate adsorption is lower in the order
C1<N03<C104. These results can be explained well by assuming outersphere
complexes of the electrolyte anions on the goethite surface with different intrinsic
affinities.
Additionalindex words:
Ion adsorption modeling,goethite,ironoxide,CD-MUSIC,phosphate,arsenate,
vanadate,molybdate,tungstate,sulfate, selenate.

Thespaceisjust afew kilometersfrom us (Lovelock)
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Stellingen
1. Het pH afhankelijke adsorptiegedrag van ionen is onafhankelijk van de
chemische bindingsaffiniteit indien er maar een type adsorptieevenwicht is.
Ditproefschrift
2. De proton-ion stoichiometric is een functie van de structuur en de
coordinatie van de geadsorbeerde complexen. De conclusievan Fokkink
(1987) dat de proton-ion stoichiometric in het algemeen niet ionspecifiek is,is niet correct.
L.G.JFokkink, Ionadsorptiononoxides, PhdThesis WAU, 1987
3. De incorporatie van electrostatica in oppervlaktecomplexerings
modellen is de belangrijkste factor welkede modellen naast een
beschrijvend ook een voorspellend karakter geeft.
4. De gemeenschappelijke genetische code van alhet leven wijst erop dat
het leven waarschijnlijk maar een keer is ontstaan. Dit bemoeilijkt een
natuurwetenschappelijke onderbouwing van het ontstaan van het leven.

5. Milieunormstellingen zijn nog te vaak gebaseerd op detectiegrenzen en
achtergrondwaarden. Dit leidt tot te strenge normen voor selenium in het
Bouwstoffenbesluit.
Aalbersetal. Bouwstoffennaderbekeken, Eburon, 1998.
6. Een duurzaam energiegebruik wordthet snelst bereikt door zoveel
mogelijk energie te verbruiken.
7. Heilige grond is vruchtbare bodemvoor oorlog

Stellingen behorendebij hetproefschrift "Therelationshipbetween themolecular
structure andion adsorption ongoethite"teverdedigen doorR.PJ.J. Rietraop14
november2001teWageningen.
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INTRODUCTION

General Introduction
Generalproblem
Soils have a large variety of important functions for humans such as plant growth
for food production and purification of water to be used as drinking water. The
functioning ofasoilcanbe influenced byhuman activity inarelatively simpleway
by adjustment of the chemical characteristics of a soil. This is of interest as it
enables one to increase food production by addition of nutrients but it is also of
interest as the functioning of a soil can be seriously hampered by addition of
pollutants. The effect that nutrients and pollutants have on organisms is often
stronglydependent ontheconcentration inthesoil solution andtherefore dependent
onthebinding ofthesecomponents bythe soiland itschemical characteristics. The
distribution of chemical components between the soil solution and solid matter
varies strongly between soils and this is related to the fact that the chemical
composition of soils can differ strongly and that soils are composed of very
complex assemblages of minerals and humic materials. In soils the fate of
especially the oxyanions is often determined by the binding to variable charge
minerals of iron, aluminum and manganese, due to the reactivity and high surface
areasoftheseminerals.Thebinding behavior of ions onvariable charge minerals is
also of importance in aquatic systems, in the production of catalysts, in waste
materials such as ashes from burning fuel, and in water treatment when iron and
manganese are oxidized. It is the aim in this thesis to improve the possibilities for
prediction ofthebindingbehavior ofionsonvariablechargeminerals.
To enable the prediction of the behavior of environmentally important
nutrients and pollutants the so-called surface complexation models have been
developed. The surface complexation models developed for ion adsorption on
variable charged minerals are based on the description of chemical equilibrium
equations in which activity corrections are calculated on the basis of the an
electrostatic double layer model of the surface. Different versions of the surface
complexation model have been developed due to uncertainties in the molecular
picture of the surface reactions and accessory thermodynamic equilibria. The
advantage of the surface complexation model is that it offers a molecular
description of the surface reactions in relation to the macroscopic adsorption
behavior. It also enables predictions to be made for conditions outside the range
wheredataareavailable.
An important problem of the surface complexation models for variable
charge minerals is that often a good description of a limited range of data can be
obtained when using fundamentally different molecular equations. This has
hampered the development of a unified model for variable charge minerals.
However in recent years huge progress has been made in determining the
coordination and speciation of adsorbed complexes on variable charge minerals
using spectroscopy. Also in other fields innovations have been made, such as
characterization of the crystallographic planes using AFM, determining the
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electromobility using photo-acoustic electromobility, and calculation of the relative
acidities of surface groups using quantum mechanical calculations. Knowledge of
the surface coordination and speciation of ions ideally can be used to give
information aboutthedistribution oftheseionsovertheaqueous andsolidphases.It
is the challenge now to translate the microscopic knowledge of adsorbed ions in
model parameters that enable the prediction of macroscopic behavior of ions
between the solution and variable charge minerals. In this thesis the adsorption
model for variable charge minerals will be further developed by studying the
adsorption behavior in relation to spectroscopically determined coordination and
speciation intermsofthesurface complexation modelfor variable chargeminerals.
Objectives
The problem in short is that an increase of knowledge, from molecular techniques
such as spectroscopy, about the coordination and speciation of adsorbed ions on
environmentally important minerals can hardly be used today to give better
predictions of the fate of nutrients and pollutants in soil and aquatic systems. An
approachto incorporate structural detail inasurface complexation model istheCDMUSIC model. One problem is the correct parameterization of this model. The
objectives ofthepresent study are therefore to study ion adsorption on goethite and
todescribe theresults interms oftheCD-MUSIC model inorder to further develop
the model for variable charge minerals. The current model assumptions and model
parametervalues aretestedbystudyingthe ionadsorption ongoethite for arangeof
ions, across abroad range of conditions, and by comparing the model results with
spectroscopically derived coordination and speciation. In this way also the
significance of molecular knowledge to predict the distribution of ions over the
solid/aqueous interface canbeenhanced.
Presentapproach
Studied is the modeling of ion adsorption on goethite. Goethite is chosen as it has
beenusedpreviously inmany laboratory studies, the coordination and speciation of
a range of ions has been investigated on goethite, and it is ubiquitous in
environmental systems. The colloidal particles of goethite consist of different
surface planes and surface groups. To be able to model ion-adsorption on goehtite
accounthastobemadefor thereactivityofthedifferent surface groups.TheCharge
Distribution Multisite Complexation model (CD-MUSIC) is a model (1) that
defines different surface groups onthebasisofthecoordination ofsurface oxygen's
to its underlying metal ions using a bond valence analysis. The CD-MUSIC model
will be used in this thesis, as it is so far the only model that enables the
incorporation ofknowledge about coordination and speciation from spectroscopy in
a surface complexation model. A short introduction to modeling surface equilibria
andtheCD-MUSIC approach isgiventoelucidate theobjectives ofthisthesis.
A chemical equilibrium reaction is usually written as the product of two
species, such as: (AB) = K (A)(B), where K is the equilibrium constant, which is
related to the total Gibbs free energy (AGtot)as AGtot = -RT In K. The product and
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the speciesarewrittenbetween ()to emphasize that the activity of the species isto
be used in the equation. The concentration and activity are related by the activity
coefficient, which in aqueous chemistry is a function of ionic strength and the
charge of the ion, and is usually calculated with the Davies or the Debye-Hiickel
equation. This approach cannot be applied for chemical equilibria on large
polyelectrolytesormineral surfaces becausethe species influence eachotherbythe
formation of surface charge, which is a consequence of the specific binding of
chargedions.
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Figure 1. Schematic presentation ofthe dimensions of the electric double layer model,
Stern layer model, and the {110} surface plane of goethite (1). At low pH values the
goethite surface can have a high adsorption of protons, which causes a positive charge
and potential that attracts anions such as sulfate. The surface charge is neutralized by
the ions in the diffuse double layer. Therefore the local concentration of the counterions increases near the surface. The charge can also be compensated, or can be caused,
by adsorption of ions at the surface. Shown here are sulfate ions (S042") adsorbed on
the surface of goethite.

Surface charge can develop on mineral surfaces due to the chemical
adsorption of protons and other charged ions. Due to electroneutrality the charge
must be neutralized by the adsorption of other charged ions. At the mineral/water
interface chargecanbelocated atthe surface andthecounter ionscanbelocatedin
thesolution.Duetothediffuse distribution ofcounterionsnearthe surface alsoan
electrostaticpotentialprofile willdevelop.Thepicturewithonepart ofthechargeat
the mineral surface, and the counter charge in solution is called a diffuse double
layer because the density of the counter charge varies in the solution as a function
of the distance to the surface. The variation of the electric potential with distance
from the charged plane has been dealt with in the Gouy-Chapman theory. The
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problem inthis theory ofthe unrealistically high counter ion concentrations at high
surface potentials close tothe surface can be overcome by accounting for the finite
sizeofthecounterions.Thisconcept implies afinite minimum distance ofapproach
of the counter and co-ions to the surface, and is called the Stern model. This
approach implies extraparameters,the dielectric constant in the Stern layer and the
layerthicknessofthe Sternlayer,whichhavetobeestimated (2,3).
Surface reactions can be described as mass law equations, if the effect of
surface charge on the surface equilibria is taken into account. Such models are
called surface complexation models.Thetotal Gibbs free adsorption energy(AGads)
is operationally broken down in a chemical and a coulombic part: AGads=AGchem
+AGcoUiwhere AGcoui= AzFy. The basic problem using the double layer model in
surface reactions is the uncertainty about the location of adsorbed charge in the
picture of the double layer model, as drawn in Figure 1, and therefore the
uncertainty of the electrostatic contribution to the overall adsorption energy. In the
last 30 years this has resulted in different versions of the surface complexation
modelfor variablechargeminerals(1,4-8).
Mechanismsfor surfaceequilibria
The development of the surface complexation models has also resulted in different
definitions of the protonation reactions on surface groups. A model that is well
known and that is incorporated in many computer codes (9-11) is the so-called
lsite-2pK approach where theprotonation of 1 site is described by two equilibrium
reactions: MOH° <=>MO" + H+ and MOH2+ <=> MOH° + H+, in which MO
represents a surface oxygen coordinated to a metal ion. Amore simple reaction for
the surface protonation of iron- and aluminum (hydr)oxides is the 1pK approach:
MOH2+05o MOH"°5+H+.There isnoconsensus onthetype ofmodel to beused
(12)butintherecent literaturethe lpK approach isgettingmore appraisal dueto its
easyparameterization andinterpretation (13-17).
To describe the surface chemical equations and the charges involved use is
made ofthe Pauling bond valence concept (18). Acentral parameter inthe concept
isthedistribution ofcharge.Forstable oxide structuresthis concept impliesthat the
charge of a central ion isdistributed over its surrounding ligands. This leads to the
definition of the bond valence (v) as the charge of a cation divided by its
coordination number (CN): v= z/CN. Application of this approach gives an
estimation of the charge on surface oxygen groups and adsorbed complexes. At the
mineral surface of goethite the oxygen's can be coordinated to one, two and three
metalionsleadingto singly,doubly andtriply coordinated groups. Thesegroupsare
denoted for goethite as: FeO"15, Fe20"', Fe30"05, since the charge attribution of a
single Fe3+ to the surface oxygen is v = z/CN =3/6= 0.5. For a singly coordinated
surface group on goethite, protonation can lead to the following charges: FeO"15 +
2H+« FeOH"05+H+o FeOH+05.
Ions that are adsorbed via ligand-exchange with surface oxygen's attribute a
part oftheircharge tothe oxygen(s) which are coordinated withthe surface andthe
remaining part to ligands at a certain distance from the mineral surface. For
innersphere adsorbed sulfate the application of the bond valence for an S-0 bond,
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with v= 6/4=1.5, leads to a neutral surface oxygen: Fe-0°-S as the sum of bond
valence contributions completely neutralizes the charge of the surface oxygen,
which forms the bond between the mineral and sulfate. However also hydrogen
bondscancontributechargetothesurface oxygen.
Very accurate models are available to calculate actual bond valences for
mineral structures onthebasis ofbond lengths in the interior ofminerals (19).The
bond lengths at the mineral surfaces are however not exactly known. It has been
shown that the same bond lengths as in the interior of the mineral can be used to
calculate realistic proton affinities in a relatively simple manner (20, 21). This
approach is based on a relation between proton affinities and the degree of charge
saturation of the oxygen valence (20). However there is some uncertainty with
respect to the number and the contribution of hydrogen bonds, and it is difficult to
test if the necessary assumptions are correct because only the combined effect of
different proton affinities can be determined experimentally. Attempts have also
been made to predict proton affinities based on molecular mechanics calculations
(17, 22). However, also in a molecular mechanics approach simplifying
assumptions havetobemade.
Bond valence analyses hasalsobeen used to identify stable surface complex
configurations, as it is expected that only neutral or near neutral sum of bond
valences lead to stable configurations (23,24).Afactor that complicates theuse of
the Pauling bond valence concept or the use of more accurate bond-valence
calculations isthatthebond length atsurfaces maybedifferent from asimilarbond
in the interior of the mineral. Determination of bond-lengths is possible for some
bondswith EXAFS,which enables accurate bond-valence calculations (23,28,34).
Another factor that complicates simple calculations using the Pauling bond valence
concept or more accurate bond-valence calculation is that the number of hydrogen
bonds and the charge attribution ofhydrogen bondsto surface oxygen's isnot well
known. The Pauling bond valence concept is nevertheless a very helpful tool for
understandingthecoordination ofsurface complexes.
Ithasbeen suggested that onlythe singly coordinated surface groups (Fe-O)
arereactive for innersphere complexation of anions such asphosphate, arsenate and
sulphate. Itcanbe simply deducedthatthisisveryplausibleusing thePaulingbond
valence concept to calculate the sum bond valence contribution for singly, doubly
and triply coordinated oxygen's with for instance sulphate (Fe-O-S, Fe2-0-S, Fe3O-S). Assuming a bond valence of 1.5 valence units (v.u.) for a S-0 bond and 0.5
v.u. for a Fe-0 bond, the sum ofbond valences on the surface oxygen are 0,+0.5,
and +1 v.u., respectively for the singly, doubly and triply coordinated surface
groups.As only neutral or almost neutral sum ofbond valences seemplausible this
leadstothe conclusion that only singly coordinated oxygenwillreact with sulphate
toform aninnersphere complex.
Forbondsofselenate,tungstate,chromateandmolybdate (Se-O,W-O,Cr-O,
Mo-O) also a bond valence of 1.5 v.u. may be used, and therefore also for these
anions only singly coordinated oxygen's are expected to be reactive. For bonds of
phosphate, arsenate, and vanadate (P-O, As(V)-0, V-O)bond valences of 1.25v.u.
may be used, leading to a sum of bond valences on the surface oxygen of -0.25,
+0.25, and +0.75 v.u. respectively, for the singly, doubly and triply coordinated
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surface groups. Although the absolute difference from zero is the same for singly
anddoubly coordinated oxygen's,the singly coordinated group isstill considered to
bethe mostreactive ifspectroscopic dataaretaken intoaccount.Hydrogen bonding
and/or distortion of the structure of the surface complex may further reduce the net
calculated charge on the surface oxygen. Distorted bonds, or in other words,
unequal lengths of the 0(H) ligands of the oxyanion, have been determined by
EXAFS for Pb, Np(V), Th, U (25-28), and it is the basis for determining the
coordination withFTIRfor carbonate,sulfate andphosphate(29-33).
Forother anionssuch assilicate, arsenite,butespecially for cations, it isless
simpletodeduce ifstableinnersphere bondscanbeformed withsingly, doubly,and
triplycoordinated surface groups.Onthebasisofbond valences analysis for surface
groups ofFe-oxides and bonds with Pb(II) it was concluded that inprinciple singly
andtriplycoordinated surface groups, andpossibly also doubly coordinated surface
groups can form stable surface complexes with Pb (34). This leads to a model for
whichtheverification ofthemodelparameters canberather complicated.
Detailofmodeling
The easiest way to further develop the model for variable charge minerals is to
restrict the amount of adjustable model parameters to the minimum. It is therefore
that the degree of detail ofthe model tobe used isdiscussed here.The CD-MUSIC
model is developed to describe all important ion adsorption data, taking into
account the chemical composition of the surface planes, and the coordination and
speciation ofthe adsorbed ions.On the basis of thetwo dominant surface planes of
goethite,the 110and021plane(37-39)andthesurface composition oftheseplanes,
it is possible to establish a model to describe ion adsorption on goethite
(20,21,40,41). This approach is called the full-site approach, or multisite model, as
itincorporates thedifferent sitedensities andproton affinities ofthe surface planes.
Using this model for variable charged minerals might result in databases for
different ionsand different minerals ifthereisastraightforward procedure toobtain
alltheparameter values.Amultisite modelwill givearather largenumber ofmodel
variables. This may seem unreasonably problematic for the application of such a
model (42). However different reactive sites have been verified experimentally:
complexes with different surface groups have been found for F (43) and Cd (44,
45),andthesesupportamultisiteapproach (46,47).
A more simple model than the full-site approach can be used, and has been
used (1,17,35,36,47-54), without loosing the structural detail of the adsorbed
complexes by assuming onlythemajor surface equilibria, which in case of goethite
are the proton affinity for the singly and the triply coordinated surface groups,
resulting in a so-called 2site approach. The two types of sites are both proton
reactive, and for a range of anions it can be assumed that only the singly
coordinated surface groups are reactive, as has been outlined earlier. The proton
affinity for both groups can be different asused inthe multisite approach, resulting
in a 2site-2pK model, but for simplicity one can also assume that the proton
affinities for both surface groups are equal, resulting in a 2site-lpK model. A
special case isthe 1site-2pK, ordeltapK,approach as it isused inthe Triple Layer
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model (4), Constant Capacitance model (5) and in the Generalized double layer
model(6).
It is important to know what the effect is of using different model
approaches (a 2site-lpK, 2site-2 pK, or multisite approach) to describe ion
adsorption. In the Appendix a comparison of the models is given. It can be
concluded that for ions that only form complexes with singly coordinated surface
groupsitispossibletoderiveapproximatelythesamemodelparametersvalueswith
the simple 2site-lpK model aswith the multisite approach. The relative simplicity
of the 2site-lpK model is ideal to test the current model for variable charged
minerals. This is therefore the model that is used in this thesis along with ions for
which this model is appropriate. The 2site-lpK model has been described in detail
inreference 1.
Methodstobeused
Ion adsorption is usually determined in batch experiments with a solid adsorbent
(e.g. goethite), an ion of interest (e.g. sulfate), and a large quantity of so-called
indifferent electrolyte (e.g. NaNC^). This high concentration of NaNC"3is to keep
the amount of adsorption in the diffuse part of the electrical double layer of the
specific ion of interest insignificant. This can result in graphs such as given for
demonstration inFig.2a.Theygivetheadsorption orequilibrium concentration asa
function ofthepH. From a series ofadsorption edges (e.g.Fig.2a) onecan createa
series ofadsorption isotherms (eg. Fig.2b).The advantage of adsorption isotherms
(e.g. Fig. 2b) is that the data can be given independent of the experimental
conditions used (amount of solid relative to adsorbate). Characterization of
adsorption by adsorption edges or isotherms isof course limited tothe range where
the concentrations can be detected by analytic means. These types of experiments
willbeperformed for most ionsinthisthesisexcept for theadsorption of electrolyte
ions.
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Fig. 2a&b. Examples of adsorption data presentation. (2a) A so-called adsorption edge
gives the adsorption, or concentration, as a function of pH at a constant concentration
of solid, adsorbate and salt strength.(2b) adsorption isotherms give adsorption as a
function ofthe equilibrium concentration in solution at a constant pH and salt strength.
Adsorption isotherms can be determined for equilibrium concentrations that are above
the detection limit (dotted line)

Other techniques to determine ion adsorption characteristics are pH stat ion
titrations or acid-base titrations. Examples ofpresentations of data are given inFig.
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2c&d. An advantage of these experiments (e.g. Fig. 2c) is that they can easily be
performed in an automated set-up and in a CO2 free atmosphere. Acid-base
titrations (e.g.Fig. 2c) will be used to characterize the adsorption on goethite when
the adsorbed amount cannot be determined accurately from the difference between
the total concentration and the concentration in solution: the adsorption of
electrolyte ions, and sulfate and selenate at high concentrations. A disadvantage of
the acid-base titrations isthat most ionsdonot have fast adsorption kinetics.Thisis
less of a problem in pH stat titrations (e.g. Fig. 2d). Another advantage of the pH
stat titration is the simplicity of the determination of the proton-ion adsorption
stoichiometry at low adsorption levels and for equilibrium concentrations below the
detection limit.
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Fig. 2c&d. Examples of adsorption data presentations.(2c). Acid-base titrations at a
constant concentration of solid and salt strength, with or without adsorbate.(2d) pH stat
titration, proton/base consumption as a function of ion addition at a constant pH and
salt strength.

The different techniques to characterize ion adsorption will be used in this
thesis. Other techniques, such as spectroscopy, microscopy etc. have not been
employed and information will be used from literature. The spectroscopic
information ofthe coordination of the adsorbed complexes istranslated interms of
a charge distribution inthe Stern layer byusing the Pauling bond valence approach
(1). This is illustrated in Fig. 3 for sulfate and selenite. The charge distributions
acrossbothplanes (z0andZ\)atboth sides ofthe Stern layer are calculated withthe
Pauling bond valence concept. The charge attribution to the surface (z0) for the
given examples can be calculated from the overall charge (-2) and the number of
ligands (n) that form a bond with the surface (z0= zion n/CN), (where CN is the
coordination number). The coefficients z0 and Z\are used in the calculation of the
electrostatic contribution totheoverall affinity fortheionadsorption equilibrium.
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Outline
Inchapter 2of this thesis outersphere complexesofelectrolyte anions on goethite
are characterized because the modeling ofoutersphere complexes has hardly been
tested. Experimental determination oftheadsorbed amount ofthese ionsishowever
very difficult andpossibly notfeasible. Theadsorption canbe characterizedby
determining the differences between the primary charging behavior ofgoethitein
solutions of different sodium salts: NaCl, NaN03 and NaC104. In general,
adsorption inmulticomponent systems isusedasan independent test for themodel,
or the model parameters, that have been derived formore simple systems. Inthis
casethedifferent ionpairformation constantsofthemonovalentelectrolyte anionson
the goethite surface are derived from proton adsorption data, andare tested by
predictingtheeffect ofthedifferent electrolyteanionsontheadsorption ofsulfate and
phosphate.
In chapter 3 therelation between themicroscopic structure of adsorbed
complexes on goethite is studied in relation to the macroscopic ion adsorption
behavior. The influence of the different modelparameters onthe model description
oftheproton co-adsorption isstudied. The adsorption of several anionsiscompared
by studying onespecific adsorption characteristic: theproton co-adsorption asa
function of theion adsorption at constant pH. Theanions studied are:sulfate,
selenate, chromate, molybdate, tungstate, phosphate, arsenate andvanadate.The
differences and similarities between the anionsare determined and discussed onthe
basisofthepossible structures oftheadsorbed species.
In chapter 4 an extended data set of sulfate adsorption on goethite is
determined. Sulfate ischosen asspectroscopic work has revealed that itisavery
suitable model system tostudy anion adsorption oniron oxides because only one
surface speciesofsulfate wasinitially found. Theinfluence ofthemodel parameters
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for thedescription ofthedataisstudied andthepossibility offinding uniquemodel
parametersvaluesisdetermined.
In chapter 5 the adsorption of sulfate and selenate is studied because very
recent spectroscopic studies have given a more detailed knowledge of the
adsorption of sulfate and selenateaswas available for the analysis in chapter 4.On
theonehanditisstudiedifthestructuralknowledgecanbeincorporated intheCDMUSICmodel.Ontheotherhand it isstudied if onecan derivethe same structural
knowledgefrom themacroscopicadsorptiondataascomparedtospectroscopy.
In chapter 6 the interaction of phosphate and calcium is studied because
previous studies have shown that calcium has a large influence on the phosphate
adsorption although the interpretation of the results was unclear due to the
formation of precipitates. Calibration of model parameters for the adsorption of
calciumandphosphateongoethite for conditionswithoutprecipitationwillenablea
predictionofthephosphateadsorptionfor environmentallyrelevantconditions.
Ashasbeen mentionedpreviously,adsorption inthemulticomponentsystem
(P04-Ca-NaN03-FeOOH) will be used as an independent test for the model
parametersthathavebeenderivedfor themoresimplesystems(Ca-NaN03-FeOOH
and P04-NaN03-FeOOH). Especially phosphate data at high pH values are
determined to test if mono- and bidentate surface species can be distinguished on
the basis of the macroscopic adsorption behavior as both complexes have been
suggestedusingspectroscopy
In chapter 7 some miscellaneous data are given, model parameters for all
studiedionsaresummarized,andfuture challengesarepresented.
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Appendix
Itisshownherethatapproximatelythesamemodelparametervaluesforion
adsorptioncanbefoundusingthegeneral2site-lpKmodelorthemoredetailed
multisitemodel.
TheCDapproachworksmathermaticallyalsoincombinationwiththeclassical1
site-delta pKapproachinsituationswheretheelectroststicseffects dominatethepH
dependentbinding.Suchasituationislikelytobethecaseatlowadsorption
densities.However,sincethisapproach isnotbasedoninsightonthemolecular
level,itcannotbeusedtolinktheresultsinasensiblewaytomoleculardetailon
thebindingmeachanismascanbeinferred from spectroscopy,like amono-orbidentatebindingmechanism.Theintepretationofthesumbondvalencewhichisto
beexpectedtobecloseto2for abridgingoxygeninamolecularsoundpicturealso
doesnotwork for suchacase.
InFig.Ala thebasicacid-basebehaviourofgoethiteisshownfor four different
modelapproaches,usingpublishedmodelparameters:the2site-lpK,2sites-2pK.,
multisiteapproach,andthe \site-deltapK(deltapK=4)approach.InFig.Alband
A4cthedescriptionisgivenofsulphateadsorptionusingtheparametervalues from
Chapter3(the2site-lpKmodelwasusedinChapter3).Alsogivenarethe
modelledpointsusingtheothermodelsbyfitting thechargedistributionforthe
adsorbedcomplexandtheintrinsicaffinity constantfor sulphate(logKint).The
samemodelcurvesareestablishedbyusingmodelparametervalues thatarerather
similarinverydifferent models,seeTable A1. Thisshowsthatthedependenceof
thetypeofmodelfortheparameterassessmentofthesulphateadsorption-complex
issmall.

-2site-1pK
2site-2pK
full!
.2 0.5

pH4
0.01 M
0.5
pH

1

ionadsorptie(nmol/m2)

ionconcentration(mol/l)

Fig. Al. Four rather different formulations of the surface acid-base equilibria can give
almost exactly the same description of (a) acid-base behaviour of goethite, (b) the protonsulphate adsorption stoichiometry,and (c) sulfate adsorption, using approximately the same
model parameter valuesfor the adsorbed complex(seeTable 1).

CHAPTER 1

Table Al Model parameter values for the complexation of sulfate on singly coordinated
surface groups in four rather different models of the acid-base equilibria on the goethite
surface. The differences between the charge distributions, and the log Kjnt are small: the
dependenceofthetypeofmodelused issmall.
LogKint
Reference
Modelapproach
Chargedistribution
(zo,zO
f
1
Chapter3
2site-1 pK
(-0.35,-1.65)
0.48
10.35
2
36
2site-2pK
(-0.40,-1.60)
0.47
10.2
3
20
multisite (full site)
(-0.25,-1.75)
0.45
10.0
4
(-0.45,-1.55)
0.42
10.2
35
1site-2pK(ApK)
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Electrolyte anion affinity and its effect on oxyanion adsorption on
goethite
Abstract
The influence of various types of background electrolytes (NaCl, NaNC>3, and
NaC104)ontheprotonadsorption,andontheadsorptionofsulphateandphosphateon
goethite have been studied. Below the PZC the proton adsorption on goethite
decreases in the order C1>N03>C104. The decreasing proton adsorption affects the
adsorption ofoxyanionson goethite.Anion adsorption of stronglybinding polyvalent
anions is lower in the studied electrolytes in the order C1<N03<C104. The ion pair
formation constants of monovalent electrolyte anions on the goethite surface are
derived from proton adsorption data. It is shown that the derived ion pair formation
constants enable the prediction of the effect of different electrolyte anions on
adsorption of polyvalent anions. Especially at low oxyanion and high electrolyte
concentrations thedifferences between the electrolytes influence the anion adsorption
considerably. The effect is in principle not different for anions with a higher affinity
for goethite suchasphosphate incomparisonwith sulphatebuttheeffect isonlythere
if the particles are positively charged, which in case of phosphate is only the case at
relativelylowPconcentrationandsufficiently lowpHvalues.

CHAPTER 2

Thischapter hasbeenpublished in:
Rietra,R.P.J.J.,T.Hiemstra,W.H.van Riemsdijk
JournalofColloidandInterface Science229,199-206(2000)
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Introduction
The main goal of the development of surface complexation models is the
description and prediction of ion adsorption in multicomponent systems such as
soils, sediments, and aquifers. Mechanistically oriented models should ideally
account for the structural characteristics of the mineral-water interface like thetype
of binding sites, the electrostatic profile near the surface, and the location of the
adsorbed ions in it (1, 2). Many ions form innersphere surface complexes as
observed inagrowingnumberofspectroscopic studies.Monovalent electrolyte ions
are normally assumed to be adsorbed as outersphere complexes. Such outersphere
complexes have previously been used in surface complexation models to explain
therelativelyhighsurface charge onmetaloxides incombination withrelativelylow
zetapotentials (9-11).Theexistence ofsurface complexes ofmonovalent electrolyte
ions has been demonstrated by determining the simultaneous adsorption of the
electrolytecations andanions inthePZCofanadsorbent(4-8).
The adsorption of sulphate on goethite is strongly influenced by the
concentration of the electrolyte, as was shown recently by Persson and Lovgren
(12). These experiments were done using NaCl as electrolyte. However using
NaNC>3much less influence of the electrolyte concentration is found (13, 20). A
preliminary study (14) showed that these differences might be understood from
differences in the affinity of nitrate and chloride for the goethite surface. It is
supported by specific effects of the type of electrolyte on sulphate adsorption in
soils,where thehighest sulphate adsorption isin sodium-perchlorate andthe lowest
adsorption in sodium chloride (15). Differences between the adsorption of varying
electrolyte ions have been determined directly by Sprycha (7, 8) and were derived
indirectly from the differences between theproton adsorption in different salts (e.g.
17),andfrom criticalcoagulation concentrations(18).
Here we study the adsorption of the electrolyte anions chloride, nitrate and
perchlorate, and their effect on ion adsorption of stronger bound polyvalent anions
likesulphate andphosphate.Theadsorption ofamonovalent electrolyte ion suchas
nitrate provides a typical example of outersphere adsorption on a metal(hydr)oxide
(16). Outersphere complexes have been incorporated in electrostatic surface
complexation modelsbylocatingthecharge oftheseions inanelectrostatic planeat
a distance from the surface plane. In this studythe affinity ofthese complexes will
be derived by modeling the acid-base behavior of goethite in the presence of the
different electrolytes. The results will then be used to predict the effect of the
various monovalent anions onthe adsorption ofsulphate andphosphate,andwillbe
comparedwithexperimental results. Sulphatewaschosen sinceanextended dataset
exists which has been described well using only one surface complex (20), in line
with the spectroscopic results of Hug (19). Phosphate is chosen since it is has also
beencharacterized byspectroscopy (37)andhasbeenmodelledpreviously(26).
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MaterialsandMethods
SynthesisandCharacterization
Allchemicals(Merckp.a.)werestoredinplasticbottlesandallexperimentshavebeen
performed inplastic vesselstoavoidsilica contamination. Thewaterusedthroughout
theexperimentswasalwaysultrapure(»18uS/cm). A goethite suspension was
prepared according to Hiemstra et al. (22): a freshly prepared 0.5 M Fe(N03)3was
slowlytitratedwith2.5 MNaOHtopH 12,after whichthesuspension wasagedfor3
days at 60°C and subsequently dialyzed in water. The BET(N2) specific surface area
of the goethite is 96.4 m2/g. Goethite of the same batch was used previously by
Geelhoedetal.(13)andRietraetal.(20).
Acid-basetitrations
For acid-base titrations, a suspension of goethite was made from a sample of the
dialyzed goethite suspension.With addition ofHNO3 thesuspension waskeptatapH
valueof5.5,andwascontinuouslypurged withN2toremoveCO2.Fromthis salt-free
suspension, sub-samples of approximately 60 ml were prepared for titrations. After
addition ofsalttothe suspensions inthevessels,aN2 atmosphere wasmaintained by
flushing clean moistened N2-gas through the vessel during a night previous to
performing the titrations. The goethite concentration used in various titrations was
between 12 to 15 g/1 goethite. Acid-base titrations have been performed in an
automated set up (23) at two or three electrolyte concentrations with NaOH and
HNO3. The electrolyte concentrations used in the various experiments were 0.0050.02-0.1 M NaN03, 0.02-0.5 M NaN03, 0.02-0.1 M NaC104, or 0.02-0.1 MNaCl.
Venema et al. (24) previously discussed the details about the experimental method
usedforthetitrations.ThetotalamountofNO3 resultingfrom theacidHNO3 addition
is of small significance in 0.02 M NaC104 or NaCl (< 10% NaN03) and of no
significance in0.1M(<3%NaN03)NaC104orNaCl.
The proton adsorption in the different electrolytes has been determined
relatively to each other using the charge of a salt-free goethite suspension as a
reference point. The initial differences in pH between samples in NaCl, NaNC>3or
NaC104 characterize the difference of the proton adsorption between the samples
becausethetotalamountofprotons(Ht-OHt)isidentical.
Adsorption isotherms
Adsorption experiments were performed in individual centrifuge tubes with fixed
amounts of salt, goethite, and sulphate, and differing pH values to give adsorptionedges. The tubes were equilibrated for 20 hours in end-over-end rotation. Theywere
centrifuged, and samples of the supernatant were taken for analysis with ICP-AES.
ThepHwasmeasuredintheremainingsupernatant. Theamountofadsorbedionswas
calculated from the difference between the total initial ion concentration andthe final
ionconcentrationofthesuspension.
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Proton-phosphatetitrationsatconstantpH
Samples of 60ml of goethite suspension with anelectrolyte concentration of0.01M
or of 0.05 MNaCl, NaN03, orNaC104were titrated to pH<5.5 and left overnight in
N2 atmosphere to remove CO2. For the pH-STAT titration a standardized 0.01 M
HNO3solutionwasused. Phosphate wasadded instepsof0.3ml solution of 0.01M
NaHP04+ 0.006MHN03(36).After eachadditionofphosphate solution,thepHwas
corrected tothe initialpH with theacid. Areaction time of at least 20minutes anda
maximum drift criterionof0.002pHunitsperminutewasusedbetween eachtitration
of anion in order to obtain equilibrium. The total amount of added phosphate was
sufficiently small compared with the amount of goethite to give practically 100%
adsorption.Inthiscasetheprotonbalancecanbecalculatedeasilyfrom theamountof
added acid and protons in the phosphate solution since correction for changes in
solution are negligible. The details of the calculation of the proton adsorption are
giveninRietraetal.(20).
Electrophoreticmobility
Measurements of the electrophoretic mobility have been carried out using a laser
Doppler velocimetry setup (ZetaSizer 3,Malvern) according tothe method of Minor
et al. (25).Electrophoretic mobilities have been measured of goethite suspensions of
0.05g/1 foraseriesofelectrolyteconcentrationsinNaC104,NaN03andNaClatpH4.
Modelcalculations
Model calculations have been done using the CD-MUSIC model. This model has
previouslybeenappliedtodescribetheadsorption oftheoxyanionsused inthisstudy,
phosphate (26), and sulphate (20). The Basic Stern model (26, 27) is used as a
description for the electrostatic double layer. The CD-MUSIC model is an extension
of the MUSIC model (21,26). An important feature of the model is the notion that
innersphere surface complexes should not be treated as point charges. Innersphere
complexes of ions are assumed to have a spatial distribution ofcharge.A fraction of
the charge is attributed to the surface since only a fraction of the ligands of the
adsorbing polyvalent ions are involved in ligand exchange with the surface. The
remainingpart ofthechargeislocated atacertain distanceofthesurface. Thecharge
attribution (ZJ)totheelectrostaticplanescanbeestimated forknownsurface structures
of adsorbed ions by using the Pauling bond valence concept (26). The estimated
charge attribution is calculated according to: Zj=n; (v-2),where nj isthe number of
ligandsperelectrostaticplane i,andvis thePaulingbondvalence (valence ofcentral
"ion"dividedbythecoordinationnumber).Thesitedensitiesforthegoethitearetaken
from HiemstraandvanRiemsdijk(26).
Calculationswere carried outwith Ecosat,a computer code for the calculation
ofchemical equilibria (28).The Davies equation (constant is0.2) isusedtocalculate
theionactivitycoefficients at25°C(theequilibriausedareasinref. 13).
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Fig 1. Proton adsorption of goethite as a function of pH and ionic strength inNaNC>3
The PZC is assigned to the common intersection point in NaNC>3, assuming identical
ion pair formation constants for Na+ and N0 3 " on goethite. The lines are calculated
using theCD-MUSIC model.

ResultsandDiscussion
AffinityofCT, N03', CIO4forgoethite
The proton adsorption at the goethite surface as a function of pH and NaN03 is
shown in Fig. 1. The results are similar to the results of Venema et al. (24) and
Hiemstra and van Riemsdijk (26). The PZC isassigned to the common intersection
point (c.i.p.) at pH 9.25.The capacitance of the Stern layer (C) and the surface ion
pair formation constants were calculated by least squares fitting resulting in
C=0.905 F/m2 and logK=-1.0,assuming the same ion pair formation constants for
thesodiumandnitrateions(20).Optionsfor usingothermodelparameter values for
the ionpair formation constants and capacitance arevery limited. Higher values for
the Stern capacity have to be compensated by lower ion pair formation constants,
andviceversa. Acombination ofalower capacitance andhigher ionpair formation
constants gives more linear curves than those shown in Fig. 1,while a combination
of a higher capacitance and lower ion pair formation constants will lead to more
bent curves. This behavior enables the calculation of the ion pair formation
constants from the proton adsorption curvesusing an electrostatic model. The same
modelhas alsobeenused (29)todescribe simultaneously thezetapotentials,proton
adsorption, and the adsorption data ofNa and CI ions onAl hydroxides. It isnoted
that due tothe high PZC little detailed information canbe obtained onthe behavior
ofthemonovalent cation, sodium. An often-used simplifying assumption isthat the
affinities of the monovalent cation and anion are the same. In this case this
assumption can not be made, since the experiments of this study show that the
affinities of the surface for the various monovalent anions are clearly different. We
have made the somewhat arbitrary assumption that the affinity of the surface for
nitrate and sodium is the same. This is in line with our earlier work on ion
20
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adsorption in NaNC>3. New experimental techniques (29, 41, 42), like the novel
acoustic electrophoreses, may in future lead to additional information at the high
electrolyte levels (shift of isoelectric point) enabeling a full differentiation of
individual ionpairformation constants.

-0.5
7
PH

8

10

Fig.2. Proton adsorption of goethite as a function of pH at an ionic strength of 0.02 M
NaC104,NaN0 3 orNaCI. The linesarecalculated usingthe CD-MUSIC model.

In Fig. 2 and 3the proton adsorption in electrolytes with different anions is
shown relative to that in NaN0 3 for resp. 0.02 M and 0.1 M. The influence of the
type of anion of the electrolyte ismost evident at low pH values. These results can
be interpreted in terms of different affinities of goethite for different monovalent
electrolyte anions.Theproton adsorption asafunction ofpHenablesthe calculation
of the ion pair formation constants for perchlorate (log K= -1.7) and chloride (log
K=-0.5).Thevalue oftheionpair formation constant ofperchlorate is low(logK=
-1.7).
Itcanberationalized thatthere isno significant non-electrostatic contribution tothe
ion pair formation for perchlorate. This follows when one uses an equal affinity for
the surface site (S) for perchlorate as for water: S~H20 +C104"= S--CIO4"+ H 2 0,
and H 2 0 is defined as a concentration (note [H20]= 55.5 mol/1). Defining the
equilibrium on the basis of an activity of water of one yields a log K value of
log(l/55.5) =-1.7.
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Fig. 3. Proton adsorption of goethite as a function of pH at an ionic strength of 0.1 M
NaC104,NaN0 3 orNaCl. The lines arecalculated using the CD-MUSIC model.

Instead ofusingdifferent surface ionpair formation constants the differences
between the proton adsorption in the different electrolytes can also be rationalized
by assuming different distances between the surface and the adsorbing ions. This
option isnot considered because it will lead to a high complexity of the model for
multicomponent systemssuchasfound innature.
Our data show that the chloride ion has a higher affinity for the surface. An
even stronger preference of chloride has been found for Ru0 2 (30). The proton
adsorption onRu0 2 in0.05 MKC1 (1.0 (imol/m2)was found to be2.5 times higher
compared to the proton adsorption in 0.05 M KN0 3 (0.4 umol/m2). In our studies
onlyafactor ofapproximately 1.2 between NaClandNaN03atpH4.5 is found.
The effect that different types of electrolyte anions have on the acid-base
behavior of goethite is not commonly known although some authors pointed to it
(31, 32). Zeltner and Anderson (31) noticed that the proton adsorption on goethite
inNaNC"3 was slightlyhigher compared toNaC104. Gunneriusson et al. (32) found
a higher proton adsorption on goethite in NaCl compared to NaN03, in contrast to
an earlier observation ofthe same authors, reporting no significant difference (33).
The specific order of the proton adsorption as function of the anions (CI > N0 3 >
C104) is not a general one. For instance, almost no differences were found for
proton adsorption in these different electrolytes for rutile (34). Differences were
found inNaCl,NaBrorNal for A1203(8)and anatase (7).Theproton adsorption on
anatase and A1203 in NaCl, NaBr and Nal had the order Cl=Br>I, which is in line
withtheloweradsorption ofIcomparedtoCIonanatase.
We have tried to use electromobility to test whether the zeta potential is
influenced by the difference between electrolytes by determining the
electromobility as function of salt and salt concentration at pH 4. Like others we
have found that the electromobility did not vary systematically as a function of the
salt concentration (31, 35)andconclude that the electromobility isnotrelated tothe
zetapotential with asimple relation. The effect ofdifferent monovalent electrolytes
22
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on polyvalent ion adsorption is probably a better tool to study the usefulness of
modelpredictions.
Effectofelectrolytebindingonoxyanionadsorption
Onthebasisofthemodelparameters derivedwehaveanalyzed theconditions(e.g.
pH, salt- and oxyanion concentration) for which a possible effect of varying the
monovalent anion of the electrolyte on sulphate and phosphate adsorption can be
expected. Sulphate and phosphate are chosen since the model parameters for both
ions are well established and sulphate and phosphate are respectively examples for
lowandhighaffinity polyvalent anions.Usingtheparameter setofRietra etal.(20)
for sulphate,andofHiemstra andvan Riemsdijk (26)for phosphate,wepredict that
incaseofsulphate andphosphate aneffect ofvarying the anion ofthe electrolyte is
onlyimportant for conditionswherethegoethite ispositively charged.
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Fig. 4. Effect of pH and outer-sphere ions on sulphate adsorption in 0.5 M in NaC104,
NaN0 3 orNaCI.The linesaremodel calculations.

The sulphate-goethite system remains positively charged in most conditions,
as was shown by Rietra et al. (20). The effect of varying the electrolyte on the
adsorption of sulphate on goethite is shown in Fig. 4 for the 0.5 M electolyte
concentration. Especially the difference between adsorption in perchlorate and
chloride is considerable. The curves are modeled by using the same model
parameters for sulphate asusedpreviously (20)and the ionpair formation constants
derived from the acid-base curves in Fig. 1-3. There is a very good agreement
between the model predictions and the measurements. The effect of using an
electrolyte concentration of 0.1 M is shown in Fig. 5. The difference between the
different electrolyte anions is smaller and in agreement with the model predictions.
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Calculations show that an effect of the type of electrolyte in 0.01 M electrolyte is
onlypredicted atlowsulphate concentrations andlowpHvalues.
CM
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0.75 mmol/l S042-

c
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•D
CO
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ANaCI04
o NaN0 3
• NaCI

0
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Fig. 5. Effect of pH and outer-sphere ions on sulphate adsorption in 0.1 M in NaC104,
NaNC>3 orNaCI.The lines are model calculations.

Incase ofphosphate,the goethite is onlypositively charged atrelatively low
pH values and low phosphate loadings. The phosphate concentrations are in these
conditions near or below detection limit (app. 1 ixmol/l). Figure 6 shows that the
calculated phosphate adsorption is only affected by the type of electrolyte anion at
phosphate concentrations below the detection limit. This limits the evaluation as
donefor sulphateadsorption. Wehavetherefore looked for analternative.
It is in principle relatively easy to determine effects of electrolyte from the
co-adsorption ofprotons for theconditions where almost 100%ofthephosphate is
adsorbed (36). The results are shown in Fig. 7. The proton adsorption is given
relative to theproton adsorption of goethite in 0.05 MNaC104. The effect of using
NaCIorNaNC>3 instead ofNaClC^isthattheinitialproton adsorption ishigher.The
data show a decreasing effect of the electrolyte anion on the proton co-adsorption
with increasing phosphate adsorption. This is due to the decrease in the positive
surface charge with increasing adsorption (26, 37). As the charge of the goethite
becomes closer toneutral the effect ofthe different electrolyte anions on theproton
adsorption disappears. The curves are predicted well by using the model for
phosphateasgivenbyHiemstra andvanRiemsdijk (26) incombination withtheion
pair formation constants determined from the acid-base titrations. The effect of the
different electrolytes ismodeled using thepreviously determined (Fig. 2 and 3) ion
pairformation constants (logKCi=-0.5, logKN03=-1.0, logKCio4=-1-7,logKNa=
-1.0). The proton-phosphate adsorption stoichiometry, which is the slope of the
curvesinFig.7,isdifferent inthethreeelectrolytes.Aswill beoutlined, thiscanbe
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directly interpreted in terms of an effect of the different electrolytes on the pH
dependenceofthephosphate adsorption.
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Fig.6. Predicted effect ofdifferent electrolytes on phosphate adsorption at pH 5and an
electrolyteconcentration of 0.05 M.

Thermodynamic consistency between proton-ion adsorption stoichiometry and
adsorption isotherms
The slope of the proton-ion adsorption curve at agiven pH (Fig. 7) isrelated tothe
pH dependency of the adsorption as shownby Perona and Leckie(38).The general
thermodynamic relationis:

x =(aryarOpH=-(eiog(ai)/siog H) ri

[i]

,where r H , H, and a;are respectively the proton adsorption, ion adsorption and the
ion activity. Given in words, the equation shows that the slope of the proton-ion
titration curve isequaltothe shift ofanadsorption isothermwithpH. Incaseof, for
instance sulphate, the slope of theproton-sulphate titration curve is directly related
tothe shift of the adsorption isotherm withpH.In case ofphosphate the situation is
less straightforward since this ion protonates in solution, which also changes the
activityof P043"withpH.
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0
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1
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P adsorption (nmol/m )
Fig. 7. Proton adsorption of goethite as a function of phosphate adsorption at pH 5.0 in
0.05 M inNaC104,NaN0 3 orNaCI.Note (*) that the proton adsorption in the different
salts is relative to the proton adsorption at pH 5.0 in 0.05 MNaCl0 4 and is determined
by addition ofthe salts to identical salt-free goethite samples and titrating acid down to
pH 5.0. The lines are model predictions.

We have extended the thermodynamic consistency relationship for ions that
change their speciation insolution. Todosowehavedefined theratio ofprotoncoadsorption and oxyanion adsorption using the unprotonated oxyanion as the
reference situation (36). This reference situation was chosen because of structural
considerations, since the oxyanions that were considered in this study are believed
to form unprotonated surface complexes at low surface coverages. The choice of
this reference state was also quite useful in the context of understanding the
relationship between the structure of the adsorbed complex and the measured
adsorption behavior (36). Intheappendix wederive thethermodynamic consistency
relationship between the experimental proton co-adsorption and oxyanion
adsorption (y), with the unprotonated ion as reference, and the pH dependency of
ion equilibrium concentration at a constant ion adsorption level. For phosphate as
anexample,theresultis:
(X-[HP]/[Pdiss])PH =- {dlog [Pdiss]/ alog (H)} rp

[2]

where % is the proton-ion adsorption stoichiometry (slope of proton-ion titration
curve in Fig. 7) as defined above and HPis the number of protons present on the
dissolved phosphate (Pdiss), i-e. the average degree of protonation of phosphate in
solution at a certain pH. Equation 2 can be applied to the data of Fig. 7 for the
prediction of the pH dependency of the adsorption isotherms in the three different
electrolytes. The left hand side of equation 2 equals the proton-ion adsorption
stoichiometry at a certain pH, corrected for the average degree of protonation in
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solution. Equation 2isillustrated inFig. 8.The slope ofthecurve oftheproton-ion
titration curve inNaNC>3in Fig. 7and 8 is % = 3r H /5r P = 2.13,as measured in the
phosphate adsorption interval 0.7-1.0 umol/m2. The average degree of protonation
in solution at pH 5 (HP/Pdiss) equals 1.99. It implies a shift of -Alog Pdiss/Alog H=
Alog Pdiss/ApH = 0.12 in the phosphate adsorption isotherm going from pH 4.5 to
5.5. Experimentally one finds in NaCl and NaC104 a value for % of respectively
1.98 and 2.23. It implies that in NaCl almost no effect of pH is found and that in
NaOC^the AlogPdiss is about 0.24 going from pH4.5 topH 5.5. It is interesting to
notice thatthere isnopHdependency inourexample inFig8(NaNC^)atPdiss=10"
9
mol/1.Here the slope of theproton-ion titration isequal to 1.99, which is also the
meandegree ofprotonation ofphsophate insolution(Hi99PO4).
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Fig. 8. Thermodynamic consistency between proton-ion adsorption curve and the pH
dependency of ion adsorption exemplified for phosphate. The thermodynamic consistency
says howthe proton consumption asa function of ion adsorption at constant pH isrelated to
the pH dependency of the ion adsorption. It is illustrated here for an ion that has a variable
protonation/hydrolysis in solution (seetext).

Conclusions
The acid-base behaviour of oxides changes as a function of the type of electrolyte
anion. Chloride seems more able to screen the positive charge of the goethite
particles than nitrate, and perchlorate is a rather inert anion. Variation in proton
adsorption on goethite indifferent types ofelectrolytes canbemodeled, assuminga
difference inaffinity fortheinteraction ofoutersphere complexeswith surface sites.
Differences between acid-base behavior in these electrolytes are hardly mentioned
in literature and often ignored. The different ion pair formation constants for the
interaction with the goethite surface, as derived from the description of the proton
adsorption data in different electrolytes, predict the effect of different electrolytes
onpolyvalent ionadsorption whentheCD-MUSIC modelisused.
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Appendix
The proton-ion stoichiometry (%) has been given previously (38) for
unhydrolyzed/unprotonated ions (i)inwhich TH is defined asthetotal amountof
consumed protons ina ion titration atconstant pH atacertain amount ofadsorbed
ion Tj. It is related to the change of the ion activity of the
unhydrolyzed/unprotonated ion and the change of pH ataconstant adsorbed amount
of i,which is given as (Slog (ai)/51og (H)) ri , according to:

x = (aryarOpH=-(Siog^y diogH) n

[AI]

Eq. [Al] says that the slope of the proton-ion adsorption curve for a given
adsorption level (Tj) and ata constant pHis equal tothepHdependency of the
equilibrium activity of an unhydrolyzed or unprotonated ion i at the given
adsorption level T,. The right hand side of eq. [Al] canberewritten forthe pH
dependency of the total concentration of ion i in solution. The derivation is
exemplified here for phosphate.
The total concentration of phosphate (Pdiss) m solution can be written as the
sum of species (with concentrations [i] ,activity (i) and activity coefficients Yi):
[Pdiss]=[P043-]+[HPO42-]+[H 2 P0 4 -]+[H3PO4]
[A2]
The number of protons (Hp) bound to these species equals:
[HP]= 1[HPC/-] +2[H2P04"]+3[H3PO4]
[A3]
Introduction of the different protonation steps leads to:
[Pdiss]= (P0 4 3 -)/YPO4 + K,(H)(P043-)/Y +

[A4]

or
(P0 4 3 -)=[Pdiss] {1/YP04+ k,(H)+k2(H)2 + k 3 (H) 3 }"' =[Pdiss] A = [Pdiss] B"1 [A5]
with ki,k2, and k3being the effective protonation constants (kj= KJy-,) for the
successive protonation steps (40).
Introduction of this in the right hand side of eq. [Al] yields:

5c =-{aiog(Po 4 3 )/aiog(H)} r p =
- {51og[PdiSs]/dlog(H))} r p - (d logA/ Slog (H)}
[A6]
Using eq. [A5],the second term on the right hand of eq. [A6] isdifferentiated easily
using A=B"':
d logA/dlog(H)=(H)/A dA/8(H)=-(H)/A B2 dB/5(H)=-(H)A 9B/S(H)
[A7]
5B/5(H)= k,+ 2k2(H)+3k3(H)2
[A8]
eq. [A6] can be written as:
X=-51og[P d i s s ]/aiog(H)+
( k,(H)+2k2(H)2 +3k3(H)3) {1/ YP04 +k,(H)+k2(H)2 + k 3 (H) 3 J'1
[A9]
It can be seen that eq. [A9] can be reduced toasimple relation using eq. [Al] and
[A2]:

x= -(3iog[Pdiss]/aiog(H))rp+([HP]/[pdiss]) =(drysrOpH

[A10]

The final equation shows that the proton-ion adsorption stoichiometry (%)can be
related to the pH dependency of the total dissolved equilibrium concentration by
correcting for the degree of protonation in solution ([HP]/[PdjSS]). This simple
thermodynamic relation is very valuable to extrapolate the pH dependency of the
equilibrium concentration to concentrations below the detection limit.
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variablecharge minerals

Abstract
Ion adsorption modelling isinfluenced bythepresumed binding structure of surface
complexes. Ideally, surface complexes resulting from modelling should correspond
with those derived from spectroscopy, thereby assuring that the mechanistic
description of ion binding scales from the microscopic molecular structure to the
macroscopic adsorption behaviour. Here we show that the structure of adsorbed
species is a major factor ruling the pH dependency of adsorption. An important
aspect of the pH dependency is the macroscopic proton-ion adsorption
stoichiometry. A simple and accurate experimental method was developed to
determine this stoichiometry. With this method, proton-ion stoichiometry ratios for
vanadate, phosphate, arsenate, chromate, molybdate, tungstate, selenate and
sulphate have been characterised at one or two pH values. Modelling of these data
shows that the macroscopic proton-ion adsorption stoichiometry is almost solely
determined by the interfacial charge distribution of adsorbed complexes. The bond
valence concept of Pauling can be used to estimate this charge distribution from
spectroscopic data. Conversely, the experimentally determined proton-ion
adsorption stoichiometry allows us to successfully predict the spectroscopically
identified structures of, for example, selenite and arsenate on goethite.
Consequently, we have demonstrated a direct relationship between molecular
surface structure andmacroscopic adsorption phenomena.
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Introduction
Geochemists are challenged to translate the knowledge of surface species
coordination gained from in-situ spectroscopic techniques such as EXAFS, ATRFTIR and CIR-FTIR into models for the calculation of chemical equilibria in soils,
sediments andnaturalwaters (1,2). Ideally, amechanistic ion adsorption modelcan
describeadsorption datausingphysicallyrealistic surface structures.Inotherwords,
the model should properly scale from the microscopic molecular level to the
macroscopic levelofanadsorption experiment(3).
The structure of minerals can be interpreted with great accuracy using bond
valence theory (4), which is a refinement of the classical Pauling bond valence
concept. This concept can alsobe applied to interfaces. The MUSIC (MUltiSite Ion
Complexation) model is a framework that illustrates how one can use the bond
valence concept to develop and parameterise models that describe the basic
chargingofminerals(5-9).
Ionadsorption models should not onlyaccount for surface structure,but also
for the structure of adsorbed ions. Extending the bond valence concept to describe
inner- and outersphere surface complexes immediately leads to the notion that the
charge of the adsorbing species is partly effective at the surface plane, and partly
resides at a greater distance from the surface. This concept led to the development
oftheCD-MUSIC model(10),whereCDstandsfor Charge Distribution.
In this contribution we will study the relation between the microscopic
distribution of adsorbed charge and an important macroscopic property of ion
adsorption, i.e. the pH dependency. The pH dependence of adsorption is classically
studied either by measuring a series of adsorption isotherms at different, but
constant pH values, or by measuring the change in adsorption with pH for various
total solid and ion concentrations. This last procedure is commonly known as the
'adsorption edge' method. Herewe follow another procedure to characterise thepH
dependency of adsorption, i.e. the determination of the proton-ion adsorption
stoichiometry. It has been shown by Perona and Leckie (11) and Cernik et al. (12)
that the macroscopic proton-ion adsorption stoichiometry is related to the pH
dependence of ion adsorption via the thermodynamic consistency relationship. The
ratio between theproton co-adsorption/desorption andthe amount of ion adsorbed is
generallynon-stoichiometric, andvarieswithpH,ionic strengthandsurface coverage
(10, 11,13-16).
We have studied the co-adsorption of protons as a function of the oxyanion
adsorption on goethite at constant pH, for conditions where almost 100% of the
anion of interest was adsorbed. This condition has the advantage that the adsorbed
amount directly follows from the added amount of ions. It also has the advantage
that the added amount of protons will yield the co-adsorption of protons since
almostnoprotonsareconsumedbythesolution.Wedefine themacroscopicprotonion adsorption stoichiometry as the amount of acid consumed upon addition of an
oxyanion in theunprotonated form, divided bythe amount of oxyanion adsorbed at
constant pH. Note that this stoichiometry is not necessarily expressing the ion
binding pH dependence directly because the degree ofprotonation in solution must
alsobeaccounted for.
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Therelation between the macroscopic proton-ion adsorption stoichiometry
and the structure of surface complexes can be studied for ions with a known
surface structure. For goethite, the surface complexes of sulphate, arsenate and
selenite seem to be best known from spectroscopy (17-19). In the present study
the macroscopic proton-ion adsorption stoichiometry for the above species has
been determined for pH conditions that have also been used in the spectroscopic
studies mentioned above. We will also present and evaluate data for phosphate,
vanadate,chromate,tungstate,molybdateandselenate.
In the data analysis we assume that only one surface species per adsorbed
ion is dominant. This seems reasonable given the spectroscopic results for
sulphate (17), selenite (18, 20), and phosphate (21) for experimental conditions
similar to those of this study (pH 4 to 6, ion adsorption below 1.5 umol/m2).
Under the experimental conditions used, the surface will remain positively
charged, which prevents protonation of the adsorbed oxyanion. The positive
repulsive electrostatic potential will strongly diminish the affinity ofthe adsorbed
oxyanion for proton binding. This assumption is reasonable for most oxyanions.
For example, phosphate ions exhibit very high affinity for proton binding in
solution. However,protonation oftheadsorbed complex ongoethite occursatlow
pH only at relatively high surface coverage's because under these conditions the
particle charge (surface plus adsorbed phosphate) is near neutral or negative (10,
21).
The proton-ion stoichiometry has not been determined at high solution
concentrations because the analysis of this in relation to surface species is more
complicated as more than one surface species can exist (10, 21, 25). Also the
experimental determination ismorecomplicated aswillbe explained.
Materialsandmethods
Preparation ofGoethite
Goethite was prepared by slow neutralisation of Fe(N03)3 (Merck) with NaOH.
The resulting precipitate was aged at 60°C for three days and subsequently
dialysed (6).Thesuspension hasbeen stored inthedarkat4°Cfor four years.The
BET specific surface area (96.4 m/g) and acid-base characteristics were similar
toothergoethitepreparations from ourlaboratory (10,22).
Proton-Ion TitrationExperiments
Vesselscontaining approximately 60mlof 10g/1 (i.e. 1000m2/l)goethite in0.01M
NaNC>3 were kept under a N2 atmosphere at pH 5.5 for at least two days to desorb
and remove (bi)carbonate. Goethite was titrated by an automated titration system
(23)with sodium saltsolutions ofvanadate,phosphate, arsenate, selenite,chromate,
molybdate, tungstate, sulphate and selenate (Table 1). Under the experimental
conditions the solution concentrations remained negligible compared to adsorbed
amounts because of the high reactive surface area. The pH was kept constant by
titrationwithstandardised 0.01 MHNO3(Merck).Thedurationofeachtitrationwas
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four to twelve hours. Electrode drift was negligible as was monitored in
suspensions that were not titrated. Stock solution concentrations (Table 1) were
calibrated against known standards with ICP-AESor ICP-MS. Differences between
replicateswerenegligible.
Table 1. Sodium solutions of anions inthis study. The solutions without additional acid were
kept under N2 atmosphere to prevent lowering of the pH, which might otherwise result in
polymerisation.
1
Vanadate
0.007 MNa 3 V0 4
2
Phosphate
0.01 MNa 2 HP0 4 +0.006 M HN0 3
3
Arsenate
0.01 MNa2HAs04+0.006 M HN0 3
4
Selenite
0.01 MNa 2 Se0 3
Chromate
5
0.01 MNa 2 Cr0 4
Molybdate
0.01 MNa 2 Mo0 4
6
7
Tungstate
0.01 MNa 2 W0 4
8
Sulphate
0.01 MNa 2 S0 4
9
Selenate
0.01 MNa 2 Se0 4

The experimental proton co-adsorption (r H ) is found from the difference
between the number of protons added to the suspension (Hadded) and the change in
the number of protons in solution (AHS0|): r H = Hadded -AHsoi (10). In our
experiments protons are added using only a 0.01 MHNO3titrant solution, or via a
0.01 M HNO3titrant solution in combination with partly acidified oxyanion stock
solutions. H added can then be calculated with Hadded=0.01 M Vacid and, in case of
phosphate and arsenate, with Hadded = 0.01 M Vacjd + 0.016 Vion. In principle the
amount ofadded protons left in solution can be calculated with for instance AHsoi=
V,(3[H3AOx]+2[H2AOx]+l[HAOx])+AV(H+-OH"),butthesetermsarenegligiblein
ourexperiments sincenearly 100%oftheanionofinterest isadsorbed andsinceAV
is small (Vt is the total volume after addition of a volume (AV) of acid and ion
solution). The value ofAHsoihastobetaken into account, aswas doneby Hiemstra
andvanRiemsdijk (10),iftheionconcentration insolution isnotnegligible.
CD-MUSICModelApproach
A description of the most relevant characteristics of the CD-MUSIC model of
Hiemstra and van Riemsdijk (10) is given here. The concept of charge distribution
isbased onthebond valence conceptofPauling(24). The Paulingbond valence (v)
expresses the charge per bond and equals the valence (z) of the ion-centre divided
by its coordination number (CN):v =z/CN. Application of Pauling's bond valence
concept to the protonation reaction of a singly coordinated surface hydroxyl at the
surface ofgoethite leads tothe formulation, FeOH"05+H+=FeOH2+0'5,because Fe
contributes 0.5 valence units per Fe-0 bond. Thebond valence concept can also be
applied to the formation of an innersphere ion like selenite. The charges of the
oxygen ligands of selenite (Se032") are estimated from the Se-0 bond valence
z/CN=4/3=1.33.EXAFS shows (18)that adsorbed selenite shares two of its ligands
with the surface and one ligand is directed to the solution. This causes a spatial
charge distribution atthemineral-solution interface (25).
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The simplest way to incorporate the spatial charge distribution of adsorbed
species in surface-chemical equilibria is the partitioning of the charges over two
electrostatic planes, i.e. the use of an electrostatic double layer model with at least
twoelectrostaticplanes.Oneelectrostatic plane contains thesurface groupstogether
with the oxygen's shared between the surface andthe chemisorbed ion. The second
plane contains the solution-oriented oxygen's of the adsorbed ions. Outersphere
electrolyte ions are located at the outer-most electrostatic plane. If the outer-most
electrostatic plane andthe secondplane arethe same,itisaBasic Stern (BS)model
(26). Otherwise it is a Three Plane (TP) model (10). The choice between these
models isstudied inthechapter on sulphate adsorption (27).Thecapacity (C)ofthe
compact part of the double layer in the TP model is related to the capacitance's of
the individual layers by, C"1= Cf'+Qf1. Both the BS model and the TP model
include a Gouy-Chapman layer to account for the potential profile of the diffuse
part of the electrostatic double layer. The Basic Stern model is the simplest model
thatisabletoincorporate information from avariety ofexperimental and theoretical
approaches (7, 9, 10, 28-31). Our experiments were performed under conditions
where the total particle was always positively charged. The total charge follows
from theinitial charge (atpH4.2,TH«2 umol/m2, atpH 6.1,r H «l umol/m2 in 0.01
MNaNOs), the adsorbed ion charge (ion charge times ion adsorption: zionrion) and
the co-adsorbed protons (ArH). Thus the total particle charge,TH+zionrion+ArH, is
alwayspositive.
In this paper we have used monodentate and bidentate complex formation. The
corresponding affinity constantscanbedefined as:
Kmono = {FeO^^AO,., 2 1 } /[ {FeOH2+05}(AO™") ]and
Kbi={Fe2O2+1+z0AOy.2z1}/ [ {FeOH2+05}2 (AOyz"ion) ],
in which z0 and z\ are respectively the charge allocated to the 0-plane and the 1plane (zo+z^Zjon). The charge attributions to the planes are calculated with the
Pauling bond valence concept: Zj= n( (v -2), n, is the number of ligands per
electrostatic plane, and v is the Pauling bond valence (valence of the central ion
divided by coordination number). The value -2 is the charge of the oxygen. Note
that the charge attribution to the surface (z0) for the given examples can also be
calculated from the overall charge (-2, -3) and the number of ligands that form a
bond with the surface (z0= zion n/CN). The coefficients z0 and z\ are used in the
calculation of the electrostatic contribution to the overall affinity for the ion
adsorption equilibrium according to In K; = In Kintrinsic - (z0v|/o+ z^OF^RT), in
which Kintrinsic isthechemical component ofthe affinity.
ModelParameters
The CD-MUSIC modeldistinguishes between the different types of surface groups.
The site density of proton reactive groups (6.15 sites nm"2 ) was estimated
previously onthebasis ofthe goethite structure (10).The acid-base behavior of the
goethite used in this study could be described well with a capacitance of 0.91
(C/m2),which issimilartothatused inprevious studies (0.90 C/m2 (10);0.85 C/m2,
(32)). The log K for ion pair complexation is set to -1 as in the previous studies.
The acid-basebehaviour can onlybe modelled within a small range ofdifferent log
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K values for the ion pairs (approximately -1.5< log K< -0.5), different
capacitance's andsitedensities.
Aswillbe discussed later, the modelling ofourproton-ion adsorption data is
almost independent of the site density (if site density of proton reactive sites > 4
sites/nm2),aswellasthechosen ionpair complexation constant andthe capacitance
if the combination of parameters leads to a reasonable description of the
experimental acid-base behaviour. The maximum experimental ion adsorption used
in this study is 1umol/m2. This ismuch lower than the estimated amount of singly
coordinated surface groups, which are the most reactive (10). Therefore, the
protonation and adsorption equilibria are rather independent of the chosen site
densities of 3.45 site/nm2 for singly coordinated and 2.7 sites/nm2 for triply
coordinated surface groups(10).
Resultsanddiscussion
Themacroscopicproton-ion adsorptionstoichiometry
The measured co-adsorption of protons as a function of the amount of oxyanion
adsorbed ongoethite isgiven inFig. 1 for conditionswherethetotalparticle charge
is still positive. The data for chromate, molybdate and tungstate follow almost
exactlythe sametrajectory (Fig. 1).Vanadate,phosphate,andarsenate form another
group of oxyanions, which are almost indistinguishable from each other with
respect to the relationship between proton co-adsorption and oxyanion adsorption.
The data show that the group of trivalent anions (V0 4 , P0 4 and ASO4)results in a
considerably higher number of protons co-adsorbed per oxyanion than the group of
bivalentanions.
Thedifferences inco-adsorption ofprotonscanbeunderstood byconsidering
the electrostatic interaction between the anionic charge and the surface. Maximum
interaction will occur if the charge of an oxyanion is located at the surface plane
where the protons are bound. If the relationship between surface potential and the
pH is Nernstian, it can be shown that this will result in a stoichiometric coadsorption of protons. Stoichiometric co-adsorption implies the adsorption of two
protons per adsorbed bivalent anion, and the adsorption of three protons per
trivalent anion. The macroscopic proton-ion adsorption ratio is less than
stoichiometric. This might berationalised byplacing the adsorbed charge at a finite
distance from the surface, leading to a smaller interaction (14, 32). Although the
macroscopic proton-ion adsorption isnon-stoichiometric for allions,itis interesting
thatthequotient ofthestoichiometrics for thegroup oftrivalent ionsandthe group
ofbivalent ions (chromate, molybdate and tungstate) isnearly equal to the quotient
of the ionic charge of these ions (3/2). We will show later that this occurs if both
groupsofionshavethesamecoordination withthe surface.
Notalloxyanionswitha-2 charge showthesamebehaviour. Selenite(SeOs)
hasahighernumberofco-adsorbed protonsperoxyanion thanchromate,molybdate
and tungstate. This suggests a stronger interaction between the anion charge and
surface protons, which can be due to the lower coordination number of selenite
compared to chromate, molybdate and tungstate (CN=3 versus 4). In case of
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selenite, 2/3 of the ligands interact with the surface in forming a bidentate surface
complex.Thiscontrastswithchromate,molybdateandtungstate,whereweexpecta
maximum of 2/4 of the ligands (in case of bidentate complexes) to be directly
involved in complexation with the surface. The relatively higher interaction of
selenite with the surface leads to a higher macroscopic proton-ion adsorption
stoichiometry.

0.0
0.5
1.0
2
anionadsorption(|umol/m )
Fig. 1.Proton consumption asafunction of ion adsorption atconstant pH: pH6.1(0.01
M NaN0 3 ). The curves show the CD-MUSIC predictions based on the charge
distributions from the surface complex structures of Fig. 3, which are calculated by
applying the Pauling bond valence concept assuming bidentate complexes. Note that
these predicted curves are not linear because the macroscopic proton-ion adsorption
stoichiometry isnot constant.

Wehavealsomeasuredthemacroscopicproton-ionadsorptionstoichiometryoftwo
other divalent ions, sulphate and selenate(Fig. 2).The stoichiometry isdetermined
at a lower pH (pH 4.2) to ensure sufficient ion adsorption. For comparative
purposes the macroscopic proton-ion adsorption stoichiometry of selenite,
chromate,tungstate,molybdatehavealsobeenmeasuredatthislowerpH.Trivalent
anion adsorption was not studied at this lower pH because protonation of the
adsorbed species might occur. Sulphate and selenate have a much lower coadsorption of protons compared with chromate, molybdate and tungstate, pointing
to aconsiderablylowerinteraction withthe surface. Alower interaction canbedue
to a lower number of ligands being involved in ligand exchange with the surface
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(monodentate versus bidentate binding). A low charge attribution to the surface is
alsoexpected for outersphere adsorption (tobediscussedbelow).
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Fig.2.Proton consumption asa function of ionadsorption at constant pH:pH4.2 (0.01
M NaN0 3 ). The curves show the CD-MUSIC predictions based on the charge
distributions from the surface complex structures of Fig. 3, which are calculated by
applying the Pauling bond valence concept assuming bidentate complexes except for
the lowest curve (monodentate).

Modelling
The co-adsorption of protons can be quantified by using the CD-MUSIC approach
that relates the interfacial charge distribution to the structure of the adsorbed
complex. The charge distribution concept is illustrated in Fig. 3, for relevant
innersphere structures of various ions. The charge distribution in the interface
(expressed in z0, zj) is calculated using the Pauling bond valence concept (24), in
which the central "cationic" charge is equally distributed over the surrounding
oxygen ligands. The details of the calculations are given in the Figure caption. It
follows from Fig. 3 that the portion of the charge attributed to the surface (z0)
depends on the structure and can vary from -0.50 to -1.33 for bivalent oxyanions.
The co-adsorption of protons is higher if the negative charge attribution to the
surface plane ishigher.
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Coordinationfrom
spectroscopy

Chargedistributionfrom
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Fig.3. Schematic representation ofthe surface-coordinations of ions and the allocation
of the charge of the ion (zo+Z]=zion) over the two electrostatic planes. The charge
attributions totheplanes arecalculated with the Pauling bond valence concept: z;=n;(v
-2), ni is the number of ligands, and v is the Pauling bond valence (valence of the
central ion divided by coordination number). The value -2 isthe charge of the oxygen.
Note that the charge attribution to the surface (zo) for the given examples can also be
calculated from the overall charge (-2, -3) and the number of ligands that form a bond
with the surface (zo=zionn/CN).Thecoefficients zoand zi are used inthecalculation of
the electrostatic contribution to the overall affinity for the ion adsorption equilibrium.
X042"isused to represent ions likeCr042", Mo042", and W0 4 2 '.

The structures given in Fig. 3 for arsenate (19, 33-35) and selenite (18)
correspond with the spectroscopically found structures for pH values and surface
coverage's comparable to the ones used in our experiments. The structure of
sulphate adsorbed onto hematite was studied recently by Hug (17) with in-situ
ATR-FTIR. Only one type of adsorbed sulphate complex is found to be dominant
over a wide range of pH and surface coverage. Hug (17, 36) interpreted the
spectrumasbeingtheresult of amonodentate innerspherecomplex. Similar spectra
havealsobeenobservedfor sulphateongoethite(Hug,personalcommunication).
Thereisdisagreementbetween spectroscopicstudiesconcerningthecoordinationof
phosphate by goethite (21,37, 38). Tejedor-Tejedor and Anderson (21) assert that
phosphate is adsorbed as a non-protonated bidentate surface complex at low
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coverage and pH>5, whereas Persson et al. (38) advocate the formation of a
monodentate complex. We found very similar macroscopic proton-ion adsorption
stoichiometrics for phosphate and arsenate, which points towards a common
bonding mechanism for both anions (see also ref. 25). Consequently, if arsenate is
adsorbed as a bidentate complex under the conditions used (as suggested by
EXAFS),thesameistrue forphosphate.
Modellingresults
Systematic study of the macroscopic proton-ion adsorption stoichiometry has
resulted in several new insights. We have found that the macroscopic proton-ion
adsorption stoichiometry, which can be calculated with a given model, is
independent of the intrinsic binding constant of the adsorbing species provided
there is only one kind of adsorbed species. For a given variable charge model, the
numberofco-adsorbed protonsatconstantpHandionicstrength isonly determined
by the amount of the adsorbed oxyanion. The solution concentration and speciation
corresponding to a certain oxyanion adsorption loading hasno influence. Thus, we
areclearly looking at surface properties.This observation hasnotbeen noted before
as far as weknow, and it has important implications for the characterisation of ion
adsorption (asdiscussed below). Ofcourse,the intrinsic affinity isavery important
parameter for determining the relationship between the concentration in solution
and the adsorbed amount, but not for the resulting macroscopic proton-ion
adsorption stoichiometry (for theconditions ofourexperiments).
One may argue that the macroscopic proton-ion adsorption stoichiometry is
not only determined by the charge distribution over the interface, but also by the
formulation of the adsorption reaction and the protons that are involved in the
reaction equation, i.e. the microscopic reaction stoichiometry. Consider the
following reactions for the formation of a monodentate or a bidentate surface
complex:
1 {SOH}05-+ 1 H+ +X042" = {SOXO3} _15 + 1 H 2 0
(1)
2 {SOH}05- + 2H+ +X042" = {(SO)2X02}'' +2H 2 0
(2)
These equations suggest a strong difference between monodentate formation and
bidentate formation with respect to the macroscopic proton-ion adsorption
stoichiometry. This difference would be crucial if electrostatics would not be
important. However calculations show that for the model we have used, there is
almost no difference between the calculated macroscopic proton-ion adsorption
stoichiometry applicable to monodentate or bidentate surface complexation if one
uses the same charge distribution. In other words, the macroscopic proton-ion
adsorption stoichiometry is determined dominantly by the charge distribution and
notbythe formulation ofthereaction equation.
To illustrate this more clearly, we have calculated the proton co-adsorption
for an oxyanion adsorption density of 0.5 umol/m while varying the charge
attribution to the surface, for an oxyanion with a -2 charge at pH 4.2, and a -3
charge at pH 6.1.The results are shown as lines in Fig. 4. The calculations were
doneusing theBasic Sternmodel for both monodentate andbidentate coordination.
The lines for both the monodentate and bidentate coordination coincide within the
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scale of the graph. We have found that the calculated lines are also not affected if
we change the site density, the ion pair complexation constants or the Stern layer
capacitance, provided that we use a combination of parameters that still describes
the acid-base characteristics of goethite in the presence of a simple electrolyte at
different electrolyte concentrations. These parameters will influence the shape of
the adsorption isotherms, but not the macroscopic proton-ion adsorption
stoichiometry for the conditions ofthe experiments. From thiswe conclude thatthe
experimental proton-ion adsorption stoichiometry can be directly interpreted in
termsofthecharge distribution.
In Fig. 4 we have also plotted the location of data points (black symbols)
for theoxyanions whosebonding structure isknown from spectroscopy (sulphate,
selenite and arsenate). The values on the vertical axis follow from our
experiments(Fig. 1 &2),andthepositions ofthepoints onthehorizontal axisare
based on the calculated charge distribution using the structure of the adsorbed
complex andthePaulingconceptasshown inFig.3.
Ashaded areaisdrawn inFig.4toindicatetheestimated conditions where
the charge distribution can potentially result from charge transfer of hydrogen
bridges in outersphere complexes (39). The maximum effect of this charge
distribution from changes in hydrogen bonding is estimated to be 0.2 charge units
perhydrogen bond incaseofstronghydrogen bond formation. Ifweassumethatat
maximum, three of the oxygens of an oxyanion can be involved in hydrogen
bonding withthe surface informing an outersphere complex, the maximum charge
attributiontothesurface isabout0.6chargeunit.Intheshadedareaasimilarcharge
distribution can result either from innersphere (monodentate) or outersphere
complexes. Although macroscopic proton-ion adsorption stoichiometries for
sulphate and selenate are similar (Fig. 2), sulphate was interpreted to be a
monodentate innersphere complex (17, 36), and selenate was interpreted to be
either outersphere (18) or a bidentate innersphere complex (20). Our results for
sulphate and selenate can be interpreted as either monodentate innersphere or as
outersphere complexes, but a bidentate innersphere complex is in conflict with
our results. Because of the uncertain contribution of hydrogen bridges to the
charge distribution, we cannot distinguish between monodentate innersphere and
outersphere complexes from macroscopic measurements. The results for arsenate
and selenite are close to the calculated lines, indicating that the CD-MUSIC
concept for theseionsindeed scalesfrom microscopic tomacroscopic levels.
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Fig. 4. The co-adsorption of H+, at 0.5 (xmol/m2 ion adsorbed, as a function of the
adsorbed ion charge attributed to the surface plane. The lines show the calculated
relation for bivalent (pH 4.2) and trivalent ions (pH 6.1). Differences between
monodentate and bidentate adsorption complexes are negligible. The points give the
experimental proton-ion adsorption stoichiometry for arsenate, selenite and sulphate
from Figs. 1and 2 for a calculated charge distribution (Fig. 3).The charge distribution
is calculated by applying the Pauling bond valence concept to the structure of an
adsorbed complex (see Fig. 3).The small open circles refer to the predicted proton coadsorption by treating the adsorbed charge as a point charge: the minimum and
maximum H co-adsorption are calculated for placing the charge at the surface and
outer-most electrostatic plane, respectively.

Application
Since the new method in combination with the CD-MUSIC model seems to give
the correct results for adsorbed species of a presumed surface structure, we can
use the approach to predict the surface structure of other oxyanions from the
experimental proton-ion stoichiometry. This is done by applying the Pauling
charge distributions of the adsorbed complexes, defined in Fig. 3, in the BS
model. The modelling leads to the predicted curves shown in Fig. 1& 2. The
correspondence between the data points and the predicted lines is remarkably
good. Themodel satisfactorily predictsthe effect ofpH(seeFig. 1 &2).Alsothe
observed effect of ion adsorption loading (a slight bending of the curves) on the
macroscopic proton-ion stoichiometry ispredicted. Thecharge distribution that is
estimated from the Pauling bond valence principal is in some cases accurate
enough to discriminate between surface structures. This is not so surprising
because the difference between the calculated charge distribution for a
monodentate compared toabidentate structure israther large (Fig. 3).Our results
lead to a prediction of bidentate complexes for vanadate, chromate, molybdate
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and tungstate, and favour the bidentate interpretation of Tejedor-Tejedor and
Anderson (21) for phosphate because of its similarity to arsenate. Fine tuning of
the charge distribution as predicted by a first order approach using the Pauling
concept is probably required if one wants to give a more accurate description of
adsorption data. For example, the macroscopic proton-ion stoichiometry for
selenateand sulphate isnotperfectly predicted inFig.2.
InFig.4wehave also indicated (small circles) the calculated results ifthe
adsorbing ion istreated asapoint charge (as isusually done).Thevalues ofz0=2 and z0= -3 correspond to, respectively, bivalent and trivalent point charges
located in the surface. The predicted macroscopic proton-ion stoichiometry is
slightly less then 2or 3,respectively. Consequently, placing the full anion charge
at the surface leads to an overestimation of the number of co-adsorbed protons.
Conversely, placing the full charge at the outermost electrostatic plane results in
anunderestimation ofthemacroscopicproton-ion stoichiometry.
Other modelling efforts to rationalise sulphate adsorption on iron
hydroxides, using the point charge concept in combination with triple layer or
diffuse layer models, require two or three hypothetical surface species (40-42).
Themodel of Bowden etal. (43)allowsthepoint charge to varyposition nearthe
surface without considering ligand exchange. These approaches can give a
relatively good description of data, but there is no relation to any spectroscopic
information.
Ourresults clearly showthat thecharge distribution concept isan essential
feature of ion adsorption models that aim to use physically realistic surface
species.Therelation between thecharge distribution needed inthemodel,andthe
physical structure of the adsorbed complex is the key concept linking
spectroscopy to adsorption models. The simple Pauling charge distribution
concept is a reasonable first order approach for ions with a relatively large
macroscopic proton-ion adsorption stoichiometry. Hiemstra and Van Riemsdijk
(25)haveshownthat thePauling charge distribution concept leads to averygood
description of selenite adsorption behaviour. For ions with a relatively low
macroscopic proton-ion adsorption stoichiometry, such as sulphate and selenate,
more spectroscopic information is necessary to reach a conclusion about the
relationbetween structure andcharge distribution.
Conclusions
1. The macroscopic proton-ion adsorption stoichiometry is determined primarily by
the electrostatic interaction of the ion with the surface. The experimental proton-ion
adsorption stoichiometry for vanadate, phosphate and arsenate isvery similar, as it is
for chromate,molybdate andtungstate.The difference between thesetwogroupscan
be explained bythe difference in ionic charge (-2, -3) for these groups of ions atthe
surface. Within these groups, a similar stoichiometry can only be explained by an
identicalion-surface interaction.Themacroscopicproton-ion adsorption stoichiometry
varies within the group of bivalent ions. Selenite has the highest stoichiometry,
sulphate and selenate have the lowest stoichiometry, and chromate, molybdate and
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tungstate are intermediate. This variation can be explained by the structure of the
adsorbedcomplexesbeing different.
2. Themacroscopicproton-ion adsorption stoichiometry isindependent ofthe affinity
of the adsorbing species and of most other model parameters. It implies that in the
model the charge distribution follows directly from the proton-ion adsorption
stoichiometry,providedthepresenceofonlyoneadsorption complex.
3. The simple Pauling bond valence concept can be used as afirstorder estimate in
relating the charge distribution needed in the model to the structure of the adsorbing
ion. The approach seems to give the correct prediction for the structure of adsorbed
ionswitharelativelylargemacroscopicproton-ionadsorption stoichiometry.
4. Themeasured proton-ion adsorption stoichiometry canbe directly translated tothe
pH dependency of ion adsorption, using the thermodynamic consistency relationship
(11, 12)incombination with the well-known protonation of species in solution. This
implies that for a given ion solution chemistry, the pH dependence of adsorption
depends primarily on the charge distribution over the interface and therefore on the
structure of the adsorbed complex (i.e., independent of the affinity constant, see
conclusion#2).
5. The structure of the surface, the structure of the adsorbed species, and the
electrostatic potential profile near the surface, are all essential features of an
adsorptionmodeliftheaimistomodeladsorptionbehaviourusingphysicallyrealistic
surface species.
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SulfateAdsorptiononGoethite
Abstract
Recent spectroscopic work has suggested that only one surface species of sulfate is
dominant on hematite. Sulfate istherefore avery suitable anion to test and develop
adsorption models for variable charge minerals. Wehave studied sulfate adsorption
on goethite covering a large range of sulfate concentrations, surface coverages,pH
values and electrolyte concentrations. Four different techniques were used to cover
the entire range of conditions. For characterization at low sulfate concentrations,
below the detection limit of sulfate with ICP-AES,weused proton-sulfate titrations
at constant pH. Adsorption isotherms were studied for the intermediate sulfate
concentrationrange.Acid-basetitrationsinsodiumsulfate andelectromobility were
used for high sulfate concentrations.Allthedatacanbemodeledwith one adsorbed
species ifit is assumed that the charge of adsorbed sulfate isspatially distributed in
the interface. The charge distribution of sulfate follows directly from modeling the
proton-sulfate adsorption stoichiometry since this stoichiometry is independent of
theintrinsicaffinity constant ofsulfate. Thechargedistribution canberelatedtothe
structure ofthe surface complex bytheuseofthePaulingbond valence conceptand
isinaccordance withthemicroscopic structure found byspectroscopy. Theintrinsic
affinity constant follows from the other measurements. Modeling of the proton-ion
stoichiometry with the commonly used 2-pK models, where adsorbed ions are
treated as point charges, is only possible if at least two surface species for sulfate
areused.
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Introduction
Thebindingofionsonvariable chargeminerals isgenerallyafunction ofpHandsalt
level. It may also be influenced by the simultaneous adsorption of other ions. This
may lead to synergism (e.g. calcium and phosphate) or competition (e.g. sulfate and
phosphate). As the number of possible interactions in environmental systems is
numerous, models are developed to make predictions of the adsorption in these
complex systems. Electrostatic surface complexation models (1-3) are in principle
able to make predictions in more complex systems. The advantage of these
mechanistically oriented binding modelsaccordingto Cernicetal.(4)isthattheycan
use the same formalism in all systems of interest, and enable in principle the
prediction ofthe characteristics ofthe individual binding sites and complexes. Today
the application of electrostatic surface complexation models is restricted by the
uncertaintyofthechoiceoftheelectrostatic profile atthemineral-water interface and
the location of the ions in it. In other words, it is difficult to make an objective
separation of the overall free energy of the adsorption reaction into the so-called
intrinsiccontribution andtheelectrostatic contribution.
In a mechanistic approach the binding models should at least account for the
structure ofthe surface, thestructureoftheadsorbate,andtheelectrostaticprofile and
location of the ions in it (5). Generally the problem of improving the electrostatic
surface complexation models ishindered bythe freedom of choice for the numberof
surface binding sites involved and the number of different adsorbed species. To
restrict the number and type of adsorbed species, it is important to know the
adsorption mechanisms.Withthework ofHayesetal.(6)insitu spectroscopystarted
onvariable chargeminerals.Inthelast few years manysurface complexes havebeen
identified with spectroscopy (7-15).These studies suggest thatmost ionsform oneor
more different types of surface complexes. Recent spectroscopic evidence for sulfate
reveals that one monodentate surface complex is dominant over a wide range of
surface coverages and pH values in case of adsorption on hematite (16, 17) and
goethite (Hug pers. comm., 18). Sulfate adsorption on goethite is thus an excellent
system to test the capabilities of surface complexation models when they are
constrainedbytheuseofaphysicallyrealisticadsorbedspecies.
Ouraim isto characterize sulfate adsorption ongoethite andtocover arange
of conditions that is as broad as possible. With these data surface complexation
models can be tested on the basis of the ability to describe and predict the
adsorption data. Adsorption of sulfate is therefore characterized as function of ion
concentration, pH and ionic strength. To do so we have employed several
experimental methods.The concentration rangeoftheclassic adsorption isotherm is
experimentally restricted. At high sulfate concentrations the amount adsorbed
cannotbeaccurately determined from thedifference between thetotal concentration
and the solution concentration, but the system can be characterized under these
conditions by acid-base titrations and by measuring the electromobility. At low
sulfate concentrations, where it is otherwise difficult to characterize adsorption
(below detection limit for ICP-AES), adsorption can be characterized accurately by
determining the proton-sulfate adsorption stoichiometry (19). The proton-sulfate
adsorption stoichiometry has been determined at constant pH by measuring the
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proton consumption as a function of sulfate adsorption. By a thermodynamic
relation these data are directly related to the pH dependency of adsorption, as has
been shown by Perona and Leckie (20). An important aspect of modeling the
proton-ion adsorption stoichiometry with electrostatic surface complexation models
is the independence of the stoichiometry from the intrinsic log K. The proton-ion
adsorption stoichiometry is only determined by the allocation of the adsorbed
charge(19).
MaterialsandMethods
SynthesisandCharacterization
Allchemicals(Merckp.a.)werestoredinplasticbottlesandallexperimentshavebeen
performed inplasticvesselsto avoid silica contamination. The waterused throughout
theexperimentswasalwaysultrapure(«18uS/cm).
Agoethite suspension waspreparedaccordingtoHiemstra etal.(21):a freshly
prepared 0.5MFe(N03)3wasslowlytitratedwith2.5MNaOHtopH 12,after which
the suspension was aged for 3 days at 60°C and subsequently dialyzed in water. The
BET(N2)specific surface areaofthegoethite is96.4m2/g.Goethite ofthesamebatch
wasusedpreviouslybyGeelhoedetal.(22)andRietraetal.(19).
Foracid-basetitrations,astocksuspensionofgoethite atapHvalueof5.5was
continuously purged with N2 to remove CO2. From this salt-free stock suspension,
sub-samples of approximately 60 ml were titrated in vessels. In these vessels a N2
atmospherewasmaintained andthesuspensionswerekeptovernight before atitration
wasperformed. Thegoethiteconcentration usedinthetitrationswasapproximately 12
to 15 g/1 goethite. Acid-base titrations have been performed at three NaN03
concentrations(0.005-0.02-0.1M)withNaOHandHN0 3 inanautomatedsetup(23).
Venema et al. (24) previously discussed the details about the experimental method
usedforthetitrations.
Acid-base Titrations inNa2S04
Acid-base titrations in Na2S04 have been performed at one concentration (0.033 M
Na2S04). Before theaddition ofNa2S04, the salt-free suspension wastitrated to apH
of approximately 10. The proton adsorption of goethite in equilibrium with Na2S04
could be determined relative to the proton adsorption in equilibrium with NaN03
because the goethite was sampled from the same stock suspension as used for the
titrations in NaN03. The initial difference in pH between a sample with NaN03 and
the samplewithNa2S04 characterizes thedifference inproton adsorption betweenthe
samplesbecause thetotal amount ofprotons (given as Ht-OHt)is identical. As stated
previously the acid-base titration of goethite in 0.033 M Na2S04 characterizes the
system accurately where it is otherwise difficult to characterize adsorption from the
difference betweenthetotalconcentration andthesolutionconcentration.
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Proton-ion TitrationsatconstantpH
Samples of 60 ml of a stock suspension (electrolyte concentration 0.01 M or 0.1 M
NaN03) were titrated to pH<5.5 and left overnight in N2atmosphere. For the pHSTAT titration a0.01 MHNO3solution and a0.01 MNa2S04 wereused. After each
addition ofabout 0.3mlNa2S04 thepHwascorrectedtotheinitialpH withthe acid.
Areactiontimeofatleast20minutesandamaximumdrift criterionof0.002pHunits
perminutewasusedbetween eachaddition ofsulfate tosignify equilibrium.Thetotal
amount ofadded sulfate was sufficiently smallcomparedwiththe amount ofgoethite
sothatmorethan 99%ofthesulfate was alwaysadsorbed. Theprotonbalancecould
becalculatedeasilyfrom theamountofaddedacidbecausethepHwaskeptconstant
andnosulfateremainsinsolution(19).
The relation between the proton co-adsorption and the adsorbed amount of
sulfate isnotlinear.Forthebenefit ofsimpledataevaluationtheproton-ionadsorption
datawerefit bythe following polynomial: TH=aTs2+b Ts (via linearregressionof
TH/TS = a T s + b). Differentiation of the equation then provides the proton-ion
adsorption stoichiometry %= (drH/drs)pH =2aTs +b(wherea andb areconditional
constants).
AdsorptionIsotherms
Adsorption experiments were performed in individual centrifuge tubes with fixed
amounts of electrolyte, goethite, sulfate and differing pH values to give adsorptionedges. Contact withCO2 wasavoided for sulfate adsorption atpH 8bymixing a CO2
free goethite suspension in vessels under N2atmosphere with different amounts of
sulfate.Thetubesandvesselswereequilibratedandrotatedend-over-endfor20hours.
They were centrifuged, and samples of the supernatant weretaken for analysis with
ICP-AES.ThepHwasmeasuredintheremaining supernatant.
In most cases, the amount of adsorbed sulfate was calculated from the differencebetweenthetotalinitialsulfate concentrationandthesulfate concentration ofthe
supernatant. Toprevent using adsorption datawith less accuracy than the determined
sulfate concentration, onlyexperiments whereperformed were more than 50%ofthe
added sulfate is adsorbed (ahigh goethite concentration of 10g/1 istherefore used at
pH8whereadsorptionpersurface areaislow).AtfixedpHvaluestheadsorptionand
equilibriumconcentrationhavebeencalculatedbyinterpolation oftheadsorptionedge
data.
In systems with a high salt concentration (1 M) we have determined sulfate
adsorption via desorption. The advantage of desorption is that hardly any dilution of
the sample is necessary because for ICP-AES analyses the NaNC«3 concentration
should be below 0.02 M. The supernatant of a suspension with a high salt
concentration wasdecanted after takinga samplefor subsequent determination ofthe
equilibrium sulfate concentration and measuring pH (samples were analyzed after
1:50dilution).A solution of 1 mmol/1 K2HP04 with apH of 11wasaddedto desorb
the sulfate. Again the tubes were equilibrated for 20 hours and subsequently
centrifuged. Samples of the supernatant were again analyzed for sulfate. The amount
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of sulfate in solution left after decanting the supernatant was taken into account by
weighingallthetubesbefore andafter decantingthesolution.
ElectrophoreticMobility
Measurements of the electrophoretic mobility have been carried out using a laser
Doppler velocimetrysetup (ZetaSizer 3,Malvern) according to the method of Minor
et al. (25). Electrophoretic mobilities have been measured at pH 4.0 in goethite
suspensions of0.05g/1 in 0.05 MNa2SC>4,and in0.1 MNaN03with various sulfate
concentrations.
Modelcalculations
Calculations were carried out with Ecosat, a computer code for the calculation of
chemicalequilibria(26).TheDaviesequation (constant is0.2) isusedtocalculatethe
ionactivitycoefficients at25°C(thesolutionequilibriausedareinAppendix 1,Table
A2).Theparameters used intheCD-MUSIC model are optimizedbyminimizing the
difference betweenthecalculatedandexperimentalproton-orionadsorptiondata(e.g.
" ( 1 calc"! data) •

ResultsandDiscussion
Choiceofmodel
An important aspect of ion adsorption is the pH dependency. A correct description
of the pH dependency is most critically tested with proton-ion adsorption
stoichiometry data. Based on the principle of thermodynamic consistency both are
related (4, 20). Recently it has been shown by Rietra et al. (19) that in case of the
presence of only one adsorbed species, as is the case for sulfate (16), the modeling
of the proton-ion adsorption stoichiometry is independent of the intrinsic affinity.
The proton-ion adsorption stoichiometry is only determined by the type of surface
species,e.g.inner-oroutersphere,protonated orunprotonated (19).
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• DataRietraetal. (1999)
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Fig. 1. Data of proton co-adsorption as a function of sulfate adsorption (black circles)
and predictions of Triple Layer model (dotted lines) for four different surface species
of sulfate (parameters from Hoins et al. (27)). The proton-sulfate adsorption
stoichiometry predicted is too low with only an unprotonated outersphere =FeOH2~
S0 4 complex and is predicted too high with only a protonated outersphere =FeOH 2 S0 4 H complex. Both innersphere species (=FeOS03and =FeOS03H)used by Hoins et
al. (27) overestimate the proton-sulfate adsorption stoichiometry if adsorbed
individually.

Wehavecalculatedtheexpectedco-adsorption ofprotonsfor four individual
surface species, which have been used with the Triple Layer model to describe
sulfate adsorption(Fig. 1).ThecalculatedresultsatpH4.2aregiveninFig. 1, using
the parameter values of Hoins et al. (27). Different values are found but using
individual species leadsto atoohigh oratoo low stoichiometry.It impliesthatthe
use of only one surface species in the TL model can not describe the pH
dependency of sulfate adsorption. We note that the description of the pH
dependency with the TL model is possible, but only when more than one surface
speciesisconsidered.Thisisinconflict withthespectroscopicdataofHug(16).
Although not shown, use of either the Constant Capacitance (CC) model
(14), or the Diffuse Layer (DL) model (28, 29) requires more than one adsorbed
sulfate species to describe the correct proton-sulfate adsorption stoichiometry. The
main difficulty with predicting the proton-ion adsorption stoichiometry with one
speciesinthe TL,CCortheDLmodel,isthetreatmentof adsorbed ionsasapoint
charge, located in one of the electrostatic planes. By using a distribution of
adsorbedcharge,asisdoneintheCD-MUSICmodelapproach(30),itispossibleto
describe the experimental proton-sulfate adsorption stoichiometry by model
calculations with only one adsorbed sulfate species (19).Therefore adsorption data
of sulfate are analyzed by using the CD-MUSIC model (30). We note that the
previouslyDavisand Leckie(43)have suggested thattheuseofchargedistribution
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for adsorbed complexes is possible. In the CD-MUSIC model the charge
distribution follows logically from theMUSIC model,upon which it isbuilt, and is
relatedtothestructure ofadsorbed complexesviathePaulingbond valence concept
(19,30).
Geelhoed et al. (22) was able to describe the pH dependency of sulfate at surface
coverages above 1 ^mol/m2 with the CD-MUSIC model. However if we use the
parameters given by Geelhoed et al.(22) to predict the experimental proton-sulfate
adsorption stoichiometry shown inFig.1,wefind thatthedataareoverestimated by
a factor of approximately 1.2. From this we can conclude that a satisfactory
description of the adsorption isotherms does not guarantee agood prediction of the
pH dependence at low surface coverages andpH 4.2. This aspect willbe discussed
after themodelingandtheassessment ofmodelparameters from experimental data.
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the tested models for sulfate adsorption with
different locations of the surface ion pairs. The charge of the adsorbed sulfate is
distributed across twoelectrostatic planes.

Chargedistribution
The CD-MUSIC model is an extension of the MUSIC (multi site complexation)
approach. A central parameter in the model is the distribution of the charge. The
innersphere complexes of ions are assumed to have a spatial distribution of charge.
Onepartoftheadsorbedspecieschargeisattributedtothesurface sincenotallligands
of the adsorbed complex share oxygens with the solid. The remaining part of the
charge is at a certain distance of the surface. The charge attribution (ZJ) to the
electrostatic planes (i) canbe estimated for a known surface structure of an adsorbed
ionusingthePaulingbondvalence concept (19,30)Zj=nj(v-2), wherenjisthenumber
of ligands per electrostatic plane i, and v is the Pauling bond valence (valence of
centraliondividedbycoordinationnumber).ApplicationofthePaulingBondValence
concept,withequaldistributionofchargeovertheligands,leadstoabondvalence(v)
of 1.5 valenceunits(v.u.)per S-0 bond,i.e.thechargeperoxygenis-0.5v.u..Incase
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of amonodentate complex the ligands areunequallydistributed inthe interface since
one ligand is shared with the interface and three are oriented towards the solution
(no=l, ni=3). This leads to an unequal distribution of charge across the electrostatic
planes for monodentate sulfate: Zo=-0.5 inthe surface plane and Zi=-1.5in aplane
locatedatsomedistancefrom theplane.
It has been suggested that only the singly coordinated surface groups are
reactive for innersphere complexation of anions (8, 31, 32). This is plausible for
innersphere adsorption of sulfate if we look at predictions of the bond valence
contributions for singly, doubly, and triply coordinated oxygens with innersphere
sulfate (Fe-O-S, Fe2-0-Sand Fe3-0-S). Assuming abond valence for a S-0 bond of
1.5v.u.,and0.5v.u.foraFe-0bond,thesumofbondvalencesonsurface oxygenis
0, +0.5, and +1 v.u. respectively for singly, doubly and triply coordinated oxygen.
AccordingtoBargar et al.(15)onlyaneutral oralmostneutral sumofbondvalences
seems plausible, which leads to the prediction that only singly coordinated oxygen
will react with sulfate to form an innersphere complex. The site densities of the
surfacegroupsarechosenasgiveninHiemstraandvanRiemsdijk(30).
Assessmentofmodelparametersfromdata
Inthenextthree sectionsthe assessment oftheparameter valuesfor the CD-MUSIC
model from experimental data is discussed. Determined first, from the description of
the primary charging of variable charge minerals, are the parameter values for: the
PZC, the capacitance, and the ion pair formation constants. Secondly, the charge
distribution of an adsorbed complex is determined from the proton-ion adsorption
stoichiometry.Next,the intrinsic affinity constant ofadsorbed sulfate, in combination
with the charge distribution, is found from the adsorption isotherms, the acid-base
behavior, and the electromobility of goethite in solutions containing sulfate. In the
following sections the model predictions will be discussed, the model parameter
values willbe tested, and the sensitivity of the parameters for different data setswill
be examined. In the last section the influence of the choice of the model for the
descriptionofthedatawillbediscussed.
DeterminationofPrimarychargingparametervalues
The Basic Stern model (30) is used, which is the simplest physically realistic
electrostaticmodelfor metalhydroxides (33,34).Inthismodelthesulfate ligandsare
distributed overthesurface-plane andtheoutermost-plane,andtheionpairsareinthe
outermost-plane (see Fig.2picture 1).Theparameter values for the capacitance and
equilibriumconstantsforthesurface ionpairshavebeenoptimized forthedescription
of salt dependent acid-base behavior in NaN03 (Table 1). In the description of the
acid-basebehaviortheeffect ofhigherorlowerequilibrium constant's (logK)for ion
pairs can onlypartiallybecompensated by lower orhighercapacitances. Too low or
too high ion pair equilibrium constants (K) do not give very good descriptions.
Therefore, the values of the ion pair equilibrium constants are limited to the range 1.5< log K < -0.5. The best description is approximately log K. = -1. The
corresponding capacitance is0.91 F/m2(Table 1).ThislogKvalueisinlinewiththe
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measurements of Rundberg et al. (35) who determined that sodium adsorption was
lessthan0.05 umol/m2atthePZC(in0.015MNaN03).
Table 1.Optimized value for the capacity (F/m2) as function of the ion pair constant in
the Basic Stern model from describing theacid-base behavior of goethite in 0.005-0.020.1 MNaNC>3.The log KHwas set equal to the PZC. The bold values are used for the
calculations inthe figures.
w i 1- data T~< calc\2
logKNa= logKN03
capacity
M H -i H )
-1.5
1.02
0.25
0.91
-1
0.18
0.79
-0.5
0.21

DeterminationofChargeDistribution
We have measured the proton-sulfate adsorption stoichiometry for a range of pH
valuesandfortwoelectrolyteconcentrations.Anexampleoftheincreasingprotoncoadsorptionasfunction ofsulfate adsorptionisgiveninFig.3.Withthesedatawecan
determinethedistributionofchargeofsulfate intheinterface.Thechargedistribution
is the only adjustable parameter in the calculation of the proton-sulfate adsorption
stoichiometryifthecapacitanceandtheionpairconstantsarefixed bythedescription
oftheacid-basebehaviorinNaN03.
0.6

60,
c
o

pH4.10.01MNaN0 3
BS (z0, z,)
—(-0.35,-1.65)
(-0.5,-1.5)
.-(0,-2)

Q.

fcO.
CO

sulfateadsorption(umol/m)
Fig. 3. Experimental and modeled proton co-adsorption as a function of sulfate
adsorption at pH 4.1 (0.01 M NaN0 3 ). Three replicate titrations are shown by
difference of symbols (other data in App. 2). Also illustrated is the prediction of the
proton-sulfate adsorption stoichiometry for twoothercharge distributions.

In Fig.3the effect ofthecharge distribution onthe calculation oftheprotonsulfate adsorption stoichiometry is shown for three possible charge distributions of
sulfate acrossthetwoelectrostaticplanes.Thechargedistributionof(zo,z\) =(-0.5,1.5) correspondstoanidealPaulingchargedistributionforamonodentatecoordinated
complex, and a charge distribution of (0, -2) corresponds to one of the options for
usingapointcharge.Theeffect ofthechargedistributionontheprotonco-adsorption
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is caused by a different degree of interaction between the adsorbed negative charge
andtheprotonsinthesurfaceplane.
The proton-sulfate adsorption stoichiometry, i.e. the slope of the imaginary
curve in Fig. 3 (x=8rH/8rs), changes with sulfate loading. We have determined the
proton-sulfate adsorptionstoichiometryasafunction ofpHandtheionicstrength.The
results aredescribed inAppendix 2.Using data sets such asthe oneshown in Fig.3,
theproton-sulfate adsorption stoichiometry at0.4 umol/m2sulfate adsorbed isderived
as function of pH and ionic strength (see Fig. 4).The solid lines in Fig. 3and 4 are
calculated assuming a charge distribution of (-0.35, -1.65) for the adsorbed sulfate
species.
1.0

CO

u

to

X
I-H
CO

0.5
BS(z0, z1)
(-0.35,-165)

a 0.01 M NaN03
O 0.10MNaNO3

at0.4nmol/m2sulfateadsorbed
0.0
3.5

4.5

5.5
PH
Fig. 4.Experimental and modeled proton-sulfate adsorption stoichiometry
(X= 8TH /§r s , e.g. the slope of the curve in Fig. 3) as a function of pH at 0.01 M and
0.1 MNaN0 3 . The points showthe datawhile the lines givethe predicted results.

DeterminationofIntrinsicaffinityofadsorbedsulphate
With the determined charge distribution it should be possible to describe the pHdependent sulfate adsorption data for a large range of pH values and sulfate
concentrations, if the model and its parameters are correct. The only adjustable
parameterleft inourevaluation istheintrinsiclogKs(Appendix 1,TableAl), which
can be found using the various adsorption isotherm data. In Fig. 5 the experimental
pH and salt dependent adsorption isotherms are shown together with the model
calculation. The data show that the adsorption strongly decreases at high ionic
strength.Theadsorptionisothermsshowthatsulfate isstilladsorbed significantly in1
M NaN03. A larger effect of salt has been found in NaCl (14). Preliminary results
have shown that sulfate adsorption inNaNC>3 ishigher than adsorption inNaCl(36).
The differing effect of chloride and nitrate on sulfate adsorption is also known for
sulfate adsorptioninsoils(37).
As mentioned, spectroscopic results have suggested (16) that sulfate is
coordinated at the surface predominantly as a monodentate innersphere species. The
calculated charge distribution of adsorbed sulfate should thus correspond with this
observation. In case of an ideal charge distribution according to Pauling, a charge
distribution of (-0.5, -1.5) is expected. The actual value of (-0.35, -1.65) is slightly
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different, whichmaybedueto distortionofthesymmetryofadsorbed sulfate (16).It
shouldbenoticedthatourvalueonlyreflects anoveralleffect. Forinstance,itisalso
possible that hydrogen bonds may contribute to the overall value, as has been
suggestedbyFiliusetal. (38).

c
o

oin
(0

O
CO

BS (z 0 , Zl ) log«,„,
(-0.35,-1.65) 1.07

10"4
10-3
10-2 10"4
concentrationofS042-(mol/l)
Fig.5. Experimental and modeled sulfate adsorption isotherms at various pH values in
the range 3-5 for three NaNC>3concentrations (0.01-0.1-1 M). The adsorption strongly
decreasesas function oftheelectrolyte concentration.
0.1 MNaNO
o 0.033 MNa 2 S0 4
BS (z0,z,)
(-0.35,-1.65)

(-0.5,-1.5)
(-0,-2)

log«,„,
1.07
0.10
3.65

PH
Fig. 6. Experimental and modeled acid-base behavior of goethite in 0.033 M NajS0 4 .
The points show the data while the lines depict the model results. The solid line is
predicted and the dotted lines depict the best model descriptions for two other charge
distributions. The acid-base titration curve and model description in 0.1 M NaN0 3 is
shown for comparison.
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Modelpredictions
Once the model parameter values have been determined for low and intermediate
sulfate concentrations, the model can be used for further testing, for instance for
data at high sulfate concentrations. We have determined the acid-base behavior
(Fig. 6) and electromobility at these conditions (Fig. 7). The proton adsorption is
predicted well. The data of the electromobility show that sulfate can change the
charge ofgoethite from positive to negative atpH4. To ourknowledge thishasnot
been reported earlier in literature (39) and it proves that the interaction between
sulfate and goethite is not purely electrostatic. Consequently, besides an
electrostatic component there is also a significant chemical component to the
overall adsorption energy. The goethite is neutral at a sulfate concentration of
approximately 6±3mmol/1 sulfate in0.1MNaNOj, which ispredicted reasonably
bythegivenmodel(3mmol/1).
^ 4
CO

>

i)

pH4
0.1
O sulfatein0.1MNaN0 3
P 0.05MNa 2 S0 4without NaN03

n 1

o '
E
o

1°
£

Modelpredictionof
sulfateconcentration
atzeromobility
at3mmol/lsulfate
0.001

0.01

0.1

sulfateconcentration(mol/l)
Fig. 7. Electromobility of goethite as a function of sulfate concentration at pH 4. The
experimental sulfate concentration at which the mobility is zero is approximately 6± 3
mmol/1and the predicted concentration is 3 mmol/1.A dotted line is drawn though the
data by hand to interpolate the sulfate concentration atzero mobility.

Thechargedistributionusedinthemodelingcouldbefound from theprotonsulfate adsorption stoichiometry measured atapHvalue of4. Itmaybe argued that
for otherpH ranges the value ofthe charge distribution maybe different due tothe
contribution of other species, such as the formation of outersphere species. The
description ofthesulfate adsorption isotherms (Fig. 5)and theproton-adsorption at
high sulfate concentration (Fig 6)isnotvery sensitivetothechoice ofmore species
with different charge distributions because the choice of the intrinsic logKs values
will influence also the results. The assumption that one adsorbed sulfate species is
present can be checked by predicting the adsorption at a very different pH such as
pH 8 (Fig. 8). If an outersphere species were to exist along with an innersphere
species,theelectrostatic part ofthetotal adsorption energywouldbesmaller for the
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outersphere speciesbecauseitis located atalargerdistance from thesurface where
a lowerattractivepotentialexists.Thustobepresent in significant amountsthelog
Kint of the outerspherespecies should be larger than the log Kjnt of the innersphere
species. An outersphere species will dominate an innersphere species especially at
pHvalueswheretheelectrostaticcontribution totheadsorption energyissmall,i.e.
where the particle charge, and attractive potential, is low. The correct model
prediction at pH 8 (Fig. 8) is obtained with the parameter values found at much
lowerpH values.Thisimpliesthatthe sulfate adsorption canbe described overthe
entire range of pH values and sulfate loadings studied with only one adsorbed
sulfate species.The good description of the data supports the spectroscopic results
ofHug(16)thatoneadsorbedsulfate speciesisdominantacrossalargerangeofpH
values. An outersphere species can only be incorporated in the model if it has
approximatelythesamelogKasthemonodentateadsorbedsulfatespecies.

Table 2. Optimized charge distribution values for the description of four different sulfate
adsorption datasets:
(1)proton-sulfate adsorption stoichiometry (Appendix2,example inFig.3),
(2)sulfate adsorption isotherms(from Fig.5),
(3)theacid-basetitration in0.033MNa 2 S0 4 (from Fig.6),
(4)sulfate adsorption isotherm atpH 8(Fig.8).
For each combination ofacharge distribution and a logKintthe best-fit logKin,iscalculated on
the basisofgoodness-of-fit (A*)(thebest-fits for thecharge distribution areunderlined, the bold
values are used for the calculations in the figures). Note that the description of the protonsulfate adsorption stoichiometry isindependent ofthechoiceoflog Kjnt (Rietra et al., 1999)and
Goodness-of-fit ofdata sets
Charge distribution
across planes

1

2

4

3

(zo,z,)

A,

A2

Best-fit
logKint

A3

best-fit
logKint

A,

Best-fit
logKint

(-0.50,-1.50)
(-0.45,-1.55)
(-0.40,-1.60)
(-0.35,-1.65)
(-0.30,-1.70)
(-0.25,-1.75)
(-0.00, -2.00)

2.2
0.88
0.53
1.30
3.4
7.0
59

2.01
1.39
0.91
0.62
0.50
0.53
2.80

0.30
0.55
0.80
1.07
1.35
1.60
3.00

0.59
0.24
0.09
0.12
0.35
0.77
5.10

0.10
0.45
0.75
1.10
1.45
1.80
3.65

0.06
0.06
0.06
0.06
0.06
0.05
0.04

0.89
0.91
0.93
0.96
0.98
1.00
1.11

' A , = ^(rH r a l c -r H ^)/r H a v 8 ) 2 = s(2(r H calc -rH da ' a )/( ( r v ^ + i V
VVT^ c a ' c T- data\2
2-2,(1 S -1 S )
VVT^ c^c T"1 data\2
3~M1 H " 1 H
)

*)r

A 4 =io 3 E(r s calc -r s da,a ) 2

Sensitivityofmodelparameters
Intheanalysesgivenabovethechargedistributioncouldbefound directlyfromthe
descriptionoftheproton-sulfate adsorptionstoichiometryandthischarge
distributionwasusedtodescribetheotherdatasets.ThelogKjnt wasfound from
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theadsorption isothermsincombination withthechargedistribution.The question
ariseswhetherthesemodelparameterscould alsobeobtained independentlyfrom
theotherdatasets.Wetherefore studiedtheeffect ofchoosingdifferent values for
thechargedistribution, asisshowninFig.3,6and 8.Thefigures showthe
sensitivityofthechoiceofthechargedistribution for theproton-sulfate adsorption
stoichiometry,theprotonadsorption athighsulfate concentration, andthe
adsorption isotherms.Onbasisofthethermodynamic consistency itislogicalthat
whenthechargedistribution canbefound from theproton-ion adsorption
stoichiometrythat itcanalsobefound from pHdependent adsorption isotherms.In
Fig.8sulfate adsorption atpH5ispredicted for different combinations ofthe
chargedistribution andthelogKjnt. Withtheparametervalues from the description
ofthedataatpH5,theadsorption atpH8ispredictedwell.Itisclearfrom Fig.8
thatonlyacertainvalueofthechargedistribution (-0.35,-1.65),asfound earlier,is
abletopredictthecorrectpHdependencyoftheadsorptionbetweenpH5and8.
Thecalculatedproton-adsorption in0.033MNa2S04 for different valuesofthe
chargedistribution alsoshowsthatthiskindofdatacanbeusedtocalculatethe
chargedistributionofadsorbed sulfate.
Fromtheaboveanalysisitcanbeconcluded thatalldatasetsaresensitiveto
thechoice ofthechargedistribution. Itsuggeststhatdifferent typesofdatacanbe
usedtocalculatethechargedistribution andtheintrinsiclogKs.Wehavetestedthis
byusingtheproton-sulfate adsorption stoichiometries,theadsorptionisotherms,
andtheproton adsorption in0.033MNa2S04asdifferent datasets.Theadsorption
isothermatpH8istreatedasaseparatedataset.Intheanalysiswehave
systematically fitted thelogKintfor different valuesofthechargedistribution.For
eachsetthegoodness-of-fit isgiveninTable2.Thecalculationsshowthat
approximately thesamechargedistribution oftheadsorbed sulfate speciescanbe
found from theacid-basebehaviorathighsulfate concentrations,orfrom the
adsorption isotherms,asfrom theproton-sulfate stoichiometry atlow sulfate
concentrations.ThecalculationsalsoshowthatapproximatelythesamelogK^,can
befound from theadsorption isothermsandtheacid-basebehaviorathigh sulfate
concentrations.ThelogKjnt determined from theadsorption isothermatpH 8 is
well-constrained sincethedescription ofthedataisalmostindependent forthe
valueforthechargedistribution. Consideringallthedata,Table2showsthatthe
chargeattribution tothesurface planecanbeestimatedtobe0.35+0.05witha
corresponding logKjnt= 1.07 ±0.25.
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Fig. 8. Experimental and modeled sulfate adsorption isotherms at pH 5 and 8(0.01 M
NaNC>3). The modeled sulfate adsorption at pH 8 is entirely predicted since the
parameter values have been fixed on the basis of the proton-sulfate adsorption
stoichiometry data in App. 2 and the adsorption isotherms in Fig. 5. The dotted lines
demonstrate the prediction for two other charge distributions that adequately describe
the adsorption isotherm at pH 5. This demonstrates the sensitivity of the charge
distribution value indescribingthe correct pH dependency.

Detailedmodelingofsulfateandionpairs
In the above analyses wehaveused theBasic Stern option (see Fig. 2) and wehave
assumed that the position of the ion pairs is in the same electrostatic plane as the
solutionorientedligandsofsulfate. IntheThreePlanemodelthatwasusedfor sulfate
adsorption by Geelhoed et al. (22),the sulfate is distributed across the surface plane
and the mid-plane while the ion pairs are located in the outermost plane, as is
illustratedbythe secondpicture in Fig.2. To studythe effect of this choice inmore
detailwehavetestedpossiblelocationsofsulfateandtheionpairsintheSternlayer.
The parameter values for the capacity of the Stern layer, and the ion pair
formation constants intheThree Planemodel are identicaltothe Basic Sternmodel,
butthevaluesofthecapacitance'sfortheinner-andouterSternlayers(Ci andC2) are
notset.However,thechargedistributionandtheinner-andouter-capacityaredirectly
related, according to, zi11"= ziBSC2(C2-C)"1, where zi is the charge attributed to the
solution-oriented ligands in the ThreePlanemodel (TP) or Basic Stern model(BS).
This relation is derived in Appendix 3. With the relation between the charge
distribution for sulfate and the capacitance's of the inner- and outer Stern layers,the
adsorption isotherms were described by fitting the intrinsic log K as function of the
inner-andouter-capacitanceincombinationwiththechargedistribution.
Wehave found that the quality of the description of the adsorption isotherms
decreases iftheThreePlanemodelwasused.Increasingthe capacitance of theouter
Stern layer (C2) improved the fit. This increase means that the distance between the
mid-plane and the outermost-plane decreases and theThree Plane model approaches
theBasicSternmodel(seepicture 1 and2inFig.2).Wefoundthatforthesulfatedata
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sets onlytheposition of nitrate ion was important in thisrespect. The location ofthe
sodium ion isinsignificant for the description ofthesulfate adsorption data. Thebest
fit was found if the position of the nitrate ion coincides with the plane where the
solution-orientedligandsofsulfatearelocated.ItisforthisreasonthattheThreePlane
modelfor sulfate byGeelhoed etal.(22)givesalesssatisfactory description ofallthe
sulfate data. Placing only the sodium ion at the outermost electrostatic plane (see
picture 3ofFig.2)hardlyaffects thedescription ofthesulfate adsorption data.Thisis
interestingbecause itwasfound earlier(30)that a separationbetween the ionpair of
sodium and phosphate was necessary to describe the salt dependency of phosphate
adsorption. The model represented bypicture 3(Fig.2)might combine bothoptions.
FromthesefindingsweconcludethatthestructureoftheSternlayerandtheallocation
of the adsorbed charge of sulfate and nitrate are important to obtain a consistent
descriptionofallthedataassumingonesurface speciesofsulfate.
Conclusions
The spectroscopic characterization of the adsorbed sulfate has shown that only one
surface species is predominantly present (16), which enables a comparison of how
various models can accommodate this information. The Triple Layer model, the
Constant Capacitance model andthe Diffuse Layermodel need at leasttwo adsorbed
species for correct description of the pH dependence of sulfate adsorption, which
contradicts this spectroscopic information. The basic problem of the commonly used
approaches in surface complexation modeling isthat the adsorbed ions are treated as
point charges. It follows directly from the structure oriented CD-MUSIC model that
the charge of specifically bound ions should be distributed over the interface. The
charge distribution needed to model the data is in reasonable agreement with the
suggestion that sulfate is bound as a monodentate innersphere complex. The CDMUSIC model describes sulfate adsorption ongoethite with one surface speciesover
the complete range of surface coverages (0-2 umol/m2), pH range (3 to 8), and salt
concentrations (0.01to 1mol/1)studied. Thecalculation ofaunique set ofparameter
valuessuggeststhataseparationofthetotaladsorptionenergyintoanelectrostaticand
a chemicalcomponentcanbedoneinareasonableway.Thedescription ofthe sulfate
adsorption data issensitivetothelocation ofthenitrateionrelativetosulfate, andthe
best description isfound whennitrate andthe solution-oriented ligands ofsulfate are
inthesameplane.
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Appendix 1
DescriptionofCD-MUSICmodelingapproach
The proton adsorption behavior of goethite can be represented by the reaction of
protons with singly and triply coordinated surface groups (40). In the modeling we
havesetbothlogKHvaluesequaltothePZCvalue(24,30).InNaN03 thePZCispH
9.25 (surface equilibria in Table A). The CD-MUSIC model in the Three Plane
version has an electrostatic double layer consisting of two Stern layers and a diffuse
layer. Three electrostatic planes are present: the surface plane,the plane at thehead
endofthediffuse layer(outermostplane)andanintermediateplane (mid-plane).
Surface groups may form ion pairs (41, 42) like many ions in solution. In
generalthedescriptionofthebasicchargingcurvesisdeterminedbyacombinationof
three parameters:the capacitance's of the Stern layer, the locations of the ionpairs,
andtheequilibriumconstants ofthe ionpairs.The chargecurvesfor goethite canbe
modeledwiththeCD-MUSICmodelofHiemstraandvanRiemsdijk (30)bylocating
theionpairsintheoutermostplane.ThelogKusedfor ionpairsformation wassetto
-1 (Table 1: logKNa=logKN03).
In Pauling's bond valence concept ions distribute their charge over the
coordinating ligands. This concept is applied to adsorbed surface species by
distributing the charge of the central ion of a complex. The charge of the surface
ligands is attributed to the surface plane while the charge of the solution-directed
ligandsisplacedinthemid-planeortheoutermostplane.Theadsorptionequilibrium
ofsulfate with singlycoordinatedsurface groups canbewrittenasequation 7(Table
Al), ifadsorbedsulfateiscoordinatedwithonesurfacegroup.
Themodeled changes ofcharge asformulated inTableAl (z0 and Zi)canbe
interpreted as a charge distribution of the central ion S over the surface-plane and
anotherplaneifitisassumedthatthesurface oxygen'sandprotonsareinthe surfaceplane.Forsulfate anequaldistributionofthevalenceofSoveritsfourligandsgivesa
bondvalenceofv=6(S)/4=1.5v.u..Thechargeattributiontotheelectrostaticplanes
isrelatedtothebondvalence (v)withZj =n;(v-2),wheren; isthenumber ofligands
perelectrostaticplane.
Table Al. Surface equilibrium equations as used in the Basic Stern model. The adsorbed -2
charge of sulfate (zo+zi= -2) is distributed across the surface plane (with potential \\i<>) and the
outermost electrostatic plane (with potential \\>i).
equilibrium
InKi
1
(FeOH^'HC^FeOH-^XH")
InKH-i|/„F/(RT)
2
(Fe3OH+05)=K1(Fe3O-05XH+)
InKH-y0F/(RT)
3
(FeOH-°5-Na+)=K1(FeOir05)(Na+)
lnKNa-V|/,F/(RT)
4
(Fe3O-05-Na+)=Ki(Fe3O-05XNa+)
lnK Na - Y,F/(RT)
5
(FeOH^-NOj-^KitFeOH^'XNOa")
lnK N03+V|/,F/(RT)
6
(Fe3OH+05-NO3")=Kc(Fe3OH+<)5)(NO3)
lnK N03 +VJ/,F/(RT)
7
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Table A2.Formation constants of species in solution.
equilibrium
1
(H^XSO/) <=> (HSO4)
2
(Na+X SO42")<=> (NaS0 4 )
3
(H + )(OH)<=> (H 2 0)

LogK 0
1.98
0.7
-14.0

Appendix2
Data of proton-sulfate titrations at different pH values and salt concentrations. Each
curvethatgivestheproton co-adsorption asafunction ofsulfate adsorption isfitted by
a polynomial and the values for the coefficients are listed. The coefficients of this
polynomial, TH=apH,Saitrs2+bpH^ifs, can also be used to express the proton-sulfate
stoichiometry by x=(5rH/3rSo4)pH=: 2apH,saitrs+ bpH,Sait (with rH*=0 if r s =0). The
quality of the data description by the Basic Stern model with a charge distribution of
adsorbed sulfate asgiveninthefigures (-0.35,-1.65)isgivenasA= E(rHcalc/rHdata).
PH

[NaN03]

a

b

3.6
3.6
3.9
4
4.1
4.1
4.1
4.24
4.24
4.24
4.6
4.6
4.68
5.27
5.37
5.56
6.2
3.6
4

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.10
0.10

0.05
0.07
0.15
0.1
0.17
0.18
0.17
0.07
0.16
0.2
0.17
0.15
0.17
0.31
0.33
0.28
0.52

0.72
0.68
0.62
0.67
0.63
0.63
0.62
0.7
0.68
0.64
0.69
0.69
0.68
0.71
0.71
0.71
0.77
0.61
0.61

number of
data
9
11
19
10
13
16
19
13
13
13
11
12
11
12
11
10
3
9
7

T s range
(nmol/m2)
0.95
0.86
0.78
0.77
0.43
0.74
0.84
0.77
0.77
0.77
0.76
0.79
0.77
0.53
0.49
0.37
0.19
0.48
0.27

A
data description by model
0.86
0.89
0.96
0.93
0.96
0.96
0.97
0.94
0.92
0.95
0.94
0.96
0.97
0.99
1.00
1.06
1.09
0.86
0.87

Appendix3
Here we make a comparison between the Three Plane model and the Basic Stern
model(seepicture 1 and2ofFig.2).Calculated istherelationbetweentheposition
ofthemid-plane andthe charge distribution necessary to give identical electrostatic
potentials at the surface plane and the outer-most plane, and identical surface
charge. The consequence of this relation is that different values of the inner- and
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outer-capacitance, in combination with different values of the charge distribution
cangiveequalproton co-adsorption levels.Therelationiscalculated asexample for
a bivalent anion with a charge distribution across the surface plane (z0) and to the
mid-plane(z{),where
Z0+Z!=-2
[1]
For simplicity the ion pairs are not included. The charge in the surface plane(do)
andthemid-plane(a{)arewrittenas:
CT0 =F([SH]+ [S-A](l+z0)-0.5NS)
[2]
a,=F [S-A]z,
[3]
andas,
ao=Ci(i|/o-\|/i)
[4]
a0+Oi= C2(\|/i-\|/2)
[5]
The parameter [SH] is the sum of the concentration of [FeOH+05]and [Fe3OH+05 ],
while [S-A] and Ns are respectively the concentration of sites reacted with the
bivalent anion and the total site density (singly and triply coordinated sites). The
relation between the total, inner- and outer capacitance is given by C"1=Ci" +C2"1,
whichcanberewrittenas:
C=C,C2(C1+C2)-1
[6]
The conditions are that the electrostatic potential of the Basic Stern model and the
Triple Layer model are alike at the surface plane and the outermost plane: v|/0and
\|/2, and that the total H consumption is constant. Simplifying the equations [l]-[6]
toafunction ofCwith z\ solvestheproblem. Substituting [6]in [4,5],andrewriting
gives:
a0C2Ci +a^C.Cvi/o-^)
[7]
Substitutingtheequationsof [1]and [2,3]in [7]givesafter rewriting:
z,=C2(C-C2)-* { (C/F(Vo-v|/2)-[SH]+0.5NS)[S-A]' +1 }
[8]
In the Basic Stern model C2-> 00,thus the charge attribution of the bivalent anion
to the outermost plane (Z]BS)can be compared to the charge attribution to the midplane intheThreePlanemodel(Z]TP)withequation[8]:
•7
{(C/F(¥c -V|/2) -[SH]+0.5NS)[S-A]" +1}
[9]
Z] therefore:
BS
[10]
C2(C2 -Q- 1
Zl = - Zi
Example: if in a 3asic Stern model ziBS = -1.65 gives a good description of the
proton-ion adsorption stoichiometry of a bivalent anion, then ziTP = -2.02 gives an
equally good description inaThree Plane model with C2=5F/m2 (assuming atotal
capacitance of C=0.91 F/m2). The calculated adsorption isotherms are however
different andaresteepest intheBSoption.InprinciplethepHdependent adsorption
isotherms therefore enable the determination of the charge distribution and the
capacitances. Includingtheionpairsinthederivation givesanidenticalresult.
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Comparison of selenate and sulfate adsorption on goethite

Abstract
Theadsorption behavior ofselenate(Se04)ongoethitehasbeenstudied overawide
range of conditions. The SeC>4adsorption has been compared with the binding of
SO4. The experimental results are interpreted in the view of very recent
spectroscopic work on the speciation and coordination of adsorbed selenate and
sulfate on goethite. The spectroscopic results suggest that at pH values above 6
outersphere complexes are dominant while in the main adsorption range at lower
pHvaluesmonodentateinnersphere complexesaredominant. Thequalitativeresults
from spectroscopy can suitverywellwiththeCD-MUSIC modeling ofthe largeset
of Se0 4 adsorption data. The charge distributions obtained for the innersphere
complexes are in line with the spectroscopically determined coordinations of the
adsorbed anions. The formation of outersphere complexes cannot be established
from the macroscopic adsorption data without the spectroscopic knowledge.
However description of the adsorption data including and differentiating between
bothspeciescanbedonevery satisfactory with theCD-MUSIC approach.

CHAPTER 5

MaterialsandMethods
SynthesisandCharacterization
Allchemicals(Merckp.a.)werestoredinplasticbottlesandallexperimentshavebeen
performed inplasticvesselsto avoid silica contamination. The waterused throughout
theexperiment wasalwaysultrapure water(»18 uS/cm).Thegoethite suspension has
been prepared according to Hiemstra et al. (17): a freshly prepared 0.5 M Fe(N03)3
was slowlytitrated with 2.5 MNaOHtopH 12,after which the suspension wasaged
for 3daysat 60°C and subsequentlydialyzed inwater. TheBET(N2)specific surface
area of the goethite is 96.4 m2/g. Goethite of the same batch was used previously
(4,5,16,18).Acid-basetitrationshavebeendescribed anddiscussed earlier (4, 16)and
thedetailsoftheexperimentalmethodshavebeendiscussedbyVenemaeta.(27).
Acid-base TitrationsinNa^e04 andNa2S04
Acid-base titrations of goethite suspensions (lOg/1)inNa2Se04 and Na2S04 (4)have
been performed at one concentration (0.033 M Na2Se04 or Na2S04). Before the
additionoftheanionsolutionthesalt-free suspensionwastitratedtoapH5.5 andkept
inN2atmosphere during onenight toremove C0 2 . After titratingthe suspension toa
pHofapproximately 10avolumeofNa2Se04 orNa2S04 (0.9M)was added, leading
to the appropriate initial anion concentration (0.033 M). The proton adsorption in
0.033 M Na2Se04 or Na2S04 (without NaN03) could be determined relative to the
proton adsorption in0.1MNaN03 because the goethite was sampledfromthe same
stock suspension as used for the titrations in NaN03. The initial difference in pH
between the goethite suspension with 0.1 MNaN03 and the sample with the anions
(0.033MSe04orS04), leadstoadifference intheHt-OHtmassbalance,resultingina
different proton adsorption of both suspensions. The balance Ht-OHt is calculated
from the experimental proton activity using the appropriate activity coefficient for
1=0.1Mincombinationwiththewaterequilibrium.
AdsorptionIsotherms
Adsorption experiments were performed in individual centrifuge tubes with fixed
amountsofsalt,goethite, selenate orsulfate, anddifferent pHvalues (pH3-5) togive
adsorption-edges. IncaseofhigherpH values (pH5.8 and 8.0) contact with C0 2 was
explicitly avoided bymixing a C0 2 free goethite suspension in vessels with different
amounts of anion solution. The final goethite concentration in the vessels and tubes
varied to get in all cases more than 50 % adsorption of the total amount of anion
added:3.1g/1 forthepHrange3-5,9.7g/1forpH5.8,and20.6g/1forpH8.Thetubes
and vessels were equilibrated for 20 hours by end-over-end rotation. They were
centrifuged, and samples of the supernatant were taken for analysis with ICP-MSor
hydride-AAS in case of selenate and ICP-AES in case of sulfate. The pH was
measured in the remaining supernatant. The amount of adsorbed selenate or sulfate
was calculated from the difference between the total initial anion concentration and
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the anion concentration of the suspension. These data have been used to construct
adsorption isotherms. At fixed pH values, the adsorption and equilibrium
concentration have been calculated by interpolation of the data of the adsorption
edges. In all cases the percentage adsorbed is higher than 50% of the total ion
concentration thus preventing the use of adsorption data with less accuracy than the
determinedionconcentration.
Adsorption of selenate as a function of pH and salt concentration has been
determined inourlaboratory for anothergoethitepreparation. Inthisexperiment the
surface loading was very low (<0.1 umol/m2). The goethite used was from another
batch with very similar acid-base characteristics (27). No special precautions were
made for to avoid contact with CO2. The procedures are as given for the other
experiments,exceptthe Seanalysisthatwasdonewithfurnace AAS.
Modelingadsorptiondata
Thedatahavebeenevaluated withtheCD-MUSIC approach.WewillusehereBasic
Stern option as electrostatic model (14), as has been used recently to describe the
sulfate adsorption on goethite (4). In Table 1the model parameter values (Table 1)
havebeengiven.Adescriptionoftherelevantmodelcharacteristicsisgivenhere.
CD-MUSIC isanextension oftheMUSIC(multisitecomplexation) approach.
A central parameter in the model is the distribution of the charge. The innersphere
complexesofionsareassumedtohaveaspatialdistributionofcharge.Onepartofthe
charge ofthe adsorbed species isattributed to the surface since not all ligands ofthe
adsorbed complexshareoxygenswiththesolid.Theremainingpartofthechargeisat
a certain distance ofthe surface. Thecharge attribution (ZJ)to the electrostatic planes
(i) can be estimated for a known surface structure of an adsorbed non-protonated
oxyanion using the Pauling bond valence concept (5, 14) Zj=nj(v-2), where n;is the
number of oxygen ligandsperelectrostatic plane i,andvisthe Pauling bondvalence
(valence of central ion divided by coordination number). Application of the Pauling
Bond Valence concept, with equal distribution of charge over the ligands, leads to a
bond valence (v)of 1.5valence units (v.u.)per Se-0 or S-0 bond, i.e.thechargeper
oxygen is -0.5 v.u.. In case of a monodentate complex the ligands are unequally
distributed in the interface since one ligand is shared with the interface and three are
oriented towards the solution (n0=l, ni=3). This leads to an unequal distribution of
charge acrossthe electrostatic planes for monodentate sulfate: z0=-0.5 inthe surface
plane and zi = -1.5 in a plane located at some distance from the plane. In case of
bidentate formation, the charge distribution will be quite different. On this basis,the
CD-MUSIC model can distinguish between formation ofbidentate and monodentate
complexes,ashasbeenshownbyRietraetal.(5).
It isplausible that onlythe singlycoordinated surface groups arereactive for
innersphere complexation of selenate and sulfate if we focus on the charge of the
common ligand in surface complexes built from interaction of Se04ions and singly,
doubly,andtriplycoordinated oxygens(Fe-O-Se,Fe2-0-SeandFe3-0-Se).Assuming
abondvalencefor aSe-0bondof 1.5 v.u.,and0.5v.u.for aFe-0bond,thesumof
bondvalencesonsurface oxygenis0,+0.5, and+1v.u.respectivelyforsingly,doubly
andtriplycoordinated oxygen.AccordingtoBargaretal.(19)onlyaneutraloralmost
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neutral sumofbond valencesseemsplausible,which leadstotheprediction that only
singlycoordinatedoxygenwillreactwithsulfatetoformaninnerspherecomplex.
ThesitedensitiesofthesurfacegroupsarechosenasgiveninHiemstraandvan
Riemsdijk (14).Theprotonation of the singly (3.45 sites/nm2) and triply coordinated
surface groups (2.70 sites/nm2) is described by the surface equilibria as given in
Appendix Al. The log KHvalues are assumed to be equal to the PZC of goethite in
NaN03 (PZCispH9.25).Theelectrolyte ionsareassumedtoform ionpairswiththe
surface groups(logKNa=logKN03=-1).
Modelcalculations
Calculations were carried out with Ecosat, a computer code for the calculation of
chemical equilibria (20) inwhichthe fitting program FIT(24)hasbeen incorporated.
The Davies equation (constant is0.2) isused to calculate the ion activity coefficients
at 25°C (the solution equilibria used are in Appendix 1, Table A2). The adjustable
model parameters in the CD-MUSIC model, i.e. the intrinsic anion adsorption
constants andthecorresponding charge distribution, are calculated byminimizingthe
difference between the calculated and experimental ion adsorption according to the
Residual Sum of Squares: RSS = £(T;calc_rdata)2 j n this paper we calculate the bestfitting intrinsic affinity constants in combination with the charge distribution on the
basis of the description of the adsorption data with or without taking spectroscopic
information ofthesurface speciationintoaccount.

10-6

10-5

10-4

selenateconcentration(mol/l)
Fig. 1.Experimental and modeled adsorption isotherms of selenate on goethite in 0.01
MNaNOs The open symbols at low pH are excluded inthe modeling The model lines
are calculated assuming an inner- and outersphere species (Table 1, nr. 2), but are
indistinguishable from the linescalculated with one species (see text).
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Comparison ofselenateandsulphate
Previously theproton co-adsorption asa function of selenate and sulfate adsorption
has been determined and compared with other anions (5). The slope of the proton
co-adsorption is the proton-ion adsorption stoichiometry if protonation of the
solution species is negligible as is the case for selenate and sulfate at pH> 4. The
proton-ion adsorption stoichiometry is related directly to the pH dependency of
adsorption asfollows from athermodynamic relation derivedby Perona andLeckie
(21). It follows from the proton co-adsorption data (5) that the pH dependency of
selenate adsorption is slightly larger as compared to sulfate. The proton
stoichiometry is mainly determined by the electrostatic interaction of the adsorbed
anions with protons present at the surface (5). The fitted stoichiometry is not
sensitive with respect to the number of protons defined in the intrinsic adsorption
reaction ofSO4 and SeC>4 (5).Itimpliesthatthecontribution oftheintrinsicreaction
cannotbeelucidated form thedataanalysis.
In Fig. 1 the adsorption isotherms of selenate are shown. In Fig 2 the
adsorption iscompared withtheadsorption ofsulfate. InFig.2a selenate and sulfate
adsorption are compared on a linear-logarithmic scale while in Fig. 2b they are
compared onadouble logarithmic scale.The drawn lines aremodel curves andwill
bediscussed later.Theadsorptionofselenateishigherthantheadsorptionof sulfate
at low pH and high anion concentrations. The differences become smaller at pH 5
and are negligible at pH 8. It can be concluded from the proton co-adsorption data
(5), and from the adsorption isotherms, that selenate has a slightly larger pH
dependency than sulfate.
4
O 0.033 M Na 2 Se0 4
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Fig. 3. Experimental and modeled acid-base behavior of goethite (Table 1, nr. 2) in
0.033MNa 2 Se0 4 and Na 2 S0 4 .

In Fig. 3theproton adsorption is shown in 0.033 MNa2Se04 and compared
with the proton adsorption in 0.033 M Na2S04 from Rietra et al. (4). Also from
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these data it follows that the adsorption of selenate and sulfate is slightly different,
asfollows from thedifferent slope,which wasnot onlyobserved inthis experiment
but also in aprevious work (5) The steeper slope for SeC"4is linked to the slightly
higher pH dependency of the SeC>4adsorption. It is noted that, in contrasts to the
data, no significant higher proton adsorption is expected for selenate compared to
sulfate atpHvaluesabove9.
Modelingtheadsorptiondata
The adsorption isotherms of selenate (Fig.1) can be modeled by assuming one
adsorbed species as has been donepreviously (4) for sulfate. Only two parameters,
the intrinsic log K and the charge distribution, are needed to model the selenate
adsorption sincetheother modelparameters (capacity andionpairs)arefound from
themodeling oftheprimary charging behavior asgivenpreviously (4,5,16).In case
of one type of surface species, the charge distribution is found independently from
the log KSe'ntr (defined in Appendix 1) by modeling the proton co-adsorption as a
function of selenate adsorption. The proton co-adsorption as a function of selenate
adsorption (5) was determined at a pH 4.2 (0.01 MNaNC>3)and can be described
with a charge distribution of zo= -0.6 and zx= -1.4 for the adsorbed species. The
corresponding intrinsic adsorption constant follows from modeling the adsorption
datainFig. 1,yielding alogKSeintr=0.08.
10

^&%***
0.1
• • • SeO/
OAO SO„20.0
10-8

»»0»
10-5

0.01

0.001
10*

anionconcentration(mol/l)

10-3

•S*

10*

10-5

10^

anionconcentration (mol/l)

Fig. 2. Experimental and modeled adsorption isotherms of selenate and sulphate (Table
1, setnr. 2 and 4) on goethite in 0.01 M NaN0 3 : (a) on lin-log scale, (b) on log-log
scale. The adsorption of selenate is slightly more pH dependent than sulfate. Selenate
has a higher adsorption at low pH while at high pH the adsorption of selenate and
sulfate arealmost equal. AtpH 8theadsorption of selenate and sulfate isalmost alike.
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The model gives an excellent description of all the adsorption data of
selenate and is ableto quantify the differences found between selenate and sulfate.
Howeverat low surface coveragethe selenateadsorption isothermsatpH 3andpH
3.3 show anomalous behavior (open symbols). This is not caused by incomplete
separation of goethite and the supernatant because the Fe concentration was low
([Fe]<6 ug/1) compared to the selenate concentration (Fe was determined in the
same sample as Se with ICP-MS). From the thermodynamic consistency between
adsorption isothermsandprotonco-adsorption dataitfollows thatthecorrectmodel
description oftheproton co-adsorption as function of selenateadsorption atpH4.2
(0.01M)alsogivesacorrectpHdependencyofselenateadsorption.ThecorrectpH
dependency,except atlow surface coverage aroundpH 3andpH 3.3,demonstrates
this. Competition of anions with adsorbed carbonate can cause the anomalous
behavior as was shown by Van Geen et al. (22) but this effect is only expected at
higherpHvalues(experiments atpH 5andpH 8werehowever performed inCO2free N2 atmosphere).Inprinciplecontaminationofthegoethitewithanionthatonly
binds strong at pH values below 3.8 can cause the anomalous behavior. However,
no evidence could be found for this from the acid-base behavior or proton coadsorption datathathavebeen determined atpHvaluesabove4. Sincealsoanother
goethite batch showed the same anomalous behavior, contamination is not very
likely.
Table 1.Forselenate and sulfate, the optimized Charge Distribution and affinity constants for
a single complex, and for a combination of an innersphere complex and an outersphere
complex. The optimization for the combinations was performed for selenate using the
adsorption isothermsof Fig.4 and for sulfate usingthe adsorption isotherms ofFig 5 and 8in
Rietra et al. (4). The optimized Residual Sum of Squares (RSS) is shown in Fig. 5. The
parameters for the outersphere species where setonthebasisofthe pH8data.
setnr.
anion
logKi
zo
Zl
1.
single complex
Selenate
0.08
-0.60*"
-1.40
2.
Selenate
two complexes
outersphere
-0.2
-1.8
u*a -0.64
-0.14
innersphere
-1.36
3.
Sulfate
single complex*a
1.07
-0.35
-1.65
4.
Sulfate
two complexes
-0.2
-1.8
outersphere
i.ra
innersphere
0.26
-0.48
-1.52
*amodel parameters from Rietraetal.(4).
*bThevalue ofz„and zibasedon proton iontitration ofRietra etal.(5)is-0.60and -1.40
respectively for selenateand -0.40 and -1.60for sulfate.

Modelingthespeciation andcoordinationaccordingtospectroscopy
Recent spectroscopic work (2,3) points to a dominant monodentate innersphere
complexbelow pH 6for sulfate and selenate,whereasabovepH 6the outersphere
complexes for both ions are dominant. This is qualitatively in agreement with the
analysis made earlier for sulfate using the CD-MUSIC model (4): the outersphere
complex will attribute less negative charge to the surface, which leads to less
coadsorption of protons and to a smaller pH dependency than the innersphere
complex. Spectroscopy shows that at high pH the outersphere complex is the
dominant one. The innersphere species will also be present, but at a lower
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Thechoiceofthecharge distribution for theinnersphere complex influences
thecalculated distribution between inner- andoutersphere complexes atagivenpH
andloading. Thisphenomenon canbeused inouranalysis.ThedataofWijnja and
Schulthess (2) show an estimated percentage of 50 % outersphere complex, at
pH=6 and a concentration of 1 mmol/1 Se or S. It should be noticed that this
estimation isuncertain since quantification of the spectroscopic results interms of
relative amount ofouter- andinnersphere complexes as function ofpHand loading
is still problematic (personal note of Wijnja). The value of the charge distribution
that explains the spectroscopic observations is given in Fig.4b where we show the
predicted amount of outersphere complexes as function of the charge distribution
of the innersphere complex. The charge distributions resulting in 50% outersphere
complexes are plotted in Fig 4b as black spheres. These spheres are also given in
Fig.4a, showing for the given charge distribution the corresponding RSS when
fitting the adsorption data. A remark should be made on the choice of the charge
attribution ofthe outersphere complex to the outermost electrostatic plane.For the
results shown in Fig.4, a charge distribution of z0 = -0.2 and z\ = -1.8 for the
outersphere complex ofselenate and sulfate wasusedbecause acharge distribution
of z0=0 and zi=-2 gives a less good description of the sulfate adsorption data in
combination with the condition of 50% outersphere complexes at pH 6 (not
shown).
Wemayconclude that the description ofthe adsorption data for selenate and
sulfate does not significantly improve with the incorporation of the outersphere
complex, but on the other hand, a good description can be given using the
spectroscopic information. The results of our analysis (Fig. 4) shows that the
incorporation of the spectroscopic knowledge leads to approximately the same
charge distribution for the innersphere selenate complex as the value that is
determined from the adsorption isotherms (minimum RSS, black triangles) or the
proton-ion titration at low pH (open squares). The charge distribution for sulfate is
slightly different using the adsorption isotherms in combination with spectroscopic
knowledge, or the value from the proton-ion titrations. The results also show that
the charge distributions of the innersphere complexes of SeC"4and S0 4 are slightly
different. The charge distributions found for the innersphere complexes of selenate
(zo=-0.64,Z!=-1.36)and sulfate (z0= -0.48, zi= -1.52) correspond approximately to
anequal charge distribution overthe ligands in combination withthe assumption of
one common ligand with the surface, i.e. a monodentate complex. This is fully in
line the spectroscopic finding, suggesting a dominant monodentate innersphere
complex at low pH values (1,2, 26). Recently bidentate surface complexation for
Se0 4 has been suggested (29). The data, obtained with ex-situ IR spectroscopy in
KBr tablets, may be relevant for dry conditions. However, for aqueous conditions
bidentates of Se04 can be definitely excluded based on the CD-MUSIC model
interpretation (5) and in-situ spectroscopy (1-3). For selenate the model with and
without incorporation of the outersphere complex can also be used to predict the
selenate adsorption as function of the ionic strength. The calculations can be
compared with the experimental data (Fig. 5), which represent low Se04 loading.
The experimental data on the effect of ionic strength at low Se loading are very
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comparable with the results found by Hayes et al. (25). The model is able to
describethechangeoftheionicstrengthvery satisfactorily.

pH

Fig. 5. Experimental and modeled adsorption edges of selenate on goethite at very low
surface coverages (adsorption below 0.1 |0.mol/m2) at different concentrations of
NaN0 3 (Table 1, nr. 2). It is interesting to note that the system is approximately, with
thesamerangeofpHand loading, asHayesetal.(25).

Based on the modeling results, we have calculated the expected contribution of
outersphere complexes as function of pH for 0.02 mM and 1mM SeC>4andSO4
(Fig.6). The concentration of 0.02 mM correspondstothe experimentalconditions
inHug(1) andPeaketal.(3)andtheconcentration of 1 mMcorrespondsto Wijnja
and Schultess (2). The distribution for selenate is different from sulfate, due to a
slight difference in the charge distribution of the innersphere complexes for both
anions. The more significant appearance of outersphere complexes for sulfate at
relatively low concentrations is in line with the measurements of Peak et al. (3).
The effect that the relative amount of the outersphere sulfate increases with
decreasing ionic strength as found by spectroscopy (3), is however not supported
by the model using the determined model parameters. A quantification of the
spectroscopic results on selenate and sulfate maytherefore be valuable toimprove
therelationbetweenthemodelparametersandthesurface speciation.
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0.01MNaNO 3 .

Conclusions
The adsorption behavior of selenate and of sulfate on goethite is very similar.
Spectroscopy suggests the presence of outersphere complexes at high pH and
innersphere monodentate complexation at low pH. This behavior results from a
different chargedistribution ofbothcomplexes intheinterface. Thevarious aspects
of adsorption can be modeled using the surface speciation and coordination that is
in line with spectroscopic results. The quality of the description of the data is not
sensitive for the introduction of an outersphere species. The charge distribution
calculated on the basis of macroscopic adsorption data (adsorption isotherms and
proton-ion titrations) for the monodentate innersphere complex is for selenate
approximately identical,and for sulfate inthesamerange, asthe charge distribution
calculated using an equal distribution of inner- and outersphere complexes at pH 6,
asfound byspectroscopy, asacriterion.
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Appendix
Table Al. Surface equilibrium equations as used in the Basic Stern model. The adsorbed -2
charge of selenate and sulfate (zo+Zi=-2) is distributed across the surface plane (with potential
i|/0)andthe outermost electrostatic plane (with potential vj/i).Note thatthe adsorption equilibria
ofthe anionsarewritten withtheprotonated surface groupsFeOH2+05 and Fe^OU*®5.
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TableA2.Formation constantsofspeciesinsolution(1=0).
equilibrium
LogK"
1
(H+XSe042)<=> (HSe0 4 )
1.906
2
(H*XS042")<=> (HS0 4 )
1.98
3
(Na+XS042")<=> (NaS0 4 )
0.7
4
(H")(OH)<=> (H2Q)
-14.0
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Interaction between calcium and phosphate adsorption on goethite

Abstract
Quantitatively, little is known about the ion interaction processes that are
responsible for the binding of phosphate in soil, water and sediment, which
determine the bioavailability and mobility of phosphate. Studies have shown that
metalhydroxides areoften responsible forthebindingofPO4insoilsand sediments
but the binding behavior of PO4 in these systems often differs significantly from
adsorption studies on metal hydroxides in laboratory. The interaction between P0 4
and Ca adsorption was studied on goethite because Ca can influence the P0 4
adsorption equilibria. Sinceadsorption interactions arevery difficult to discriminate
from precipitation reactions, conditions were chosen toprevent precipitation of CaP0 4 solids. Adsorption experiments of P0 4 and Ca, individually and in
combination, show a strong interaction between adsorbed Ca and PO4 on goethite
for conditionsbelow thesaturation index ofapatite. It isshown that it ispossible to
predict the adsorption and interaction of PO4 and Ca on electrostatic arguments
using the model parameter values derived from the single-ion systems, and without
invoking ternary complex formation or precipitation. The model enables the
prediction of the Ca-P04 interaction for environmentally relevant calcium and
phosphate concentrations.
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Introduction
It is well known that cations can affect the behavior of anions in environmental
systems viceversa (1).Themost important cation in environmental systems from a
quantitative point ofview isoften Ca.Calcium influences thebehavior of important
anions, such as phosphate, in a complex manner since both precipitation and
adsorption equilibria are potentially important. Interactions between calcium and
phosphatehavebeen studied insoilandaquatic systems (2-10),for minerals suchas
calcite, goethite, aluminum oxide, and MnC>2 (11-16), which all serve as model
compounds for environmental systems. Models for ion adsorption on variable
chargemineralshavebeendeveloped inthelasttwentyyearsbutareseldomusedto
fully describe the adsorption equilibria of environmentally important systems,
although thebinding intheenvironment ofan important oxyanion likephosphate is
strongly related to these metal hydroxides. The use of variable charge models is
hamperedbecause someenvironmentally important equilibria arequantitatively less
well known, such as the interaction of organic matter with oxides and the
interaction of common environmental ions such as calcium, magnesium, carbonate
andsilicicacidwithenvironmentally relevant oxyanionsandheavymetals.
In the present study, we will describe the adsorption and interaction of
phosphate andcalciumwithgoethite.Previous studieswerenotfully successful due
to the problematic distinction between adsorption and precipitation reactions. In
some model systems involving goethite, the high concentration of Ca (0.01 M)
presumably caused precipitation of octa-calcium-phosphate (11, 15). In the present
study the total concentrations of P0 4 , Ca and goethite were chosen to give
equilibrium concentrations below the solubility equilibrium of octa-caliumphosphate, and even below apatite, which is the most stable form of calciumphosphates. Since apatite will only be formed in solutions that are supersaturated
for aconsiderable time with respect to octa-calium-phosphate (17), we believe that
in the systems used in this study no precipitation of phosphate and Ca occurred in
solution. We do not rule out that unknown surface-precipitation mechanisms can
exist or occur, but we believe that surface-precipitation is less probable if the
interaction on goethite between PO4and Ca in abinary system can be modeled on
the basis of adsorption equilibria from single-sorbate systems containing PO4 and
Caalone.
In this study we will quantify and model the Ca and P0 4 adsorption on
goethite, and the interaction between both adsorbed ions. We will use the model
parameters derived from the single-ion systems of Ca and P0 4 to predict the
adsorption in the mixed calcium-phosphate systems. Specifically, we have studied
PO4adsorption asa function of pH, from pH 4topH 11, with and without Ca, ata
total PO4concentration of 0.5 mmol/1, and at three goethite concentrations. TheCa
adsorption without PO4 was also studied as a function of pH at two Ca
concentrations. The corresponding proton release was also measured. In addition,
wehavestudiedtheCa-goethite interaction byacid-basetitrations inCa(NOs)2.
Many surface complexation models (11,15,18-20) have been used for the
description of P0 4 adsorption using surface species that are not observed by
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spectroscopy (21,22). An important advantage of using models that do account for
structural information with regard to surface complexes derived from spectroscopy,
is the possibility to validate the adsorption models using spectroscopically derived
surface speciation and coordination rather than simply by a satisfactory description
ofmacroscopic data.TheCD-MUSIC model hasbeen developed asaframework to
describe ion adsorption by combining available information on structure and the
type of surface complexes with the macroscopic adsorption behavior (22-25). The
challenge in this study is to measure and model the effects of co-adsorbing Ca on
the PO4adsorption by goethite. We will use the CD-MUSIC model as it has been
used previously to model P0 4 adsorption (22) and will compare it with
spectroscopically determined PO4speciation ongoethite(21). Spectroscopic dataon
the coordination of adsorbed Ca are not available. However, the coordination of
adsorbed strontium (Sr) (26-28), which has a rather similar adsorption behavior to
Caonironhydroxides (18,29,30),hasspectroscopically been determined. Analysis
of adsorbed Sr with EXAFS suggests formation of outersphere surface complexes
across a range of pH values (26-28) with some innersphere Srpresent at very high
pH(10.2)values(27).
MaterialsandMethods
Synthesisandcharacterisation
All chemicals (Merck p.a.) were stored inpolyethylene bottles and all experiments
were performed in plastic vessels to avoid silica contamination. The water used
throughout the experiments was always ultrapure («18 uS/cm). A goethite
suspension was prepared according to Hiemstra et al. (31). The goethite used here
was from the same batch that was characterized earlier (32-34). The BET(N2)
specific surface areaofthegoethitewas96.4m2/g.Thepristinepointofzerocharge
(PPZC)of9.25hasbeendetermined from acid-basetitrations inNaN0 3(34).
Adsorption edges
As will be explained further below, adsorption experiments were performed to
study Ca and PO4adsorption individually, and Ca and P0 4 in combination, under
conditions in which the formation of calcium phosphate minerals, PO4 desorption,
andCO2 contamination areminimized.
At high pH values, CO2 might influence the adsorption behavior and
therefore C0 2 was excluded explicitly. To do so, adsorption was studied in small
20-ml low-density polyethylene vessels, often used as scintillation vessels. These
vessels have proved to be gas tight, since solutions could be held at pH 8 for a
period of two months without loosing thepurple color of added phenolphthalein as
an indicator. After opening these vessels to the air, the solutions lost their purple
color quickly showing that theywere not significantly contaminated by CO2during
storage.
In a large vessel, CO2free stock suspensions of goethite were prepared by
purging at pH 6moist N2(g) through the suspension for several hours using a C0 2 -
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gas trap. Depending on the type of experiment, base (0.1 M NaOH), PO4 solution
(0.01 M NaH2P04) or Ca solution (0.01 M Ca(N03)2) was added to stock
suspensions.Priortothe addition ofacertain stock suspension tothe smallvessels,
nanopurewater anddifferent volumes (0-0.2 ml)of 0.1MHNO3were added tothe
smallvessels inordertoobtain final pHvalues within therangeofpH4to 11.Also
Cawas addedtothesmallvessels,incase ofexperiments withboth Ca andPO4,as
will be explained below. Aliquots from specific stock goethite suspensions were
taken with a 5-ml syringe and pumped into the small 20-ml vessels under N2(g) to
prevent C0 2 contamination. The stock suspensions were prepared in such manner
that after mixing of the suspension with P0 4 , the pH had only to be adjusted with
acid in the 20 ml vessels. This was done to prevent hysteresis, which could arise
from slow desorption of P0 4 , since lowering of thepH leadsto more adsorption, as
will be shown in this study. Precipitation of calcium phosphate was prevented in
experimentswithbothCaand PO4,byadding a stock suspension that hadbeenpreequilibrated with PO4 for at least two hours, to the small vessels, containing Ca
solutionandacid,asdescribed earlier.
After areactiontimeof24hoursinanend-over-end shaker,thesmallvessels
were centrifuged at 2000 rpm. The samples with only PO4had to be centrifuged at
20.000 rpm. All supernatants were acidified after collection. PO4 concentrations
were determined using the molybdate blue method and Ca concentrations were
determined usingAAS(Varian).ThepHwasdetermined intheclear solution above
thecentrifuged goethite,whileunderN2(g).
Acid-basetitrationsin Ca(NOi)2
For the acid-base titrations incalcium nitrate solutions, a salt-free stock suspension
ofgoethiteatpH5.5 wasprepared asdescribed earlier(35).Detailsoftheapparatus
and preparation of the C02-free base have been discussed previously (24, 36).The
suspension was continuously purged with N2 to remove C0 2 . From this salt- and
C02-free stock suspension, sub-samples of approximately 60 ml were titrated into
vessels, in which aN2 atmosphere was maintained. Acid-base titrations of goethite
suspensions (llg/1) in Ca(N03)2 were performed at three Ca(NC<3)2concentrations,
i.e. 1.7,6.7, and 33 mmol/1.The same salt-free goethite stock suspension was used
for acid-base titrations inNaNC«3 tocharacterize the titration behavior and the PZC
of the goethite (35). This procedure allows the determination of the proton
adsorption of goethite in equilibrium with Ca(NC<3)2 relative to the proton
adsorption in NaN03, because the goethite was taken from the same stock
suspension asusedfor thetitrationsinNaNC>3.

Modelcalculations
The adsorption of Ca and P0 4 is modeled with the Charge Distribution and MultiSite Complexation (CD-MUSIC) model (23,38). This model has previously been
applied to describe the adsorption of P0 4 (22). The Basic Stern Model (22, 37) is
used for the compact part of the electrostatic double layer. An important feature of
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the CD-MUSIC model is the notion that innersphere surface complexes should not
be treated as point charges at the scale of the interface. Innersphere complexes of
ions are assumedtohave a spatialdistribution of charge.Afraction ofthecharge is
attributed to the surface since only a fraction of the ligands of the adsorbing
polyvalent ions are involved in ligand exchange with the surface. The remaining
partofthecharge islocated atacertain distance ofthe surface.
As a first approach, the charge attribution to the electrostatic planes can be
estimated for known surface structures of adsorbed ions by using the Pauling bond
valence concept (23,25).The charge distribution acrossthe electrostatic planes can
be expressed in the charge distribution value, i.e. the fraction f of the central ion
(P +, incase ofphosphate; Ca2+, in case of calcium) that isattributed to the surface
plane. As identified by spectroscopy (21), PO4 predominantly forms a bidentate
surface complex, which protonates at low pH and high surface loading.AthighpH
monodentate complexes areformed. Phosphate adsorption modeling isbased onthe
spectroscopically identified coordination and speciation (22). In case of a
monodentate P0 4 complex, the charge distribution value (f) is estimated to be 0.25
since only one of the four ligands is located at the surface. In case of a bidentate
P0 4 complex,fisestimated tobe0.5.
Calcium adsorption modeling is based on the outersphere coordination of
strontium (26-28), with possibly an innersphere complex at pH > 10 (28). In the
simplest approach, all charge of the Ca2+ outersphere complex is assumed to be
located attheoutermost part ofthe Stern layer, similar to electrolyte ion complexes
(35).However, asmall charge attribution oftheoutersphere complex to the surface
plane of approximately 0.1 or 0.2 valence unit (v.u.) is possible if strong hydrogen
bonds form between the surface groups and the outersphere complex (39). For the
innersphere bidentate complex of Ca, f is predicted to be 0.33 if adsorbed (hexacoordinated) Ca2+hastwo ligandsincommonwiththesurface plane.
The model parameters to describe the basic charging behavior of goethite, i.e. site
densities, capacitance of the Stern layer and affinity constants of ion pairs, have
been reported previously (34,35), as has a complete description of the CD-MUSIC
model (22). Calculations were carried out with Ecosat, a computer code for the
calculation of chemical equilibria (40).The relevant affinity constants describing the
solution equilibria were taken from Lindsay (9), and are identical to the constants in
MINTEQA2(51),except the constant for NaHPCVwhich istakenfrom(51),asused
previously (22).The Davies equation (constant is 0.2) has been usedto calculate the
ion activity coefficients at 25°C. The adsorption reactions for PO4 are as defined in
(22). The parameter values have been optimized for our adsorption data using the
computer code FIT from Kinniburgh (41), which has recently been incorporated in
Ecosat.
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Fig 1. Experimental and modeled effect of pH, Ca, goethite- or salt concentration
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ResultsandDiscussion
Before discussing the Ca-PC>4 interaction, we first focus on the individually
measuredbinding ofPO4andofCainsingle-ion systems.
Adsorption inthePO4monocomponent system
InFig. 1 theadsorption ofPO4isshownasafunction ofpHandionic strengthlevel
for various solid/solution ratios, leading to a variable degree of PO4loading. The
PO4 adsorption data can be described very accurately using two innersphere PO4
complexes, i.e. a bidentate and a protonated bidentate (Table 1, option I). The
calculated bidentate surface speciation corresponds to the results found by CIRFTIRspectroscopy (21).
At high pH, some monodentate PO4surface complex formation (10%± 5%
atpH=8) hasbeen detected with CIR-FTIR (21).In ourmodel,this minor complex
is not necessary for a correct description of our PO4adsorption data. It shows that
theadsorption characteristic ofthisspecies(pHdependency) isnotdifferent enough
from the bidentate complex to be noticed by fitting the data, in particular as the
species is present in a minor amount. However, it is possible to incorporate the
monodentate species in the description, fitting the adsorption data under the
restriction of a quantitatively correct prediction of the IR spectroscopy results
(Table 1, P0 4 option II). Modeling the data with or without monodentate hardly
affects the derived values for the model parameters of the dominant bidentate
complexesandthequality ofthedatadescription isapproximately identicalforboth
options. A point of concern is the low CD value for the monodentate complex,
obtained by objective fitting. A Pauling Bond valence analysis shows that the low
CD value is much better explained assuming monodentate formation with doubly
coordinated groups thanwith singly coordinated groups. Incaseofthe formation of
Fe20-P03,wewillgetazerocharge atthecommon ligand,whichisconsidered asa
stable situation (53). We can not rule out the formation of such a monodentate
surface complex, since this complex has been observed with EXAFS at very small
Fe hydroxide clusters at the lowest levels of P0 4 and the highest degree of
neutralization oftheFeclusters(52).
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Table 1. Surface complexes of phosphate3 and calcium on goethite and the charge
distribution of the surface complexes across the two electrostatic planes in the Basic Stern
model: the surface- (0-plane), and the outermost plane (1-plane) at the head end of the
diffuse double layer.Forthemodel curves inFig. 1-3 option Iisused
Log
Surface
FeOH"05 H
Ca f
P0 4
Zl
Zo
complex
K
p

I

29.42 2
1
0
0.39
-1.39
2
0.48
Fe 2 0 2 P0 2
35.65 2
1
0
0.90
-0.90
Fe 2 0 2 P0 2
3
0.58
II Fe202P02
29.42 2
1
0.31
-1.31
2
0
0.46
35.75 2
1
-0.91
3
0
0.58
0.91
Fe 2 0 2 P0 2 H
19.68 1
1
-2 1
1
0
0.20
FeOPOj
0'
0.2
Ca I
FeOHCa
3.55 1
0
1
1.8
0
0.1
II (FeOH)2Ca
2.50 2
0
0
1
0.66b 1.33b
0.33
0
2b
3.70 1
0
1
0
0b
FeOH-Ca
a
The charge attributions for phosphate are related to the charge distribution of phosphate,
protonation (H) of the phosphate, and the to surface component FeOH'05 according to
Hiemstra and van Riemsdijk (22), where zo= -2 (H) + 5f, f is the fraction of charge from
thecentral Pdirected tothe surface plane, Zi=-4(0)+ 5(l-f) incaseof Fe202P02, and Z|=4 (0)+ 5(l-f) + 1(H) in case of Fe 2 0 2 P0 2 H. In the case of FeOP0 3 : Zo=-1 (H) + 5f, and
z,= -6(0) + 5(l-f).
b
charge distribution of complexes that have been set, all other charge distributions and log
K's have been calculated onthebasisofresidual square of sums(RSS)where
RSS= I (c^ 8-c0"10)2,and c isthe concentration in mol/1.

AdsorptionintheCamoncomponentsystem
The Ca adsorption of single-ion systems is presented in Fig.2a,b. It is important to
note that the figure contains, in addition to the Ca adsorption data measured in the
single-Ca systems (spheres), also data referring to the mixed Ca-PC>4 systems
(squares and diamonds),to be discussed later. Lets focus on the single-Ca systems
(spheres).The adsorption of Ca increases with pH and isrelatively weak compared
to many heavy metal cations. The adsorption is limited to pH values near or above
thePZCofgoethite.Theinfluence ofthe changeoftheionic strength issmall(open
vs. solid spheres). The effect of NaN03 changes at pH values of near the PZC.
Similarresultshavebeenpublished earlierfor adifferently produced goethite(43).
If Ca adsorbs, protons are released. The proton exchange, corresponding to
the Ca data of Fig. 2a&b (spheres), is presented in Fig.3b. The proton release is
usuallynotpublished together with ion adsorption data,but canbeequally valuable
asionadsorption data(44)for thedetermination ofthemodelingparameters.
Figure 3a characterizes the proton-calcium interaction at low Ca
concentrations. This interaction can also be studied in the higher concentration
range using acid-based titrations of goethite in Ca(N03)2 solutions (Fig.3b). The
results in Fig. 3b are given relative to the acid-base behavior of goethite inNaNC>3
(dashedlines).Thedata showasignificant effect ofCa ontheacid-basebehavior of
goethite over the whole experimental pH range,but it ismost strongly above pH 7.
This demonstrates that although the interaction between Ca and goethite is weak,
the overall interaction can be significant under conditions relevant for the
environment. Similar data have been determined earlier for other preparations of
goethiteandotheroxidesandrecentlyalsoasafunction oftemperature(42).
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Fig. 2. Calcium adsorption onto goethite as a function of pH for systems with and
without PO4.The influence ofthe ionic strength (open symbols0.01 M,closed symbols
0.1 M NaN0 3 ) is illustrated for systems with 0.1 mM Ca (Fig.2a) and 0.4 mM Ca
(Fig.2b) in the absence or presence (0.5 mM) of P0 4 . The increase in Ca adsorption
with adecreasing goethite concentration isgiven in Fig.2c (0.5 mM P).The solid lines
denote the model calculations for 0.01 M NaNC»3, the dotted lines for 0.1 M NaN03.
Forthe model calculations option Ifrom Table 1wasused.
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Table 2. Optimised affinity constants for a series of chosen Charge Distribution coefficients of
adsorbed calcium for the description of the proton titration in Ca(N03)2 (Fig.2), the calcium
adsorption (Fig.3) and corresponding H consumption (Fig.4), assuming one surface species for
calcium*. The best-fit residual sum of squares are italicised for individual data sets and are found
for charge distributions where zo= 0.2 or 0.3 and Z\ = 1.8 or 1.7 (indicated as bold numbers). The
combination of log K""= 3.55 and charge distribution coefficients zo= 0.2 and zi=1.8 is given as
option Ifor calcium inTable 1.
Titration
Adsorption edge
H-adsorpt ion
Ca concentration
AHadsorp tion
(Fig.3)
(Fig.4)
(Fig.2)
Zl
A)
LogK
RSS
logK.
LogK
RSS
RSS
1.5 2.5
0.172
0.5
0.296
3.36
0.0138
3.15
0.4
1.6 2.75
0.141
3.43
0.0093
3.25
0.155
0.146
1.7 3.0
0.103
3.50
0.0073
3.35
0.3
0.0084
0.143
0.2
1.8 3.3
0.168
3.58
3.45
0.152
0.1
1.9 3.65
0.375
3.66
0.0124
3.60
0.169
0.0 2.0 3.9
0.722
3:74
0.0197
3.80
* data have been fitted on the basis of residual sum of squares (RSS). In case of the H adsorption
(Figure 2) and (Figure 4): RSS = 2(r data - r/calc)2; where Y is the proton consumption in (imol/m2,
and in case of the calcium adsorption (Figure 3): RSS = I (cdala -c calc ) 2 , where c is the calcium
concentration inmmol/1.

Adsorption intheP04-Casystem
The Ca adsorption in the mixed systems is given in Fig.2. The adsorption of Ca in
thepresenceofPO4 ismuchhighercompared tothesamesystemswithout P0 4 .
In Fig. lc the PO4 behavior is given which corresponds to the Ca-P04 systems of
Fig. 2. The open spheres in Fig.2c refer to an additional Ca-P04 system. For
reference, wepresent alsothebehavior ofthe same systems without thepresence of
Ca.Theaddition ofCahas itstrongest influence onthePO4binding athighpHand
this is due to the relatively strong binding of Ca at these high pH values. The P0 4
concentration atpH 10decreasesmorethanafactor tenbyaddingonly0.4mMCa.
The effect of the particle density in the Ca-P04 system has been studied
separately (Fig. lc&2c) and illustrates a remarkable point. One observes that more
Ca isadsorbed when less goethite ispresent in the system. The stronger adsorption
of Ca at lower goethite concentrations can be explained by the higher surface
coverage ofgoethitewithnegatively charged P0 4 . Thehigher P0 4 loadingresultsin
a decrease oftherepulsivepotential. Even charge reversal may occur. This effect is
much stronger than the decrease in reactive surface area. It clearly illustrates the
dominance of electrostatics in regulating the cation and anion adsorption behavior.
No effect of altering the order of addition of acid, Ca and P0 4 were found (not
shown) which emphasizes that reversible processes control the sorption behavior.
The calculated logarithmic saturation index for apatite, the most stable calciumphosphate mineral, isat its maximum (-0.88) in the system with the highest pH,Ca
andP0 4 amounts,i.e.noprecipitation is expected.
As shown in Fig.2c, the Ca adsorption in Ca-P04 systems does not remain
restricted to high pH values. It can also be found under acid conditions at a
relatively high PO4 loading created by adding the low amount of 2.5 g goethite/1
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(Fig.2c).Theeffect isduetothereduction ofthepositivepotentialnearthe surface
upon binding of negatively charged P0 4 ions. The induced reduction of the
electrostatic repulsion allowsmoreadsorptionofCa2+.
ModellingCaadsorption
The adsorption behavior of Ca was modeled for the various data sets. In a first
approach, wehave assumed thepresence ofonly onetype ofsurface complex.The
difference in ionic strength (open versus solid symbols) leads to a common
intersection point (CIP) ateach Calevel for theCadata inFig. 2a&b andFig. 3b.
The effect of NaN03 is different on either side of the CIP,but both effects are
explained by the decrease of electrostatics at high ionic strength, being either
repulsive(lowpH)orattractive(highpH).
Foreach datasetwehave optimized theaffinity constant (logK)for different
charge distributions (see Table 2).For each chosen CDvalue, we have given the
residual sumofsquares (RSS). Theresults inTable 2 show that approximatelythe
same charge distribution foradsorbed Caisobtained usingthethree different kinds
ofdatasets(Fig2a&b,Fig.3aandFig3b).Thelowest RSSvalueswere found with
the charge attribution tothesurface (ZQ)of0.2 or0.3v.u.Themajority oftheCa2+
charge remains in the 1-plane (zi=1.7 or 1.8 v.u.). No systematic difference in
parameters was found between the modeling of the monocomponent and the
multicomponent systems. This indicates that the behavior of Ca canbe described
well based onthecombination ofthe affinity constants and charge distributions as
obtained for thepure Ca or PO4systems. All model lines are calculated using the
presenceofonlyonesurface speciesforCa(OptionIofTable1).
The fitted value of zoandZi canbe interpreted as a compromise between a
chargedistribution ofanoutersphere complex withallchargeinthe 1-plane(z^+2)
and a bidentate innersphere complex of hexa-coordinated Ca (zi=1.33). Such
complexes have been suggested for Sr (26-28). The data of Figs. 1-3 can also be
modeled assuming thepresence ofthese twotypes of complexes. Using the above
suggested chargedistribution,thecorresponding affinity constantsforCahavebeen
determined by fitting. Theresults aregiven inTable 1asoption II.Wefound that
introduction oftwo Cacomplexes (option II)didnotimprove thequality ofthefit
significantly. In this case (option II in Table 1) the fraction of Ca innersphere
complexes will increase with increasing pH but the outersphere complex is
calculated to be dominant for all data. This effect can be understood based on
electrostatics and thermodynamic consistency. The complex with the largest
attribution to the surface (innersphere) will have the largest proton exchange(25,
45, 46),whichwillleadtothelargestpHdependency forthisspecies (25,47).This
implies thattheinnersphere specieswillultimately become thepredominant surface
species at sufficiently high pH. This may be realistic since for Sr innersphere
complex formation has been suggested for Sr at high pH (28), with outersphere
complexes predominating at lower pH (26, 27). The opposite trend occurs for
anions (48,49).Asfollows from Fig. lc andFig.2,theinteraction between Caand
P0 4 ispredicted satisfactorily with a setof constants that also describe thesinglesorbate systems.ItshowsthattheCD-MUSIC model givesadequatepredictions for
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adsorption behavior inthe binary sorbate systems. Consequently, it is not necessary
toassumethe existence ofternary complexes of Caand P0 4 orcertain precipitation
reactions to explain the interaction between Ca and PO4for the conditions of these
experiments.
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Fig 3.The proton consumption in the single-Ca goethite systems. In Fig 3a the proton
adsorption in the Ca-goethite systems of Fig. 2a&b are given. The proton consumption
has been determined relative to a data point at pH 7.1 where the experimental Ca
adsorption isalmost negligible.The data or curves in 0.01 MNaN0 3 and 0.1 MNaN0 3
are denoted respectively by open and solid symbols, or dotted and straight lines. The
arrows point to the experimental CIP. In Fig 3b the proton adsorption is given at three
concentrations of Ca(N03)2. The proton adsorption isdetermined relative to the charge
in NaN0 3 measured by the acid-base behavior of goethite in 0.005-0.02-0.1 M NaN0 3
from ref. 34 and represented here as dotted lines. For the model calculations option I
from Table 1 was used.
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Environmental Implications
In natural waters the Ca concentration ranges often from approximately less than
0.1 (fresh surface water) to above 10 mmol/1 (sea water). The lower values
correspond to the experimental conditions of our Ca-P04 experiments. We have
shown that the Ca effect on PO4 adsorption is very significant at high pH. In
eutrophic surface waters these high pH values can be reached temporarily due to
thephotosynthesis process which removes the CO2component of HCO3",releasing
OH".If calcite ispresent, additional Ca2+ may be released, e.g. CaC03 -> Ca2++2
OH"+ CO2. Both conditions (high pH and increased Ca concentrations) influence
thebindingofP0 4 tocolloidal particles (Fig. lc), whichnowcanbe quantified.
In soil systems, the Ca concentrations are often higher than the
concentrations used in our Ca-P04experiments. One maytryto measure effects of
CaonPO4adsorption, as was done inthework ofBarrow etal. (11)and Hawkeet
al. (15). It is however difficult to distinguish between adsorption and precipitation
in such systems. Theprediction ofPO4adsorption by goethite in0.01 MCa(N03)2
showsthat adsorption isalreadyeffected abovepH4(dashed lineFig. lc).
The interaction of Ca and PO4may also influence the bioavailability ofPO4
in the rhizosphere of roots. Based on the mean Ca concentration in plants
(mmol/kg) and corresponding transpiration coefficients (mm water/kg), one can
calculate the mean required Ca concentration of the soil solution. This turns out to
be approximately 0.1 mM. In general, the mean actual concentration is a factor 1050 higher, leading to a supply of Ca with the influx of water in the root system
which ishigherthanwhatcanbetakenupbytheplant roots(50).This phenomenon
resultsinanelevated Caconcentration intherhizosphere (50).Basedonthepresent
study, we predict a strong suppression of the local P0 4 concentration of the soil
solution in the rhizosphere and the corresponding flux towards the root surface due
to increased P0 4 adsorption at elevated Ca concentrations. The bioavailability of
phosphorous willbereduced, andmost strongly athighpH.
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Miscellaneous & Future Challenges
Miscellaneousdata
Inthisthesisthemodelparameters havebeentestedbymodeling extensive data sets
and by using charge distributions values that can represent surface complexes,
based on spectroscopy. On the basis of rather scarce data (given in the Appendix)
model parameters for chromate, molybdate, vanadate, silicic acid, arsenate and
arsenite are given in Table 1 together with the parameters from the previous
chapters. For vanadate and arsenate the same charge distributions are used here as
found forphosphate (Chapter 6,Table 1,option 1)becausetheseionshavethesame
proton-ion stoichiometrics for the experimental circumstances used in Chapter 3.
For chromate, molybdate and tungstate the charge distributions on the basis of the
Pauling bond valence concept gives a perfect description of the proton-ion
stoichiometrics (see Chapter 3) and are therefore used for the modeling the
adsorption. In all cases it is found that the adsorption data can be modeled using
charge distribution values that are in line with the charge distribution based on
microscopic knowledge (Table 1).
Not shown in this thesis are data of the adsorption of aluminum on goethite
andtheinteractions ofadsorbed aluminum with sulphate andphosphate. Ithasbeen
determined that the effect of the adsorption of aluminium on the adsorption of
sulphate and vice versa is negligible. Aluminium adsorption has an effect on the
phosphate adsorption but this effect depends onthe order ofaddition ofAl and Pto
goethite.Thedatahavenotbeenmodeled, asthesystem isnotinequilibrium.
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Table 1 Affinity constants and charge distributionsforionsused inthisthesis.The
equilibria aregiven inTableAl oftheAppendix. Thecharge distribution basedon
the modelling (macro) iscompared tothe charge distribution based onastructural
configuration usingthe Pauling bond valence concept (micro)*.
Component
logK (zo,zi)macro faz/Ww
9.25
IogK
(1,0)
H
(1.0)
H
-1
log
K
(0,1)
(0,1)
Na
Na
-0.5
log Kci
(0,1)
(0,1)
CI
-1
log K N 0 3
(0,1)
(0,1)
N03
-1.7
log KciCM
(0,1)
(0,1)
CIO4
9.51
(-0.35,-1.65)
(-0.5,-1.5)
S0 4
logK™
S0 4

logK~

10.35

Se0 4

logK™

9.11

Se0 4

logK°^

10.35

Se0 3
Cr0 4

l°gK£o3
logK4^

M0O4

logK*^

W0 4
P0 4
P0 4
P0 4
As0 4
V0 4
Si0 4
As0 3
Ca
Ca

(-0.2,-1.8)

(0,-2)a (-0.2,-1.8)

(-0.35,-1.65)

(-0.5,-1.5)

(-0.2.-1.8)

(0,-2)a (-0.2,-1.8)

(-1.35,-0.65)

(-1.33,-0.67)

21.3

(-1.-1)

(-1,-1)

21.3

(-1.-1)

(-1,-1)

iogK ; 04

23.0

logK^4

29.42

(-1.-1)
(-1.61,-1.39)

(-1.5,-1.5)

logKjS,

35.75

(-1.09,-1.91)

(-1.5,-1.5)

logK™

19.68

(-0.35,-1.65)

(-0.75, -2.25)

iogK 4 ; s04

28.9

(-1.69,-1.31)

(-1.5,-1.5)

logK^

32.5

(-1.69,-1.31)

(-1.5,-1.5)

51.45

(-1.8,-2.2)

(-2,-2)

4

logK^

2

logK^o,
logK£ a
logK™'

(-1,-1)

41.8

(-1.8,-1.2)

(-2,-1)

2.2

(0.67, 1.33)

(0.67,1.33)

3.7

(0,2)

(0,2)a(0.2,1.8)

T h e charge distribution value can begiven invariousways,here ispresented asthe
distribution ofthecharge ofthe unprotonated anion orunhydrolysed cation,for
examplethe-2charge oftheadsorbed monodentate complex of SO42" across both
electrostatic planes iszg= -0.5,zj=-1.5. The charge (z,)can beestimated usingthe
Pauling bond valence conceptzt =n,(v-2),where n,isthenumberofligands per
electrostatic plane andv isthe Paulingbond valence (valence ofthe centralion
divided bythe coordination number).
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Future Challenges
Toobtainknowledge ofthe significance of amultisite approach versus the simplified
approach used in this thesis (2site-lpK approach) adsorption data and spectroscopic
knowledgeforotherionsandothermineralsisnecessary.Thechallengeistherefore to
test the current model andto get consistent model parameters sets for ions on oneor
more variable charge minerals. The pH stat titrations can be used very well for this
purpose.
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Fig. 1. Proton consumption as a function of chromate and phosphate adsorption at constant
pH: pH 4.2 or pH 6.1 (0.01 M NaN0 3 ). The curves show the CD-MUSIC predictions as in
Chapter 3.Goethite I(GI)was used in thisthesis.In contrast to GI,goethite II(Gil) is made
by quickly neutralising FeCl3 with NaOH and has a lower specific surface area (for
preparation seeref. 1).

It is encouraging to see in Fig. 1that two different types of goethite, GI and
Gil, give proton-ion adsorption stoichiometrics for chromate and phosphate that are
indistinguishable. GI is a high surface area goethite while Gil is a low surface area
goethite (in this case BET(N2)=40.6 m2/g). The goethite used in this thesis is ahigh
surface area goethite. This type of goethite is produced by slow hydrolysis of
Fe(N03)3jwhichresultsinawell-crystallized goethite,andhasaspecific surface areaof
96.4 m2/g(GI).Low surface area goethites have often been used in research and are
produced by fast hydrolysis of a Fe salt with NaOH. The phosphate adsorption is
higher on Gil compared to GI in terms of phosphate per surface area (1). The
differences between both goethites cannot be explained solely by a difference of the
Stern capacity or the site density. As discussed in Chapter 3, the modeling of the
proton-ion adsorption stoichiometry isnot verysensitive for these model parameters.
This means that the charge distribution for the adsorbed complexes of chromate and
phosphate on both goethites are very similar. It is therefore probable that adsorption
data for different goethites from literature can be used to get consistent model
parameters setsbyusing identical chargedistributions for each ion for different types
ofgoethite.
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In Chapter 5 it is concluded that it is not possible to infer an outersphere
complex from modeling the available macroscopic adsorption data without the
information from spectroscopy. Incaseofsulphate and selenate itmightbe possible
to study the competition between both ions on goethite to further test the model
parameters from Chapter 5. A prediction of the competition of both ions with the
different modelparameter setsgives different results(not shown).Thismight imply
that macroscopic data are sensitive enough to characterize the different adsorbed
complexes of sulphate and selenate provided that enough relevant data are
available.
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Appendix.
Theadsorption ofarangeofionshasbeen determined usingthegoethite suspension
and the ion solution as mentioned in Chapter 3 except for Fig. A2a for which the
goethite suspension ascharacterized by Venema et al. (2)wasused. The adsorption
experimentswereperformed accordingtothemethodused inChapter4and5.
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Fig.Al. Adsorption of anions at a goethite concentration of 1.62 g/l,(a) adsorption of Cr0 4
in 0.01 M and 0.1 M NaNC"3, resp. open and bold symbols (b) adsorption of Cr0 4 ,M0O4,
W0 4 in0.01MNaNQ3 (c) concentration ofAsQ4 and VQ4 in0.01MNaN0 3 .

The model parameters from this thesis have been summarised in Table 1of
this Chapter. The formation reactions are given in Table Al of this appendix. The
surface species aredefined inmol/1 and therefore the logKvalues for the bidentate
equilibria are corrected with the term pANsi(where p is the solid-solution ratio in
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kg/1, A is the specific surface area in m2/l, and Nsl is the site density of the
reference group FeOH). The equilibrium expression can be readacross the table:
The general expression for the surface species concentration (S)
is:S =n[C4]"*10l06*, in which the term n[CJ"» is the product of the component
concentrations, including the electrostatic contributions, surface and solution
components.Thecoefficients n^arefound intherows.The electrostatic coefficients
z0 and zi can be derived from the charge distributions of the adsorbed complexes
(see Table 1). The electrostatics of the Basic Stern model and site densities used
have been described in detail in reference 1. The capacity used in this thesis in
0.905 F/m2(Chapter3).
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Table Al Surface species for goethite. Speciation insolution isasgiven inpreviouschapters and is
from Lindsay (3),and ifnotavailablethere from MINTEQA2 (4),or Smith and Martell (5).
Components
Surface species
-Pi?,
H
LogK
(mol/1)
FeOH F e 3 0
e RT
e RT
0
FeOH05
1

FeOHf 5

log [Na ]

logKNa

1

-1

log [CI]

logKci+logKH

FeOHf'-NOj

1

-1

log[NO3-]

logKN03+logKH

FeOFTf'-ClO;

1

-1

log[C1CV]

FeOH-° -Na
05

FeOHj

+

-Cr

logKcio4+ logKH
0

5

Fe 3 0-°

1

Fe 3 OH +05

1

logKH
+

1

log [Na ]

logKNa

1

-1

log [CI]

logKci+ logKH

Fe 3 OFT -NO 3

1

-1

log[NCV]

logKNo3+logKH

FejOH^'-ClO;

1

-1

log [CIO4]

logKcio4+logKH

5

Fe30-° -Na
1

logKH
+

1

5

5

05

+

Fe3OH^ -Cr

2

FeO SO«

1+Zo

Zl

1

log [SO4 ]

FeOH^-SOJ

1+Zo

Zl

1

log [S0 4 2 ]

FeCSeO?

1+Zo

Zl

1

log [Se0 4 2 ]

logKs:

FeOHf-SeOJ

2+zo

Zl

1

log [Se0 4 2 ]

logK^

Fe 2 O^SeO'

2+Zo

Zl

2

log [Se0 3 2 ]

logK^-logCpAN.,)

p

2

2

logKsr
logKS,

Fe 2 O^CrO^

2+zo

Zl

2

2

log [Cr04 -]

logK^-logfoAN,,)

FejOfMoO^

2+zo

Zl

2

2

log [M0O42]

logKj^-logCpAN.,)

FejOfWO*

2+zo

Zl

2

2

log [W0 4 2 ]

logK^-logCpAN.,)

2+zo

Zl

2

2

log [PO43]

logKj^-logfoAN,,)

FejO^POOH'

2+zo

z,+l

2

3

log[PO43-]

logK^-log(pANsl)

FeCPOJ

1+Zo

Zl

1

1

log [PO43]

logK—

FejOj'AsO^

2+zo

Zl

2

2

log [As0 4 3 ]

logK^-logCpAN.,)

2+zo

Zl

2

2

log [VO43]

logKt,'o4-log(pANs,)

¥e2O^Si02Ug2

2+zo

Zi+2

2

4

log [Si0 4 4 ]

logK^-log(pANs,)

¥e2Op2AsOW

2+zo

Zl+1

2

3

log[ASO33-]

logK^3-log(pANsl)

q

¥e20^?O

2

q

¥c2O^VO

2

(FeOH^-Ca"
,

1

(FeOH)2 Ca '
sum

Zo

Zl

2+

2

Zo

Zl

2

2,

£2

£3

log[Ca ]
2+

log [Ca ]
S4

logK°t-log(pAN s l )
logK*-log(pAN s l )
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Summary
Transport and bioavailability of a large range of components in the
environment is influenced by the interaction with variable charged minerals.
Examples of these components are nutrients for plants such as phosphate and
molybdate, and toxic components such as arsenite and cadmium. Examples of
variable charged minerals that are present in most soils are goethite and gibbsite.
There isarelatively large amount of information with respect tothebinding of ions
to these minerals in simple electrolyte solutions. However, in environmental
systems, such as soils and sediments, the composition ofthe solution ismuch more
complex. Ions from the solution influence the binding of each other, some ions
enhance each others binding while other ions show competive effects. Due to the
combination of different processes, andduetochanges ofthe solution composition,
the prediction of the behavior of many components in environmental systems is
difficult and often not possible. In principle surface complexation models can deal
with adsorption equilibria in multicomponent systems but these models lack
unification, cannot describe surface species as found in spectroscopy, or lack
reliablemodelparameters.
The goal of this thesis isto improve the surface complexation model for ion
adsorption onvariable charge mineralsandtodeterminemodelparameter values for
ions that are relevant in environmental systems. The main tool to further develop
the model for variable charge minerals is the incorporation of the spectroscopic
knowledge about the structure and coordination of adsorbed ions. The CD-MUSIC
model is used, as it is the only surface complexation model that enables the
incorporation ofthisstructural information.
Inthisthesis it istested ifmodel parameters for adsorbed ions can berelated
to the spectroscopically determined structure and coordination oftheadsorbed ions.
Adsorption on goethite is used because a relatively large amount of knowledge is
available for ion adsorption and the structure of adsorbed species on goethite.
Moreover, goethite is one of the most important iron(hydr)oxides in soils. For
simplicity mainly ions are studied for which it is appropriate to assume that these
are onlyreactive toone type of surface group ongoethite: e.g. sulphate,phosphate.
This enables theuseof asimplification ofthemodel for goethite andminimizes the
amount of model variables. In this approach only the singly and the triply
coordinated groups are used for modeling adsorption: both surface groups are
reactive for protons and for outersphere adsorption of electrolyte ions,andhavethe
same binding affinities, while only the singly coordinated group is reactive for
innersphere complexation for these ions. The doubly coordinated oxygen's are
supposed to be inert, both with respect to proton and oxyanion adsorption. The
Basic Stern model is used to describe the electrostatics because it is the simplest
physicallyrealistic modeltoincorporate theCD-MUSIC model.
Usually ion adsorption is characterized as a function of ion concentration
and pH.Athermodynamic relation is available which relates thepH dependency of
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ion adsorption to the proton-ion adsorption stoichiometry. In Chapter 2 this
thermodynamic relation for unhydrolyzed/unprotonated ions is extended for ions
that do hydrolyze/protonate in solution by incorporation of the degree of
protonation in solution. In Chapter 3 an experimental method is presented to
accurately determine the proton-ion adsorption stoichiometry at equilibrium
concentrations that are below the detection limit for the adsorbing species in
solution.Calculations withthegeneral electrostatic BasicSternmodel showthatthe
proton-ion adsorption stoichiometry is independent of the magnitude of the
chemicalcomponentofthestandard adsorptionGibbsfree energyofadsorption(i.e.
theintrinsic logK for thesurface coordination reaction).Itisfound thatthe intrinsic
logK value is important for determining the relation between the concentration in
solution andtheadsorbed amount,butnot for theresultingproton-ion stoichiometry
for the conditions of our experiments. The proton-ion stoichiometry is only
governed by the electrostatic interactions and therefore reflects the allocation of
adsorbed chargeatthe interface.
In the CD-MUSIC model it has been postulated that allocation of adsorbed
chargeataninterface canbeestimated onthebasisofthestructureand coordination
of the adsorbed complexes. The charge of an adsorbing ion such as sulphate is not
treated asapoint charge atthe surface planebut instead its-2 charge is distributed,
as a function of its adsorbed structure, across the surface plane and the outerelectrostatic plane. In case of a monodentate complex of sulphate one of the four
oxygengroups("ligands") isdirectedtothesurface andthreeligands areorientedto
the solution. An equal distribution of the charge across the ligands is expected on
thebasis of the bond valence theory of Pauling. The attribution of adsorbed charge
for adsorbed sulphate canthusbeestimated tobe-0.5 tothesurface planeand -1.5
totheouter-electrostaticplane.
This concept is in principle valid for all ions and is demonstrated for three
different ion complexes on goethite for which the structure is well known:
monodentate sulphate, bidentate arsenate, and the bidentate complex of selenite.
Also proton-ion adsorption data for selenate, tungstate, chromate, arsenate,
phosphate and vanadate are obtained. Using the charge distributions on the basis of
the Pauling bond valence concept, and the known microscopic structures, we have
predicted the proton-ion adsorption stoichiometry for the ions mentioned. The
excellent agreementbetweenthemodelpredictionsandtheexperimental datapoints
demonstrates that the experimental proton-ion stoichiometry can indeed be used to
predict the surface coordination of an ion complex, and vice versa. The findings
demonstrate for the first time the relationship between molecular surface structure
andmacroscopic ionadsorption phenomena.
Monovalent electrolyte ions are normally assumed to be adsorbed as
outersphere complexes. These ions are therefore used to test if a model can
describe the effect of outersphere complexation because many other ions are
adsorbed as innersphere complexes or as a combination of inner- and outersphere
complexes.Reported inChapter 2ofthisthesis, isthe influence ofvarious typesof
background electrolytes (NaCl,NaNC>3,andNaClC^)ontheproton adsorption, and
ontheadsorption ofsulphate andphosphate ongoethite.Theformation constantsof
monovalent electrolyte anions on the goethite surface are derived from proton
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adsorption data. It is shown that the derived formation constants enable the
prediction of the effect of different electrolyte anions on adsorption of polyvalent
anions.
InChapter4sulphateadsorption ongoethite ischaracterised covering alarge
range of sulphate concentrations, surface coverage's, pH values and electrolyte
concentrations using four different techniques. All the data can be modeled by
assuming only one type of complex of adsorbed sulphate. The modeled charge
distribution suggests that this is a monodentate complex. Very recent spectroscopic
work has confirmed that in the main adsorption range at lower pH values
monodentate innersphere complexes are indeed dominant for sulphate and selenate
but at pH values above 6 outersphere complexes for both ions are dominant. In
Chapter 5 the adsorption behavior of sulphate are compared with the binding of
selenate. The sulphate results from Chapter 4 have been re-interpreted, together
with thedata for selenate,intheview of latest spectroscopic work onthe speciation
and coordination of adsorbed selenate and sulphate on goethite. The description of
the adsorption data including the differentiation between both species can be done
very satisfactory with the CD-MUSIC approach. The modeled charge distributions
obtained for the innersphere complexes are in line with charge distributions as
derived from the spectroscopically determined structure and coordination for both
ions. It is found that the formation of outersphere complexes sulphate and selenate
cannot be established solely from the macroscopic adsorption data without the
spectroscopic knowledge. This is rather similar to results of monodentate and
bidentate complexes of phosphate. These complexes exist at high pH values,
according to spectroscopic work, but the phosphate data in Chapter 6 can be
modeled by assuming both surface complexes but also by assuming only the
bidentate complex.
In Chapter 6 the interaction between phosphate and calcium adsorption has
been studied on goethite because calcium can influence the phosphate adsorption
equilibria andtheseareverydifficult to discriminate from precipitation equilibria in
soils and sediments. The model parameter values for calcium and phosphate from
single-sorbate experiments have been verified in experiments with both ions for
conditionsbelow thesaturation index of apatite.Usingthederived model parameter
values it is possible to predict the adsorption and interaction of phosphate and
calciumforenvironmentalconditions.
In Chapter 7adsorption data are given for the ions for which the proton-ion
adsorption stoichiometry has been determined in Chapter 3, and data for the
adsorption of silicic acid and arsenite aregiven. Themodeling parameter values are
summarized for allionsthathavebeenstudied inthisthesis.
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Samenvatting
Transport en beschikbaarheid van een groot aantal stoffen voor planten en dieren
worden beinvloed door de binding van deze stoffen aan mineralen in bodems.
Voorbeelden van dergelijke stoffen zijn nutrienten voor planten zoals fosfaat en
molybdaat, maar ook toxische stoffen zoals arseen en cadmium. Voorbeelden van
mineralen die ruimschoots voorkomen in bodems zijn goethiet en gibbsiet. Er is al
relatief veel kennis van de binding van specifieke stoffen aan mineralen vanuit
eenvoudige oplossingen, zoals bijvoorbeeld een oplossing vanNaCl. Inbodems en
sedimenten is de oplossing echter samengesteld uit meerdere ionen. Deze ionen
bei'nvloeden debinding van elkaar op een complexe wijze: sommige soorten ionen
zijn in competitie met elkaar en andere bevorderen de binding van elkaar. Door
wijzigingen van de samenstelling van de bodemoplossing en door de veelheid aan
processen iseenvoorspelling van debinding aanbodemmineralen vaakmoeilijk of
niet mogelijk. Er zijn modellen die in principe dit soort ingewikkelde interacties
kunnen berekenen maar de modellen beschikken niet over gevalideerde model
gegevens of geven maar een beperkte beschrijving van de beschikbare data. Het
doel van dit proefschrift is om in de toekomst het complexe bindingsgedrag aan
bodemmineralen betertevoorspellen.
Electrostatische en chemische interakties bepalen de ion binding aan
minerale oppervlakken. Experimenteel is het moeilijk om deze interacties te
onderscheiden en daardoor zijn verschillende modellen ontstaan. Het is mogelijk
om op basis van nieuwe gegevens over de microscopische structuur van de
gebonden ionen tot een betere toetsing van modellen te komen. .De oppervlakken
waaraan binding kan plaatsvinden kunnen negatief of positief geladen worden
indien geladen ionen door een specifieke chemische affiniteit binden. Zo'n geladen
oppervlak wordt altijd geneutraliseerd door ionen met eentegengestelde lading.Als
deze tegengesteld geladen ionen zich in de oplossing bevinden dan ontstaat er een
ophoping van dezeionen aanhetoppervlak, enerzijds alsgevolgvan de aantrekking
doorhetoppervlak, enanderzijds doorhettegenovergestelde effect vandeBrownse
beweging (diffusie) in oplossing. Dit beeld van een lading aan een oppervlak en
een diffuse tegenlading heet een electrische dubbellaag. Vanuit de oplossing gezien
ondervindt een ion dat zich naar een geladen oppervlak beweegt een potentiaal. In
dit proefschrift wordt het zogenaamde Stern-Gouy-Chapman model gebruikt als
beschrijving van de electrische dubbellaag. Dit model beschrijft de electrostatische
potentiaal,onderandere alsfunctie vandeafstand tot een oppervlak.
Er zijn zoals gezegd meerdere modellen voor de binding van ionen. De
modellen gebruiken meestal het Stern-Gouy-Chapman model, of een
vereenvoudiging daarvan, als basis, maar de modellen maken verschillende
aannames over de locatie van de lading van geadsorbeerde ionen. In bijna alle
modellen worden ionladingen beschouwd als puntladingen die oftewel in het vlak
adsorberen waar ook protonen adsorberen of in een vlak op enige afstand van het
oppervlak. In het CD-MUSIC model wordt de lading van geadsorbeerde
ionladingen verdeeld overhetoppervlak eneenelectrostatisch vlakopenige afstand
van het oppervlak als functie van de structuur van een geadsorbeerd ion. In dit
modelwordtderuimtedieeenioninneemt, endeverdelingvandeladingoverdeze
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ruimtedusnietverwaarloosd tenopzichte van degrootte van hetcompacte deelvan
de electrische dubbellaag. Deze verdeling van lading kan zoals blijkt uit mijn
onderzoek vaak worden afgeleid uit eenvan de zogenaamde Pauling principes. Dit
Pauling principe defmieert een bindingsvalentie die gelijk is aan een deel van de
lading van het centrale "kation"(P, S)door delading evenredig te verdelen overde
(negatieve) liganden die het centrale ("kat')ion omringen. In dit proefschrift is
bijvoorbeeld deadsorptie vansulfaat uitgebreid bestudeerd. Uithet Paulingprincipe
volgt dat de twee min lading van het sulfaat ion in gelijke mate kan worden
toegekend aan devier omringende zuurstofgroepen van het sulfaat ion. Elk zuursof
'ligand' krijgt dus een lading van -0.5 toegekend. Bij een monodentaat complex
van sulfaat aaneen mineraal vormteenligand debinding methet oppervlak, en zijn
dedrieoverige ligandennaardeoplossing gericht,watresulteert ineen ladingvan 0.5 in het oppervlak en -1.5 in het electrostatische vlak op enige afstand van het
oppervlak. Denegatieve lading die aan het oppervlak wordt toegekend wordt inde
structuur verder geneutraliseerd door de aanwezige kationen van het mineraal
waaraanhet ionbindt. Deelectrostatische bijdrage aandetotalebindingsaffmiteit is
in het CD-MUSIC model is direct gerelateerd aan de structuur van de gebonden
ionen. Omdat er in de laatste jaren via spectroscopisch onderzoek meer bekend
geworden is van de structuur en de coordinatie van gebonden ionen aan mineralen
is het mogelijk om het CD-MUSIC model te toetsen. In dit proefschrift is
specifieke chemische binding van een reeks ionen aan het mineraal goethiet
onderzocht omdat relatief veelbekend isover de binding van ionen aan goethiet en
overdestructuurvandegebonden ionen.
Gewoonlijk wordt ion adsorptie gekarakteriseerd als functie van de ion
concentratie en depH. Via een thermodynamische vergelijking istezien dat depH
afhankelijkheid van de binding van ionen direct gerelateerd is aan de zuur of base
consumptie per geadsorbeerd ion. Deze informatie, de proton-ion adsorptie
stoichiometric kan bijvoorbeeld experimenteel worden verkregen door middel van
een pH-stat titratie In Hoofdstuk 2 wordt afgeleid hoe deze thermodynamische
vergelijking emit ziet voor ionen die in de oplossing hydrolyzeren/protoneren als
functie van de pH. In Hoofdstuk 3 wordt op basis van deze kennis een methode
gepresenteerd om de pH afhankelijkheid van ion binding nauwkeurig te bepalen.
De experimentele methode karakteriseert de zuur/base consumptie tijdens een pH
stat ion titratie. De totale ion toevoeging wordt zodanig afgestemd dat de
evenwichtsconcentratie in oplossing verwaarloosbaar blijft waardoor de
geadsorbeerde hoeveelheid vrijwel identiek is aan de toegediende hoeveelheid van
hetbetreffende ion.
In Hoofdstuk 3tonen berekeningen met een algemeen bindingsmodel dat de
proton-ion adsorptie stoichiometrie onafhankelijk is van de grootte van het
chemische deel van de bindingsaffmiteit (oftewel de intrinsieke log K van de
reactie). Dit heeft belangrijke consequenties voor het karakteriseren van de ion
binding aan mineralen met een variabele lading. De intrinsieke log K is belangrijk
voorderelatietussen deconcentratie inoplossing endegeadsorbeerde hoeveelheid,
maar niet voor de proton-ion adsorptie stoichiometrie. De proton-ion adsorptie
stoichiometrie wordt bepaald door de geadsorbeerde lading, en de verdeling
daarvan aanhet oppervlak. Destructuur van degeadsorbeerde complexen kan zoals
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eerdergezegdbepaaldwordenviaspectroscopic,enzodoendekandedistributievan
geadsorbeerde lading worden geschatvolgens het Pauling principe. Het concept is
in principe geldig voor alle ionen en wordt allereerst gedemonstreerd voor drie
ionen waarvan de structuur van de geadsorbeerde species goed bekend is via
spectroscopic, namelijk de complexen van sulfaat, arsenaat en seleniet op goethiet.
Ook is de proton-ion adsorptie stoichiometric bepaald voor de adsorptie van
selenaat, wolframaat, chromaat, arsenaat, fosfaat envanadaat. Gebruik makend van
de ladingsdistributies volgens de defmitie van Pauling voor de bekende
geadsorbeerde structuren, is de proton-ion adsorptie stoichiometric voorspelt voor
deionen.Degoedeovereenkomst tussen devoorspelling endedata geeft aandatde
experimentele proton-ion adsorptie stoichiometric inderdaad gebruikt kan worden
voordevoorspellingvandestructuur vangeadsorbeerde complexen,en omgekeerd.
Deze bevindingen demonstreren de relatie tussen de moleculaire structuur van
geadsorbeerde complexenenhetmacroscopische adsorptiegedrag.
In hoofdstuk 2 van dit proefschrift worden de binding en modellering
onderzocht van electrolyt anionen omdat algemeen aangenomen wordt dat deze
anionen niet via ligand-uitwisseling binden en alleen als outersphere complexen
binden aan goethiet. Getoond wordt het effect van verschillende typen oplossingen
(NaCl,NaN03, enNaClCi) ophetzuur-base gedragvan goethiet, enop debinding
van sulfaat en fosfaat aan goethiet. Beneden het ladingsnulpunt bij pH 9.25 neemt
de binding van zuur af in de volgorde van C1>N03>C104. De afname van de
binding van zuur beinvloedt de binding van oxyanionen aan goethiet. Anion
adsorptie van relatief sterk bindende polyvalente anionen (sulfaat en fosfaat) neemt
inoplossingen toeindevolgordevanC1<N03<C104.Debindingsconstanten vande
monovalente elektrolyt anionen aan goethiet (bindingen zonder liganduitwisseling)
worden gekwantificeerd op basis van het zuur-base gedrag. Deze
bindingsconstanten blijken een goede voorspelling te geven van het effect dat de
verschillende elektrolyten hebbenopdebindingvan sulfaat en fosfaat.
In Hoofdstuk 4 is de binding van sulfaat aan goethite uitgebreid
gekarakteriseerd over een groot bereik van sulfaatconcentraties, bezetting, pH
niveaus enelectrolyt concentraties. Alle data kunnen gemodelleerdworden meteen
type adsorptiecomplex. Inrecente spectroscopische studies isbevestigd dat bij lage
pH waarden monodentaat complexen dominant zijn maar dat bij pH>6 de
outersphere complexen van sulfaat en selenaat dominant zijn. InHoofdstuk 5ishet
bindingsgedrag van sulfaat vergeleken met die van selenaat. De resultaten van
sulfaat uit het vorige hoofdstuk, en die van selenaat, zijn geanalyseerd in het licht
van de recente studies. De incorporate van de inner- en outersphere complexen
verloopt inhet CD-MUSIC model zeer goed ende data kunnen beschreven worden
met het CD-MUSIC model waarbij de gebruikte ladingsdistributies overeenkomen
met de complexen zoals ze zijn vastgesteld via spectroscopic De vorming van de
outersphere complexen kan echter niet worden vastgesteld op basis van de
macroscopische adsorptie data. Dit komt overeen met de modellering van het
bindingsgedrag van fosfaat (Hoofdstuk 6) in relatie tot de via spectroscopic
vastgestelde complexen. Bij hoge pH zijn monodentaat en bidentaat complexen
vastgesteld. Het bindingsgedrag kan echter zowel gemodelleerd worden met de
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aanname van aanwezigheid van beide complexen maar ook met enkel bidentaat
complexen.
In Hoofdstuk 6 is de interactie tussen fosfaat en calcium bestudeerd. Dit is
interessant omdatde aanwezigheid van calcium een sterke invloed heeft op fosfaat
adsorptie en omdat het vaak zeer moeilijk is om onderscheid te maken tussen
adsorptie en precipitatie reacties in dergelijke systemen. De model parameters voor
calcium en fosfaat zoals verkregen uit de experimenten met alleen fosfaat of
calcium, zijn gebruikt omdebinding tevoorspellen van experimenten waarinzowel
fosfaat en calcium zijn gebruikt. De experimenten zijn zodanig uitgevoerd dat er
geen calciumfosfaat mineralen ontstaan. Gebruik makend van demodel parameters
is het mogelijk om de interactie tussen fosfaten en calcium te voorspellen onder
condities waarbij wel mineralen van fosfaat en calcium kunnen ontstaan, condities
zoalsdieinhet milieu voorkomen. Hettoont een sterke interactie tussen calcium en
fosfaat bij het adsorptieproces, en een te verwaarlozen pH afhankelijkheid van de
fosfaat bindingbijneutralepHwaarden.
Tenslotte worden in Hoofdstuk 7 de resultaten samengevat in de vorm van
een tabel met de evenwichtsreacties van de onderzochte ionen aan goethiet. Om te
komen tot een volledige beschrijving van de bindingsreacties aan goethiet in
bodemsdienenookdeevenwichten metandereionenbeschreven teworden. Hierbij
kan gebruik gemaakt worden van de resultaten uit de literatuur maar dan dient er
wel rekening mee gehouden te worden met het feit dat veel onderzoekers andere
typen goethiet, of andere mineralen hebben gebruikt. Consistente datasets en sets
van model parameters per mineraaltypezijn daaromnodig. De methodiek die indit
proefschrift is gebruikt is van belang bij het ontwikkelen van een optimale
meetstrategie om de modelparameters nauwkeurig te bepalen met een relatief
geringeexperimentele inspanning.
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